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EDITORIAL

tility: useful, dependable, vital,
the opposite of aesthetic.
Our utilities, both public and pri
vate, have historically provided us
some of the world’s most efficient de
livery of telephone services, electric
ity and natural gas. And up until the
recent WPPSS scandal and the
breakup of AT&T, the Northwest re
gion’s utilities have largely been of
fered at acceptable prices, compared
with other parts of the country. The
true costs have been much more sub
tle, but their long-term implications
need to be examined, understood and

responded to.
§ Since it is clearly uneconomical to
run multiple power and telephone
lines through the same neighbor
hoods and countryside, very early on
the delivery of both electricity and
telephone services became the fief
doms of one or at most two com
panies. There were opponents to
these private monopolies long before
the FDR regime. They called for
municipal or county control and es
tablished publicly owned telephone
services and utility districts. With the
New Deal, an outpouring of federal
monies created hydroelectric dams
throughout the Columbia/Snake River
Basin. This vast resource became the
Bonneville Power Administration, and
given the political tenor of the times,
carried a preference clause that gave
distinct advantages to those areas
which established PUDs.
Though massive amounts of private
money rose to oppose their creation,
the State of Washington became
home to some 30 PUDs, joining the
long-standing municipal districts in
both Seattle and Tacoma. In Oregon,
the private interests were sucessful in
limiting their number to less than 10,
most in rural districts. And with the
preference clause in place, Washing
ton residents and industry paid as lit
tle as one third of Oregon’s private
rates for electricity.
Oregon’s PGE and PP&L have many
times, as recently as 1982, fought off
PUD initiatives sponsored by coali
tions including Grange, labor and
progressive elements. These private
utilities bring three powerful elements
to those struggles: 1) money, in ratios
of twenty or thirty to the one raised by
PUD advocates, which buys a whole
lot of media; 2) political clout, de
veloped over years of carefully or
chestrated contributions to both
politicians and causes at every level;
and 3) public confidence in their abil
ity to provide power dependably. And
even though there is a constant un
dercurrent of resentment toward their
price manipulation and political
power, it is insufficient to withstand
the barrage of resources they bring
out whenever they are challenged.
For years these utilities have been
feathering their nest with the support
of politicians of every stripe. They
give freely to both hard rock conser
vatives and rising star liberals, with
very few capable or willing to resist
the utilities’ overtures. And when their
survival is threatened, their resources
extend to include their major suppli
ers and sub-contractors, literally from
around the country. This year, with
PUD initiatives currently in abeyance,
the four major utilities, which include
Northwest Natural Gas and Pacific
Northwest Bell, devoted their political
money to the pro-sales tax campaign,
giving more than $1,000,000.00 to that
hoary cause. Needless to say, the
property tax saving they’d realize in
less than one year would more than
pay back their “investment.”
Oregon’s reputation for environ
mental leadership and corruption-free
politics unfortunately does not extend
to this realm. For as long as both
executive and legislative bodies con
sist of politicians greatly endebted to
these few companies, little hope
exists for a reprieve. Even the judicial
branch consists of ex-politicians and
appointees of utility-funded politi
cians. The only hope of rectifying this
situation is beginning on square one.
Each candidate for office should be
asked the hard question, both about
utility financial support received and
her/his opinions on public power and
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curbs on the private utilities’ currently
unbridled influence. Those who pass
this litmus test, should be supported
both financially and politically.
Though the WPPSS fiasco has
rightly sullied the reputation of pub
licly controlled utilities, over the years
Washington consumers have in
vested billions of dollars in facilities
they own and control. In contrast,
most Oregon consumers have paid
much higher rates and own nothing.
And because the Utility Commis' sioner, appointed by Oregon’s gover
nor (no recent governor, Republican
or Democrat, has reached office with
out massive utility backing), sets the
rates to guarantee profits, the utilities’
political impact is virtually guaranteed
to continue.
The latest episode in this sage is
.most telling. In November 1984, some
638,000 Oregon voters approved the
creation of a Citizen Utility Board, as
a partial offset to the power of the pri
vate utilities. The CUB prepared an en
closure for insertion in the private
utilities’ current billings, the key
“right” supposedly guaranteed by the
wording of the initiative. Several
utilities challenged and Federal Judge
Owen Panner declared that such an
enclosure would violate the utilities’
freedom of speech. That this central
right of our democracy extends to cor
porations is certainly debatable. But
any successful challenge would be
prohibitively expensive. This decision
once again abrogates the power of the
virtually powerless, making the CUB
scramble for mere existence while the
utilities pocket yet another round of
guaranteed profits.
Efficient, dependable delivery of
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utility services, whether from a public
or private firm, is the least we should
expect and accept. To date, neither
has failed to provide this bottom line.
It is now time to begin removing the
heavy foot of the private utilities from
our necks.
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We answered all their questions fully
and sincerely, and even volunteered in
form ation we thought m ight interest
them, basking in the attention of the FBI
itself. No one ever pointed out that some
thing I said might ruin a friend’s father’s
career, or might lead the parents to
prison and our friends to foster homes.
That never happened that I know of, but I
talked openly to the FBI two or three
times a year for ten years without really
understanding the effect it could have on
other people’s lives. I was only a child.
That was Idaho Falls, Idaho, headquar
ters for the National Reactor Testing Sta
tion, The Site, which was about fifty miles
west of town on the Arco Desert. I was
proud that Dad worked there, and that
most of my friend’s dads did too. It was
the birthplace of the USS Nautilus, or at
least the atomic engine for it. With 33
“ piles,” The Site was “the largest cluster
of atomic reactors in The Free World.”
We moved there in 1956, when I was in
second grade, and I lived there until I left
high school in 1967.
Many years and many changes later, I
heard an anti-nuclear activist speculat
ing grimly on life in a society dominated
by nuclear power. I realized that such a
society already existed. I grew up in it
and could tell about it firsthand.
Perhaps a year ago, a friend asked
about the cancer rate there. I’d never
heard anything about that, and had never
thought of it. A few months later Dad was
diagnosed as having cancer. He died re
cently. That connection, and the revival
of childhood memories brought about by
Dad’s death, have made me think that
now is the time to tell what I know.

'^Lecurity As A
Way of Life
In our schoolbooks, fathers sometimes
took their kids to where they worked—the
office, the factory, the store, the station—
and showed them around. Our dads
couldn’t do that. Once in a while I would
ask Dad about his work and he would
remind me that it was secret and he
couldn’t talk about it.
I did know that Dad was an electrician
and worked at MTR-ETR (Materials Test
ing Reactor-Energy Testing Reactor), a
pair of reactors in the same compound.
Other dads worked at places like EBR-1
(Experimental Breeder Reactor) or SL-2,
which I think stood for Steam Liquid.
There were occasional tours of The Site
for families of employees, but we were
never taken on one. My own experience
of where Dad worked was a glitter of
metal in the daytime and a glimmer of
lights at night far across the desert on the
way to Craters of the Moon.
“ Now right over here,” Dad would point
out a stretch of desert between the high
way and the distant glitter, “ is where they
bury stuff that’s gotten dirty.” We learned
early that “ dirty” meant contaminated
and “ hot” meant radioactive, and they
weren’t the same. He had several shirts
and pants, pairs of shoes, dozens of
pairs of gloves, buried out there. There
were tanks and huge trucks too, he said,
even whole buildings. I couldn’t imagine
a hole big enough to put a house in.
“ Couldn’t spies take pictures of The
Site from here?” one of us asked once as
we were passing. He assured us that
guards at The Site had telescopes and
were always w a tch in g the highw ay
through them. If guards saw anyone tak
ing pictures, they’d come out and arrest
the person and get the film back.
It hadn’t occurred to me before then
that The Site itself would have guards like
the A.E.C. (Atomic Energy Commission)
Building in town. I remember the build
ing, administrative headquarters for The
Site, as a monolithic rectangle two blocks
long, a block wide, and five or six stories
high, light green, with small rectangular
windows that glowed dull yellow and fea
tureless at night—all of them, all the
time. There were no trees or bushes
nearby where someone might hide. In
the middle of one long side was a glass
double door, with a guard standing at
each side of the door.
Those guards scared me, though nei
ther the FBI nor the police did. It wasn’t
the guns: there were guns all over, and
shootouts rarely even made the front
page of the paper. Mom tried to comfort
me: the guards were only interested in
someone sneaking around or trying to

T h a t was Idaho Falls, Idaho, headquarters
for the National Reactor Testing Station, The
Site, which was about fifty miles west of
town on the Arco Desert. I was proud that
Dad worked there. With 33 “piles, ” The Site
was “the largest cluster of atomic reactors
in The Free World.”
break into the A.E.C. Building. If they
saw someone, they would shout stop,
then shoot over the person’s head. Only
then, if the person still didn’t stop, would
they shoot to kill. It seemed too easy to
find myself there by accident some night.
I knew, deep down, that if I heard them
shooting over my head, there was no way
in the world I could stop running.
The A.E.C. Building was a block from
the high school and two blocks from the
church, but I generally avoided walking
past it, especially at night. When I was a
burgeoning teenage hoodlum, and by
god not afraid of nothing, I strolled past
on the sidewalk one day and glanced up
to see “ Atomic Energy Com m ission”
painted modestly above the door. I was
never that close again.
Site security had a special problem
when the Idaho Territorial Centennial
rolled around. Some local group decreed
that all the men had to grow beards, just
like in the old days. Any man caught with
out a beard on the streets of Idaho Falls
could be “ arrested” by the “ posse,”
taken to “ court,” and “fined” a $5 contri
bution toward the fireworks or parade or
something. It was to be a lot of fun and
horsing around and a way of extracting a
bit more money from the tourists on their
way to or from Yellowstone. Dad started
growing his beard along with all the other
men.
W ith in a week, S ite s e c u rity an
nounced that all Site workers either had
to shave or get new pictures for their
identification cards.One friend of Dad’s
got a new ID card and grew a big, black,
full-faced beard, and then kept it when
the Centennial was over. Everyone else
shaved. It wasn’t fun anymore. I worried
about Dad getting beat up for not having
a beard, but the whole game died out. A
few old timers grew long magnificent
beards, and were admired and compli
mented on the street. It turned out to be
one more source of bitterness between
The Site and the rest of town.

yw o-Tier Society
r h e A to m ic E nergy C om m ission
moved into Idaho Falls just after WWII,
and pretty suddenly. Our development

was probably housing for construction
workers for The Site. It was 30-40 blocks
of one-story, square, stucco houses in
three alternating designs and six alter
nating pastel colors. By the time we got
there it was pretty rundown. Our three
bedroom house cost $5,000. Newer,
more expensive developments adjoined
ours, and that’s where most of the Site
families lived.
The house next door to ours was
rented out to families of Navy men—
every six months we’d get a new set of
neighbors in from Newport News, Vir
ginia. Many of the scientists were at The
Site for a specific project, and would re
turn to their university or research center
after a year or two. The people who came
to The Site were highly educated scien
tists, technicians and government bu
reaucrats. They were more mobile—so
cially, e con om ically and g e o g ra p h 
ically—than the locals.
At the beginning of each school year,
we Site kids got a special government
form (printed on cards, not a mimeo). It
was very, very important because the
school got extra money for each of us.
The public schools were excellent in
math and science, even before the post
Sputnik push. The Science Fair was the
big event of the school year. We routinely
scored very high in national tests, and
many graduates of the high school went
to places like MIT, Berkeley and Cal Tech.
Yet humanities and social sciences were
on the farm town level. I was amazed
later to discover that people had read
Shakespeare in high school.
Before The Site came, Idaho Falls was
a small town river crossing and commer
cial center for the agricultural and ranch
ing economy of the Upper Snake Valley.
The area produces wheat, potatoes,
sugar beets, cattle and sheep. I was told
that Idaho Falls was not typical for a town
of 40,000. Our two color television sta
tions, classical music radio station and
the symphony were products of the high
education level of The Site people. The
Site/non-Site split was more important
than the M ormon/non-M ormon split.
Idaho Falls was about seventy percent
Mormon, and non-Mormons were not
very successful in business and were
nonexistent in politics. Site people were
not involved in either.
I had friends, close friends even, who
were not Site kids, but there was always a
distance between us. They could be
smarter, stronger, faster, richer and even

more ambitious than I was, but it didn’t
matter. I was tied into Science and Tech
nology, into Universities, Research and
the Government. They were tied into
cows and potatoes and irrigation canals,
into the John Birch Society, the Mormon
Church and the Chamber of Commerce.
There was more chance for them to es
cape than for us to get bogged down, but
not much. The only significant competi
tion or association we Site kids had was
with each other.

B jip p o p o ta m u s
' V I n The Pigpen
Id ah o Falls had many elements of what I
now recognize as a company-town econ
omy. The prosperity of local businesses
fluctuated according to decisions made
in Washington and based on national or
international political concerns.
The Nixon-Kennedy campaign was my
first awareness of presidential politics.
The main issue nationally seemed to be
Kennedy’s Catholicism. Locally, however,
the important issue was cutbacks at The
Site, which Kennedy threatened. Sure
enough, shortly after Kennedy took of
fice, Westinghouse was closed down,
and several of my friends’ dads lost their
jobs. Some had to move.
The closure threw the area into an eco
nomic recession for several years. An
other otherwise unaccountable eco
nom ic trough was attrib uted to the
cancellation of a top-secret atomic air
craft project.
Almost all of the men worked for one of
the big companies. The few who worked
directly for the A.E.C. (and especially if
they worked at the A.E.C. Building rather
than at The Site) were a little suspect to
us kids— more like umpires than real
baseball players.
The line between the companies and
the government was always a bit hazy.
The companies, such as Westinghouse
or Phillips Petroleum (who signed Dad’s
checks) or other government agencies,
such as the Navy, had some lease or
contract arrangement with the A.E.C.
Workers for both public and private con
cerns needed government security clear
ances. Labor unions were outlawed at
The Site, even though people were work
ing for private corporations.
The A.E.C. buses contributed to the
company town feel. The men gathered
on streetcorners at 6:00 to 6:30 am, wait
ing for the Greyhound-sized blue buses
to come and get them. We often went
split sessions and had to be in school at
7:00 am. One of my most vivid memories
is these knots of men standing in the
snow before dawn, sm oking, talking
softly, some reading magazines or news
papers by streetlight. The sight was both
eerie and exhilarating. It reminded me of
rising before dawn to watch the first
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partly to avoid wrestling with that moral
question. If that neighbor kid set out to
convert me that day, he may have suc
ceeded far better than either of us knew.

y a s t Exit
£
To Montana

certainly break up those long monoto
nous days of school.

^yveryday
Strange
^ ^ O c cu rren ce s
L iv in g near The Site heightened some

^ J o m e years before that, our war con-

I talked openly to the FBI two or three times
a year for ten years without really under
standing the effect it could have on other
people’s lives. I was only a child.
space shots and of scenes from science
fiction books of secret military/scientific
installations. But it also brought to mind
horror movies, just before a huge beast
With glaring eyes would roar out of the
darkness to swallow up the unsuspecting
townsfolk, or war movies showing the
rough tenderness of camaraderie before
a dawn raid. I would watch them from
behind the bushes a block away until the
bus came and took them away.
The men got dropped off on the same
corners between 6:00 and 6:30 pm. It
meant that the men were away from
home for twelve hours a day.
It was not rare for the schools to close
because of snow, wind or flood. But I
don’t remember a single day that the
A.E.C. buses d id n ’t run because of
weather. The Arco Highway must have
had top priority for snow clearance.
There was a spell of much grumbling
when the men had to start catching the
bus half an hour earlier, and returning
later, because the buses had been or
dered to slow down. It seems the buses,
travelling in lengthy convoys, were killing
so many jackrabbits that the road was
getting slippery and dangerous. The con
cern was for the buses, not for other vehi
cles. Gradually the speeds crept up, and
in a few months the times were back to
normal. Maybe the jackrabbit season
was over.
There may have been a hundred
buses, m aybe two hundred, parked
nights and weekends behind a link fence
across the street from our church. For an
hour in the morning and evening, they
dominated the town. Not just the tho
roughfares were affected, for at least one
bus from each compound had to stop
within a couple blocks of every house in
town. During split sessions, with school
buses competing for space, there wasn’t
much room for anything else.

^ ^ y to m ic War
T h e men all being two hours from their
fam ilies made our war preparedness
complicated. We knew war would come

6
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and we knew we would be in the thick of
it. We were resigned to the possibility of
being separated from our fathers for the
whole six weeks (or whatever it was) until
it was safe to come out of the shelters.
Mom once carefully explained that be
cause there was no actual production of
weapons at The Site, it wouldn’t be a firststrike target. In fact, the Russians would
try to protect the facilities for their own
use once they took over. She had spent a
long time working that out; I didn’t believe
it any more than she did. We never spoke
of Our Side destroying The Site to keep it
out of the hands of the Russians.
A neighbor boy (he was a Mormon, one
of thirteen kids—an uncle when he was
born) once gleefully told me that the percapita alcohol consumption of Idaho
Falls was second highest in the country,
after Las Vegas. I wasn’t old enough to
question his inform ation, and began
speculating at once that it was because
life was so boring out here in the sticks.
The reason, he said, was that the Site
workers knew they were helping to bring
about an atomic war, and felt so guilty
about it, and couldn’t talk to anyone
about it because it was secret, that they
had to get drunk every night.
I’d never heard such a notion before.
How could these great heroes of Sci
ence, of America, feel anything but pride
in the wonderful work they were doing?
How was it possible to feel guilt at doing
good?
The more I thought about it, though,
the more I realized it was an attack on
The Site by The Town, and felt compelled
to defend us against the slur. For a few
days I watched the faces of the men as
they got off the bus, when we visited or
they visited, as they sat in church. I
watched Dad’s face, especially when he
was drinking (he’d been an alcoholic as
far back as I could remember). I began to
see a weight of sadness in their cheek
bones, a flash of terror in their eyes, a
quiver of helplessness on their lips.
I made a deliberate decision to stop
watching before I saw any more. If these
men were crim inals against peace,
against humanity, maybe even against
God, I didn’t want to know about it. There
was nothing I could do anyway. Over the
next year or two I shifted my projected
career from physics to writing, perhaps

sciousness nearly led us in a completely
different direction. Our family took up
with a peculiar family. Like us they had
five kids—too many to be scientists, too
few to be Mormons. Dad seems to have
met the man in a bar.
They had only recently come to town,
and obviously weren’t intending to stay
long: the man didn’t work, the kids didn’t
go to school. They lived almost without
furniture in a ramshackle house behind
the Coca Cola bottling plant.
We spent a lot of time with them, the
adults drinking beer and talking intently
for hours, their kids introducing us to mis
chievous freedoms we’d never imagined
and parts of our hometown we’d never
seen. As the relationship diverged more
and more from our usual pattern of family
friendships, Mom sat us kids down one
day and explained. She spoke softly, al
most whispering at times, but with deter
mination. We knew she was purposely
violating security and were awed into
paying total attention.
These people were part of a group that
had bought (or planned to buy) a remote
valley in Montana, where they could live
almost entirely cut off from the rest of the
world. Security would be even tighter
than at The Site. No one would know their
exact location. No one would be able to
betray them when the Russians came.
We kids didn’t think to ask about the polit
ical or religious origins of the group.
They were in Idaho Falls recruiting,
and they wanted us to join them. Particu
larly they wanted Dad, not only to dotheir
electrical work, but also to design and
build an electronic security system. Dad
was a good prospect: a poor, uneducated
social misfit with no strong political or
religious commitments. Though still paid
and treated as a maintenance electri
cian, Dad had by that time been relieved
of his ordinary duties and spent his work
time designing electronic circuits for top
level scientists when the official elec
tronic engineers couldn’t meet their re
quirements. I don’t know if this man ran
into Dad by accident, or heard about him
and made a point of meeting him.
We kids were excited. It was science
fiction come true: living deep in a forest
threaded with electronic sensing de
vices, building log cabins with secret un
derground chambers, riding horses to
the hidden helicopter pad. Of course
we’d have a reactor to generate our elec
tricity. And there would be no more inter
minable classes run by boring tyrants.
We were severely warned not to speak
of any of this to anyone, not even to hint at
it to our best friends. We didn’t. We knew
about security.
As plans developed further, Mom fi
nally took her stand. She had grown up
on farms, left the moment she could, and
would under no circumstances go back
to one. I’m sure there were other reasons
as well, but the safest one was enough. I
held a long bitterness against her for de
nying us the paradise I thought we had
almost found. I surprise myself by wish
ing even now that we had gone: heaven
or hell, what an adventure we missed!
The family vanished soon thereafter. I
don’t think we ever heard from them
again.
The attraction of the scheme had noth
ing to do with fear of the Russians. I knew,
as everyone knew, that atomic war would
come someday. But we—Site people and
their families—worked and lived around
radiation all the time, and so were not
easily spooked by the thought of it. We
also had great faith that the government/
corporate organization we were part of
would take care of us. I either imagined
or was told that there were secret shel
ters reserved for Site people. When the
time came, we would be told where to go,
or picked up at home, or plucked out of
our classrooms if necessary.
War was inevitable. There was no point
in being terrified of it. Some of my friends
would get killed. But a war would kill more
people I didn’t like than than people I did.
Our house would get blown up, but I
didn’t like it anyway. And a war would

events and subdued others, most often
twisting them into a different significance
than they might otherwise have had.
UFO sightings are a good example.
Very late one night, Mom and Dad
were sitting watching television. Sud
denly a huge orange fireball flashed by
the window. They both hit the floor, cer
tain that a burning airplane was about to
crash in the street in front of the house. It
didn’t happen. They rushed out to find
nothing more than the strong smell of
ozone.
It was a topic of family conversation for
a couple days, and Dad may have talked
to his colleagues about it. If it was con
nected to The Site, the less said about it,
the better. It was just another curious,
unexplained event, like the many others
Dad had seen.
A more serious sighting occurred one
night when Mom happened to be driving
home from Pocatello, fifty miles to the
south. A UFO flared through the sky and
disappeared (from Mom’s sight anyway)
behind The Buttes, which rise abruptly
out of the desert. There was a crash this
time, and hundreds of people had seen
the object. By daybreak, the whole area
was sealed off by soldiers.
I was in high school then, involved in a
secret society of peers—an elitist group
which broke through the Site/non-Site
barrier—that was bonded by our mutual
teen-aged cynicism. We first predicted,
then observed, the standard government
procedure of releasing vague and con
flicting reports for several days until
everyone had evidence to prove their own
theory and disprove all the others. The
common UFO theories had their ad
herents of course: meteor, atmospheric
phenomenon, alien spacecraft, omen of
the Second Coming, etc. But The Site
figured into the two most popular theo
ries. Many people thought it was an at
tempted attack by the Russians. But
most people assumed it was a Site ex
periment that had gone awry, and knew
that no more information would be forth
coming. When none was, they claimed
the theory proven. The investigation was
entirely in the hands of the federal gov
ernment. After a few days, the soldiers
slipped quietly back to wherever it was
they had appeared from so quickly.
Our secret society considered an ex
pedition out to the crash area, but de
cided against it for three reasons: 1)
About 100 square miles had been sealed
off, and the specific location had never
been pinpointed. It could be a long
search. 2) If there was still (or ever had
been) anything interesting to find, the
government wouldn’t have pulled the
troops out. 3) They were probably still
watching the area, and if we got picked
up our own secrecy—sufficient against
teachers, principals, local police, par
ents and schoolmates—wouldn’t stand
up long under FBI questioning.
It wasn’t as though accidents had
never happened before. Usually our first
indication of a radiation leak was when
someone on the block started hosing
down the driveway and sidewalk. That
was the signal for one of us kids to do the
same to ours while Mom called a few
friends and spread the word that radioac
tive fallout was coming down. Every once
in a while it was Dad who called in from
The Site to say, “ I was just thinking it
might be a good day to wash the drive
way.” There was some prestige in being
the first one on the block to wash down
the driveway.
•
As I got older, I began to realize how
ludicrous it was.
“ What about the grass?” I asked once.
“ We’d wash it off if we could,” Mom
replied ruefully.
I never thought to ask about the roof or
the street. But I never stopped doing it. It
had all the trappings of propitiatory
magic, as mundane yet important a su
perstition as prayers before bed or not
stepping on the cracks
I don’t remember how often that hap
pened. We didn’t mention it at school,
partly because it was too common to be
interesting, partly because of security. If
neighbors asked why we were doing it,

we didn’t tell them. Site families should
know, and non-Site families shouldn’t.
Many of them caught on and hosed down
their driveways and sidewalks too.
One day I was given the chore of hos
ing down the driveway to remove oil from
our leaky car. Within a few minutes, half a
dozen driveways on the block were being
hosed down. As I worked, I debated
whether to tell them or to go through the
whole ritual so as not to raise their ire.
Then I realized that a call might have
come in at the same time I happened to
be washing the oil off. I did the whole
thing.
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he big one, of course, they couldn’t
keep quiet. I don’t remember how I got
the news. The earliest I remember, the
whole town was in a buzz. SL-1 had blown
up. People had died.
Official assurances started coming in
early. The explosion was over and there
was no chance of another one. There
was no danger. The inner shell around
the reactor was broken, but the outer
shell was intact. No radiation had es
caped into the air, and none would. This
was proof of the safety of their work. They
were proud of their system, proud of the
brave men who worked at The Site, and
most of all, proud of the citizens of Idaho,
who stood by them in what turned out not
to be an emergency after all.
They might have been able to down
play the affair and bury it in technical
garble within a few days, except for the
problem of the missing body. Three peo
ple had been working on the pile at the
time it went up, but only two bodies had
been found.
A family friend who lived across the
street was on the rescue team, and was
the first one into the compound after the
explosion. Hadn’t he looked around for
the third body?
“ No,” he grinned. He was a quiet,

modest man, considerably embarrassed
by his new hero status. He made light of
the whole affair to us neighborhood kids.
“ No, I just ran in, grabbed the first body I
saw, and ran out as fast as I could.”
There hadn’t been time to put on a
radiation suit. He knew when he took the
job there might not be. He shrugged and
said that at that level of radiation, it
wouldn’t have helped anyway. In the
three seconds he was in the compound,
he got well over his lifetime quota of radi
ation exposure. He was immediately
transferred to A.E.C. Headquarters in
town so he wouldn’t be exposed to any
more. Later he was transferred to Wash
ington D.C., because even Idaho Falls
was too hot.
The high radiation level continued to
hamper the search for the missing body.
It would be years before people could go
in, even with the heaviest radiation suits.
They pushed television cameras in again
and again for several days, and could
find no body. Meanwhile, they said, they
were getting a lot of valuable information
on the blast itself and the effects it had on
various.materials and instruments.
I was told at the time that the local
media were being cut off from the main
news sources. All the interviews, press
conferences, off-the-record background
talks and hints from “ informed sources”
were going to the news syndicates and
the networks. Local reporters could inter
view peripheral people, maybe even the
widows. But no one with hard information
was available. That didn’t matter much to
us. The local media were put out by and
for the townsfolk. We Site people cared
more what the people in Washington
were telling the nation about us than
what a small time TV station was telling
our neighbors. And our real information
came through our regular sources, the
men who worked at The Site.
So while the official investigation took
weeks to reach a verdict of “ operator er
ror,” we knew within a day or two how it
had happened. One of the three men was
always bragging about his strength. Sev
eral times people had seen him showing

W e learned early that “dirty” meant con
taminated and “hot” meant radioactive, and
they weren’t the same. Dad had several
shirts and pants, pairs of shoes, dozens of
pairs of gloves, buried out there.
off by standing on top of the pile and
lowering the damping rod into the core by
hand (rather than by whatever mechan
ical device was generally used). Most
likely, he was doing his little stunt again
and got the rod jammed in its sleeve.

Visit

Without the damping rod to absorb radia
tion, the reactor had gone critical in a few
seconds.
Maybe that’s why they finally thought
to tilt the camera up, and found the third
Continued on Page 35

Stark S treet

BridgePort Public Tap Room
open in September!

W e can h e lp you find
y o u r to ta l im age!
H a ir d e sig n s ,
facial m a k e -u p &
n a il a rtis try .

Columbia River Brewery is the first operating microbrewery in Portland in 60
years. Our 20 barrel brewhouse and public tap room are located in Portland’s
oldest industrial building. Our beers—Bridgeport Ale, Bridgeport Stout,
BridgePort Golden Ale—are made only with barley, crystal malt, hops, yeast,
and Cascade Mountain water. There are no adjectives or adjuncts. The beers,
available only on draught, are fresh, smooth and full-flavored.

Distributed by
M anchester’s D istributing,
Gresham, Oregon (503) 667-5434

Ann Tom linson
Im age D esigner

223-8695

C olum bia River Brewery, 1313 N.W. M arshall,
Portland, Oregon 97209. (503) 241-7179.

126 SW Stark

VISIT
THE.NOR'WESTER BOOKSHOP
AT THE NEW MARKET VILLAGE
We specialize in architecture & design, the
British Isles, classical music, cookbooks,
literature & mysteries.
Many unique & hard to find books available
Open Daily 1 0-6/Fri till 9 pm/Sun till 5 pm

THE

NORWESTER
New Market Village • 228-2747
58 SW 2nd Ave., Portland, OR 97204
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THE
HIGH
COST
OF
HIGH
TECH

The
Dark Side
1111^^
of the Chip
(A Selection)
By Lenny Siegel and John Markoff
Drawing by Tim Braun

he belt of industrial communities at the southern

T

edge of the San Francisco Bay universally sym
bolizes the promise of the microelectronics era. It was
called Silicon Valley in the early 1970s, when manufactur
ers of silicon chips became the Santa Clara Valley’s major
employers. The Valley is home to the greatest concentra
tion of high-tech professionals and enterprises in the
world. It is a land where the information-rich, particularly
those trained in science and technology, can make both
their mark and their millions.

Though Silicon Valley is in many ways
unique, planners, officials, and commer
cial interests throughout the country see
the area as a model for industrial growth
in the information age. While few other
areas can hope to rival the Valley, many
have already attracted their share of
high-tech facilities. As high tech grows,
they will learn the harsh truth behind the
legends of Silicon Valley.
Many of the Valley’s problems are di
rectly caused by high tech. Others are
found elsewhere, but they are significant
merely because the residents of wouldbe Silicon Valleys have been told that the
electronics industry has no serious prob
lems. If they study the lessons of the
Valley, they can avoid many of the pitfalls
of high-tech growth.

M

I V la r ia ,” a 26-year-old political
refugee from Argentina, found work in
Silicon Valley, but she did not strike gold.
She quit her $4.10 an hour production
job at Memorex to have her first baby. For
two years, she illegally stuffed and sol
dered thousands of printed circuit (PC)
boards in her home. Her employer, a mid
dle-aged woman she calls “ Lady,” sub
contracted assem bly work from big
firms—so Maria was told—like Apple and
Memorex.
Maria gladly accepted the low piecerate work because child care would have
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eaten up most of her after-tax earnings at
a full-time job. She quit, however, when
Lady asked her to wash her assembled
by dipping them into a panful ofboards
first
solvent, heated on her kitchen stove.
Maria, unlike most Silicon Valley cottage
workers, had studied chemistry before
immigrating into the U.S., and she knew
that the hydrocarbon fumes could make
her young son, crawling around on the
kitchen floor, seriously ill.
Lady contracts with about a hundred
minority women, primarily immigrants

and refugees from Latin America, Korea,
and Indochina. Although semiconductor
chips are fabricated with precise ma
chinery in super-clean rooms, they can
be attached by hand, anywhere, to the
printed circuit boards that form the heart
of most computer equipment.
Silicon Valley’s workforce is sharply
stratified. In the electronics industry, pay,
status, and responsibility are primarily a
function of education. The professionals
who make the Valley unique sit at the top
of the occupational ladder; they are paid
well, and the ambitious among them can
make millions. Most are white men, but
Japanese-Americans and ethnic Chi
nese are over-represented as well.
The world of Silicon Valley’s managers
and professionals is centered in northern
Santa Clara County, near Stanford Uni
versity and the historical center of the
Valley’s high-tech industry. Unlike the
white-collar workers who commute to
America’s established downtown areas,
Silicon Valley’s affluent have chosen to
live near their place of work. Other new,
high-tech centers appear to be develop
ing along a remarkably similar pattern.
Since Stanford University established
its Industrial Park in 1951, high-tech
companies have clustered near the uni
versity. The Industrial Park, on Stanfordowned land just a mile from the academic
campus, established standards for in
dustrial development in Silicon Valley,
and it is still considered a model through
out North America. For three decades, its
low-slung buildings, innovative architec
ture, and expanses of green landscape
perpetuated the belief that high tech was
a clean industry and a good neighbor.
The suburbs around Stanford have long
been known for their attractive living en
vironment and good schools; and com
muting, even before the 1973 rise in oil
prices, was uncomfortable, costly, and
time-consuming. So professional work
ers generally bought homes or rented as
close to work as possible.
As the Valley boomed, its industrial
core spread, but until the 1980s this core
was for the most part confined to the
northern, suburban portion. Like their
predecessors, the engineers, scientists,
and managers who came to the Valley
from all over the world settled near their
jobs. This influx of high-income families
drove up the cost of housing. By the

com puters, com plained of dizziness,
shortness of breath, and weakness.
Some even reported seeing a haze in the
factory air. More than 100 people were
quickly evacuated from the building, and
the company sent 35 of them to a nearby
industrial clinic.
Hours later, inspectors from the Cal
ifornia Occupational Safety and Health
Administration could not find fumes in
tense enough to explain the complaints,
and they termed the episode “ mass psy
chogenic illness,” also known as assem
bly-line hysteria. In the stressful world of
high-volume electronics assembly, mass
hysteria is not unknown. But chances are
high that the Verbatim workers’ bodies
had detected the presence of toxic
chemicals at a level below the threshhold
recognized by health officials.
High-tech industry’s environmentally
controlled “ clean rooms,” in which elec
tronics w orkers must wear surgical
gowns and gloves, are not designed to
protect the workers; they are built to pro
tect m icroelectronic products against
particulate contamination. Despite the
protective clothing , equipm ent, and
vents found at a typical semiconductor
plant, in the pressure to meet production
quotas many Silicon Valley workers are
frequently exposed to hazardous liquids
and fumes.
The hazardous materials used in semi
conductor production include acids,
cyanide compounds, organic solvents,
and silicon tetrachloride, which turns tnto
hydrochloric acid when its fumes are in
haled into the lungs. Arsine gas, a lethal
form of arsenic, can cause serious
damage to the liver, heart, and blood
cells, even when inhaled in small quan
tities. It has been used extensively for
years in the production of silicon chips.
Now, as the Pentagon is promoting the
development and production of chips
based upon gallium arsenide instead of
silicon, the likelihood of workers being
exposed to arsenic is growing.

1970s, rents and prices in the Valley were
among the highest in the nation.
By and large, the unemployed, the ser
vice workers, and the Valley’s low-paid
production workers—who have always
earned a fraction of the professionals’
salaries—were driven from the centers of
employment. San Jose, the county's tra
ditional urban center and home to half its
residents, became a bedroom commu
nity for the production workforce.
Palo Alto, which receives property and
sales tax revenues from the Stanford In
dustrial Park, easily provides municipal
services to its relatively affluent citizens.
San Jose, on the other hand, has a much
smaller tax base from which it must serve
the county’s poorer residents. Produc
tion workers from San Jose spend their
days in the north county, generating
wealth for electronics companies to pay
into suburban treasuries. They then re
turn to homes protected bt San Jose’s
underfunded police and fire departments
and streets poorly maintained by its pub
lic works department.
Nowhere are the two worlds of Silicon
Valley further apart than in education.
Palo Alto’s public school system is con
sidered among the best in the nation. In
fact, that is a major reason why high-tech
professionals move to the area. In 1983,
however, the San Jose Unified School
District, the largest of several districts in
the city, became the first Am erican
school system since 1943 to declare
bankruptcy.

A

until January 1982. At that time, officials
disclosed that six weeks earlier they had
shut down a drinking water well operated
by the Great Oaks Water Co., just 2,000
feet from an underground chemical stor
age tank at Fairchild. Solvents from the
tank, including suspected carcinogens
trichloroethane and dichloroethylene,
had entered the water supply. When resi
dents learned of the leak, they quickly
concluded that the com pany was to
blame for the area’s alarmingly high inci
dence of birth defects and miscarriages.
Since then, Fairchild has spent at least
$15 million to reduce the concentration
of solvents in the aquifer, but the water
will never be as clean as it was before
Fairchild set up shop there. Now the fac
tory stands empty, a monument to the
dying myth of high tech as a clean, light
industry.
The Fairchild leak exploded onto the
local front pages and six o’clock news,
breaking through a long-standing barrier
of silence on high-tech pollution. The Bay
Area press, public officials, and elec
tronics corporations themselves have all
been forced to investigate environmental
hazards that nobody wanted to believe
existed.
Today, scarcely a week passes without
the revelation of a new leaking storage
tank, poisoned well, or pollution law vio
lation. As soon as the extent of the Fair
child leak was known, other companies
started to test the ground water around
their underground chemical tanks, and
the Bay Area’s Regional Water Quality
Control Board ordered a comprehensive
testing program. Most of the Valley’s
large production sites were checked—
and most came up dirty. Even firms with a
reputation for environmental concern,
like Hewlett-Packard, had been leaking
dangerous toxics used in their manufac
turing processes.
Leaks were found at scores of indus
trial locations within Santa Clara County,
but many small facilities have still not

The manufacture of chips, printed circuit
boards, and other high-tech products uses
some of the most dangerous materials
known to humanity. And the accidental
release of those toxins into the air, the
ground, and bodies of water poses a
significant threat to public health.

I t is possible that communities and re
gions which study the lessons of Silicon
Valley can substantially reduce the risk
high-tech production poses to the en
vironment and public health. Unfortu
nately, high tech’s environmental record
has not leaked out to the rest of the coun
try. Officials who promote high tech as a
solution to local or regional economic ills
paint a picture of the industry as shiny as
the surface of a silicon wafer. They call
high tech a “ sunrise industry,” clean and
light in contrast to “smokestack” indus
tries like steel and auto production,
known for their drab, monstrous factories
and ever present plumes of vapor and
smoke.
It isn’t hard to see where high tech got
its reputation. Electronic products—
chips, computers, switchboards, and so
on—don’t breathe exhaust or drip oil.
The factories are rambling, well-land

Despite the protective clothing, equipment,
and vents found St a typical semiconductor
plant, in the pressure to meet production
quotas many Silicon Valley workers are
frequently exposed to hazardous liquids and
fumes.

# % f e w years back, several women on
the morning shift at Verbatim, a Silicon
Valley manufacturer of memory disks for

rooms, where the air is fanatically filtered
and production workers wear surgical
gowns. But the industry’s vast invest
ment in cleanliness is designed prin
cipally to protect microelectronic compo
nents from the dust particles that could
prevent them from functioning properly. It
does not protect high-tech’s workers nor
the residents who live in the communities
that surround the plants, from the toxic
chemicals and metals essential to hightech manufacturing.
One of the greatest ironies of micro
electronics technology is that the trans
formation of America into an information
society relies, at its core, upon a tech
nology from the industrial era: chemical
processing. The manufacture of chips,
printed circuit boards, magnetic media,
and other high-tech products uses some
of the most dangerous materials known
to humanity. And the accidental release
of those toxins into the air, the ground,
and bodies of water poses a significant
threat to public health.
High-tech pollution is a fact of life wher
ever the industry has operated for any
length of time, from Malaysia to Mas
sachusetts. Yet nowhere has the growing
threat that electronics production poses
to public health been clearer than in Sil
icon Valley, where the concentration of
high-tech production has greatly magni
fie d th e in d u s try ’s e n v iro n m e n ta l
problems.
The hazards of high tech have become
increasingly clear during the past few
years, but it may be decades before the
full impact on public health is known. The
electronics industry uses thousands of
different toxic materials, yet the volume
is small compared to chemical-intensive
in d u s trie s such as p e tro le u m and
pesticide production. Still, a Bhopal-like
incident, in which hundreds of people are
killed immediately from a single leak, is a
serious possibility.
Even without such a catastrophic acci
dent, however, the long-term toll from

scaped buildings, resembling modern
college libraries; no smokestacks pro
trude above their facades. Many produc
tion steps take place in so-called clean

high-tech pollution may be enormous.
High-tech toxics have been slowly enter
ing the environment of Silicon Valley for
decades. Though widely used chemicals
such as hydrocarbon solvents are known
to cause ailments ranging from head
aches and birth defects to cancer, it is
difficult to demonstrate that any particu
lar person is a victim of a particular leak
or spill. But there is no doubt that indus
trial chemicals are affecting the health of
growing numbers of people.

s

^ a n Jose attorney Amanda Hawes is
one of a handful of Silicon Valley activists
who warned for years that high tech was
indeed a hazardous industry. She has
built up her reputation by representing
electronics workers injured by chemicals
on the job. Today she also represents
residents of the Los Paseos neigh
borhood in southern San Jose. A new,
comfortable, working-class suburb typ
ical of Silicon Valley, Los Paseos is dis
tinguished by the presence of a chip
manufacturing factory built by Fairchild
Semiconductor in 1975.
Hawes carries with her a large zoning
map of the area surrounding the Fairchild
plant. On every block in the surrounding
neighborhood there are several colored
pins and flags. Each triangular red flag
represents a child born with heart anom
alies; each blue pin marks a miscarriage;
each yellow flag signals a cancer case.
Black flags, superimposed on the other
markers, note recent deaths. Hawes also
carries with her a supply of pins, and she
must frequently add one to the display.
She charges that Fairchild is responsible
for the area’s high incidence of disease.
Most of Hawes’s clients believed that
electronics was a pollution-free industry

been tested. Nineteen high-tech sites
have been placed on the Environmental
Protection Agency’s “ Superfund” list.
Nine public and more than sixty private
wells have been shut down; many others
contain legally allowed levels of con
tamination. Luckily, Silicon Valley resi
dents have thus far been spared an out
right environmental disaster. The Valley’s
largest source of drinking water is pro
tected by a 200-foot layer of clay, which
separates polluted ground water from
deep aquifers.
Though Fairchild and nearby IBM be
gan the task of clean-up soon after pollu
tion from their facilities was discovered,
many Valley electronics firms have not
done much more than sink test wells to
determine the extent of their leaks. Pools
of hazardous chemicals drift around un
derground, poisoning shallow private
wells and possibly finding a route—for
example, via an abandoned agricultural
well—to the public water supply. Unless
the toxic chemicals are removed or neu
tralized before they percolate through
the clay, the primary water supply of sev
eral hundred thousand people will be
permanently poisoned. Silicon Valley is
sitting on a toxic time bomb. No one
knows when it is set to go off; certainly,
not enough is being done to defuse it.
Lenny Siegel is Director of the Pacific
Study Center in Mountainview, California.
John Markoff is currently technology writer
at the San Francisco Examiner. The High
Cost of High Tech will be available in No
vember from Harper and Row. Tim Braun is
an artist living in Portland.
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A R T WARE FARE
PORTLAND CENTER FOR THE VISUAL ARTS
117 NORTHWEST FIFTH AVENUE

•

222-7107

PRESENT THIS A D A N D
RECEIVE A DISCOUNT TICKET
TO ONE PERFORMANCE
A N D FREE A D M I S S I O N ^ g l
TO THE G A L L E R Y ^ i f ^ ^

Saturday, September 28 • 10 to 5 P.M. • Portland Center Red Lion Inn —Ballroom
Shannon’s Artware Fare is a perfect chance for designers, architects, engineers, graphic and
fine artists to see the latest tools, supplies and techniques open to them.
There will be special prices, drawing for door prizes - and demonstrations by •
representatives of:
• Letraset lettering Letrachrome demonstration
• Kohinoor pens
• Gradco light boxes
• Iwata airbrushes
• Paache airbrushes
• Artograph projectors
• Pro Line - paste-up board
• Staedtler Mars - tech, pens
and art makers

• Crescent mat board
• Sunco Furniture Mfg.
• Keuffel and Esser
engineering supplies
• Dahle —cutters
• Plan Hold Corp.
• Hunt Beinfang - paper
supplies

• Grumbacher
• Faber - Castell
• 3-M tapes and dispensers
• Fullerton Sales - arch, and
engineering supplies
• Pentel - Leads and Pencils
• Lamy Pens
• Alvin - engineering and
architect supplies.

C R E A T IV E

TO O LS

bnannon&Company
605 S. W. 10th • Portland, OR 97205 • 503/228-6237 I T

THESE P R O G R A M S ARE M A D E POSSIBLE BY THE N A T IO N A L E N D O W M E N T FO R THE ARTS,
M E TR O P O LITA N ARTS C O M M IS S IO N , O R E G O N ARTS C O M M IS S IO N A N D ART MATTERS IN C ,

DIRECT FROM THE COUNTRYSIDES OF EUROPE,
WE HAVE PERSONALLY SELECTED 100’S OF
PIECES OF CHOICE ANTIQUE COUNTRY PINE
FURNISHINGS FOR O]UR UNIQUE...

A ntiqueCountryPineCollectioii

203 S.E. GRAND AVENUE. PORTLAND. OREGON
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I

am watching my daughter Lynn M argaret as she sits at the table by the window, her arm

outstretched on the white cloth. She is looking at a silver bracelet with five small opals set in
the pattern of a flower, which lies loose on her slender wrist. Today is her birthday, she is
twenty four, and the bracelet is my gift to her. How long will she sit looking at the stone flower
that shimmers pink and green in the late afternoon light?

LYNN MARGARET

By Sharon Lynn Pugh
Ceramic by Anne Storrs

I sit at the table too, briefly touching the bracelet and then her hand, which she closes gently but does not move.
It is early October, and clusters of leaves in the great maple across from our apartment window have turned red,
though most still hold the dark green of summer. It is our communion, this tree, always at this hour of thin clarity
before the day turns blue. As the seasons pass, we will watch the green turn to red until the tree glows’like a flame,
filling our eyes with color. We will watch the leaves curl and fall, leaving the branches bare against the north sky,
the wind stir them, the rain turn them black, the snow settle in a line along every limb and spear. We will watch,
together, the swelling buds, the green mist when the buds break their shells, and the darkening of the foliage when
the leaves come into their form, enclosing the limbs until they are hidden from our view. And then the summer. And
then the fall, as now, I and Lynn Margaret, this daughter of no one but myself, coloring and uncoloring the seasons
with our eyes, marking the changes of this life that, as it happens, we have lived for twenty four years. As life would
have it. As Lynn Margaret, though she has never spoken a word, has ordained.
We live on the third floor at the level of
the foliage and the limbs, overlooking the
tops of houses, which I find pleasant and.
safe, as if we were settled up here in a
nest. Our apartment consists of a large
main room with a kitchenette on one side
and two small bedrooms on the other,
one for each of us, Lynn’s a bit larger
than mine. Our rooms have white walls,
casement windows, and floors of bare
wood. We walk barefoot or in stockings
through these rooms, sometimes to radio
music, more often only to the creaks in
the boards. Like Lynn Margaret, I never
speak when I am here. Even an animal
would respond to the sound of a human
voice, but she does not, and so I have
come to let my language sleep in the
folds of my brain, agreeing we have noth
ing to say.
Because it is her birthday, I have
brought home a small cake from the bak
ery, just a round cake with white icing and
no other decoration except for a candle
I’ve set in the center. I will light it when the
window has grown dark, but for now I am
still, my hands in my lap while I watch my
daughter.
In every feature, we are remarkably
alike. She is wholly my daughter, as I
have said, there is no mark on her of
anyone else. I am sure. I have studied the
curve of her cheek, the shape of her
mouth, the dark color of her eyes, the
texture of her hair and how it falls against
her neck, even the length of her fingers
and the swollen blue veins forking at the
knuckles, and they are all my own,
though more delicate. Do I find her beau
tiful, then, as a crystal turns in the win
dow passing a rainbow through her hair?
What can I say? She is mine, she is me,
she is my life.
When I strike a match for the candle,
her eyes dart and then focus on the
flame. The candle flickers in the dark
room until I rise to turn on a lamp, and by
then it has burned down nearly to the
icing so I blow it out. I fetch two saucers,
two forks and a knife from the kitchenette
and cut her a slice which I lay carefully in
the center of the saucer and place before
her, then take a smaller slice for myself. I
pick up my fork and put a bit in my mouth,
the sweetness calling up an unbearable
sadness as we begin the twenty fifth year
of our life. Lynn draws her hands to the
edge of the table but does not touch her
fork. She is watching me now, intently, as
tears wet my face and the moist cake
slides harshly down my throat, bite by
bite, until I have eaten it all.
It is true. There is nothing conceivable
for us to say.
^ ^ e f o r e this life I had another, though it
was not as long. I was a child born late to
my parents, a country preacher and his
wife, who farmed a few acres behind their
small house and kept a milk cow in an old
barn on a ridge. I went to a one-room
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school until I was old enough for the con
solidated junior high, but in both places I
was exceptionally shy and made few
friends, and this continued into high
school, so I always spent my evenings
with my father in the parlor, the two of us
reading, or helping my mother with
kitchen work. We canned, made butter
and cheese, pressed apples into cider,
and kneaded the dough for our bread.
When I had graduated from high school, I
remained at home, thinking of going to
the community college in Fayville twenty
miles away, and*though my parents
thought that was what I should do, I
waited a year, not sure why but thinking,
perhaps, that I must first find a reason to
go.
My parents were already in their six
ties, and though my father had a few
faithful followers left, his church was al
most defunct. Naturally they wanted me
to learn to take care of myself, but like
me, they didn’t know what I could do. My
mother thought I might be a teacher— I’d
been bright in school—but we both knew
I was too shy. Maybe a librarian, then. All
right, it became my plan. But the commu
nity college was only for two years. After
that, I would have to go to the state uni
versity a long ways away, and we didn’t
know how to manage that.
“ Get your two years,” my mother ad
vised, “ and then we’ll figure it out from
there. There must be scholarships.” That
was how I would do it. I would study hard
and win a scholarship when the time
came. My father, always busy with his
Bible or an old atlas showing the world as
its boundaries were marked before the
second world war, assented with silence
or at most by nodding his head. Perhaps
he could believe that God would provide.
If so, I think he would have preferred a
husband, but anyway, a job would do.
D id

they want a daughter, this old

man and woman whose lives were sink
ing with the church and the small decay
ing community in which we lived? As a
child, always quiet and obedient, I might
have brought some pleasure into their
thin lives, but as a woman, I had grown
separate. My quietness became a kind of
silence because I never spoke my true
thoughts, which seemed alien in my own
mind and perhaps beyond the simple lan
guage we used among ourselves. And as
my body changed, I assumed a privacy to
which they deferred, as if I were a guest
in their house and not their daughter.
I had finished high school without a
suitor, and now I was at home with no
further prospects since I had no close
friends and was unlikely to meet anyone
new. Perhaps th a t’s why my mother
urged me to go to the community college,
and perhaps that’s why I went, though I
don’t think so. I never thought of mar
riage as something for me. I only wanted
to be free, but that was what I never said.

My strange wish was to live a life that was
wholly my own, though I couldn’t imagine
such a life and was even afraid of it.
Going to the community college was, as
much as anything, a way of stepping out
into that fear.
The year I had stayed home did me no
good when I went on to school. The stu
dents I’d known in high school were a
year ahead of me now, and it was odd to
be among those who had once been a
year behind. And I was no better at mak
ing friends than before. I drove my fa
ther’s pickuftto classes, sat in the library
with my books or alone at a table in the
canteen with the sandwich I’d brought,
and drove home. Others were friendly,
but I could never think of anything to say
to them, and eventually they found me
easy to ignore. By the second quarter, my
grades were high and my teachers en
couraging, but I was still afraid of what I
was trying to do.
Evenings I would walk up to the ridge
and milk our cow. Afterward I would read
in the parlor while my father made notes
from his Bible or studied the maps of
foreign countries he would never see.
Usually my mother would bring us tea
and some treat she’d baked. I saw how
w ithered her hands were when she
served us, and how my father’s face was
coarsely red and creased as he bent over
his work, and I wondered what they
thought of so young a daughter still trying
to figure out her way into the world when
they were nearing their time to leave. But
there was great comfort in the small
things they did, and I felt a warmth sitting
in the parlor with my books, turning
pages, and I think now this was a time of
hope for us, as if the milking and the
baking and the turning of pages were the
making of our lives, and I suppose they
were.

I

truly did not notice at first that the
same bearded young man sat next to me
every lecture in my world history class,
and just behind me in composition, al
though beards were not so common
then, and he seemed older than the other
students in the class. I first became
aware of him on a day when he hadn’t
been there, and he came to my table in
the library later and asked for the assign
ment. As I was looking through my
binder, he sat down at the table and be
gan looking at the pages.
“ You take good n ote s,” he said.
“ Could I see the ones for today?” I nod
ded and handed him the notebook. He
sat reading and then asked, “ Could you
explain these?” Someone at a nearby
table gave us a sharp look. “ Let’s go out
side,” I whispered, and I gathered up my
books when he nodded and followed him
out. He led me to a bench on the grounds
outside the lecture hall. It was a bright
day but still winter, and I buttoned my
jacket and pulled a cap over my ears.

Keeping my head bent over the binder, I
talked through the notes I’d taken and
felt him looking at the side of my face as
he listened, but he didn’t write anything
down. “ May I borrow these and copy
them ?” he asked. “ Do you m ind?” I
shook my head.
After that he walked with me from his
tory to composition everyday, and after
wards we’d go somewhere and talk. We
knew each other’s names now, Sheldon
Cartwright, and me, Julia Green. He told
me one day he lived in town in a room
over a hardware store where he had a
part-time job. He was twenty five. He’d
been married when he was eighteen, but
his wife was in the next state now with
their son, living with her parents. “ I had to
get married,” he said. “ It’s over now.
Never was any good.” He was back in
school now for the sake of the boy.
“ Do you see him?” I asked.
“ Sometimes.” He said no more on the
subject. I didn’t know whether he was
divorced or separated, but I assumed di
vorced. He asked me then where I lived
and what I wps doing in school.
“ I live at my parent’s house twenty
miles out,” I said. “ I guess I’ll be a li
brarian.” He laughed, but as if he were
pleased rather than amused. “Yes,” he
said, and kissed me on the mouth in a
brotherly way. It was the first time a man
had touched me.
I never told my parents about Sheldon.
They wouldn’t have liked a divorced man
six years older than I, and I was skeptical
myself though I liked Sheldon, believed
that I loved him, and trusted him because
he began so kindly with me. He was al
ways gentle in our embraces and later in
the lovemaking in his room over the hard
ware store, at least until nearly the end,
and that was the one time he came to the
farm.
My parents never saw him. He’d left his
car on the road on the other side of a mud
patch where a heavy March rain had
washed gutters through the gravel and
trucks had gouged the dirt. I wasn’t ex
pecting him and was surprised to see him
walking into the yard as I was going up
the hill to milk the cow. He followed me
into the barn and watched me kneel by
the udders and knead them with a gentle
pull until the milk started to stream into
the bucket. After the second pair, he
wanted to try, but he’d never done it be
fore and squeezed and pulled without
getting any milk. The cow snorted and
stamped at the mishandling, so I took the
udders back and continued the pres
sured rhythm that soothed her as I emp
tied her bag. When I was finished, he set
the bucket aside and pulled me against
him.
“ My turn, little farm girl,” he said, tak
ing me down on a drift of hay, and this
time it was different. In a few minutes, I
was sitting up again, smoothing my dress
and trying to brush away the pieces of
straw that were all over me and tangled in
my hair. “You’d better not come to the
house,” I said, but I don’t think he had
that in mind. He carried the milk down the
hill, and then we parted with only a touch
of hands as he handed the bucket to me.
I went into the house with my bucket of
milk, wondering if my parents would
notice the smell on my thighs, but they
did not. Later, in the parlor, after I had
rubbed m yself w ith a washrag and
brushed my hair clean, my mother came
in with the tea and some tarts she had
made, still warm, with a fragrance I real
ized had kept them from noticing mine.
My father had put his Bible aside and was
looking at Java between the Indian
Ocean and the China Sea. “ Look how
close it is to Australia,” he said, showing
me, his finger moving across blue water.
“Julie, some day you could go to Java.
You could see the world.” He must have
been thinking that a woman with a job, a
librarian, could do that, and it was all
right if I didn’t have a husband. He was
offering me the mysteries of his maps.
And this was a measure of the hope we
had spun in the lamplight of the parlor,
fingering our pages while my mother
brought us food.
When the break came between the
winter and spring quarters, Sheldon said
he must go visit his son. I went to his
room the day before he left and stayed
until nearly dark, knowing my parents
would be worried and that I would lie to
them. “ When are you going to spend the
night with me?” he asked.
“ I don’t know,” I said. “ I can’t while I’m
at my parents’ house.”
“ You’re a woman,” he said. “ Not your
daddy’s little girl.”

But the idea of moving out of my par
ents’ house into a place of my own
seemed impossible. I had no job, no
money. Where could I go? I thought for a
moment of moving here, with Sheldon, in
his room, and the image of my parents
alone in their parlor arose in my mind as if
already it was a painful memory. “ I don’t
know what else I can do,” I said. “ I can’t
live alone now.” And he didn’t suggest I
should com e to live w ith him , ju st
laughed and said that he guessed he’d
have to wait until I was a librarian.
Before I left he held me very gently in
the way that would bring back all my trust
when the fear began to get strong, and I
kissed him all over his face and neck,
kissed his beard and the hair growing
over his ears, squeezed him hard with my
arms and saw the faces of my parents
behind my closed eyelids.
“ We’ll talk about it when I get back,” he
said.
“All right, when you get back.”
Only he didn’t come back.

It was the first day of May when I fainted
in the women’s restroom in the lecture
hall. After that I was sick for a few days,
and then in the mornings I would still feel
dizzy and think it would turn my stomach
until I ate some toast and felt better. But I
didn’t think it was anything but the flu. My
heart was sick too, of course, now that
Sheldon was gone, and this was the
stronger sickness that consumed my
days. I still sat with my father evenings,
turning my pages, but this was a ritual in
which I no longer had faith, and he must
have sensed it too for he no longer
shared his atlas with me. I wasted the
semester in a fierce sadness that never
left my mind. I didn’t notice I had missed
my April period, never thought that the
tingling that sometimes came in my nip
ples was anything but despair, drew no
connection with the lingering nausea
that seemed, as much as anything, to be
a bodily manifestation of my grief. But by

IF

YOU LISTEN TO THE WIND , REALLY LISTEN ,

YOU WILL FIND THAT IT BLOWS CONSTANTLY,
IT NEVER STOPS, AND IT IS THE SOUND OF
LIFE, A GREAT BREATHING THAT YOU CANNOT
CHANGE, NOR CAN YOU CHANGE WHAT IT
TAKES AWAY OR BRINGS BACK TO YOU.
the end of May I realized with alarm that it
might have been March since I last bled,
and that my stomach, which had always
been flat as a flagstone between my hip
bones, was softening and loosening at
the waist. At night in bed I would run my
hands over my body, feeling for tender
places and strange contours, then turn
over and press my breasts and stomach
against the mattress as if to flatten them.

The sickness had passed, but I could
hardly bear to eat, thinking each swallow
would fatten my stomach more.
Still, my clothes fit, and when I looked
in a mirror fully dressed I could see no
change. I stopped looking at myself
naked now. The dread of what I might see
was at the edge of my consciousness,
and I pushed it back, simply, by not look
ing. Instead of bathing, I washed myself
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As I STOOD BY THE INCUBATOR,

FEELING AS
FLAT NOW AS AN EMPTY COAT, I WATCHED
HER CRY AND CRY, CLENCHING HER BODY LIKE
A FIST . T HIS WAS A CHILD OF MINE. MY
HEART, HEALED ONCE FOR DEATH, BROKE
OPEN AGAIN.

from the basin with a cloth, turning away
from the mirror and taking my undergar
ments off under my gown. And while I
was hiding my body from myself, I was
figuring ways to avoid taking food into it,
by spreading small portions on my plate,
p icking slow ly at the food until the
chance came to cover it with my napkin
and carry the plate to the trash, where I
swiftly wiped it clean. I would throw my
sandwich out the window of the truck as I
drove, stay late at school and pretend to
have eaten there when I got home, hide
my mother’s cookies and tarts in a pocket
until I could get to the bathroom and drop
them in the toilet.
“ J u lie ’s looking peaked,” said my
mother in June. “ You’re studying too
much.” But that wasn’t true. I had gotten
poor grades in the spring quarter and
was going to do as badly in the summer.
But I took heart from the fact that she
hadn’t said I was looking thick in the mid
dle. I looked at the reflection of my
clothed body every chance I got, satisfied
that no change was apparent, and from
this thinking it wasn’t hard to begin to
believe that nothing was happening after
all. I got used to my breasts being tender

and my stomach soft. It seemed as if
what had threatened had been stopped.
If only the bleeding would return. I
pushed down on my abdomen at night,
just above the pelvic bone, trying to press
the blood out. Nothing. But I couldn’t be
pregnant, I thought through the month of
July, and through August too, though I
pressed harder and willed my body to
dispel whatever it was that had turned me
solid within and tender without.
There is no way I could be pregnant, I
would say in the morning, standing in
profile and full dress before the hall mir
ror. But I was picking certain things to
wear, dresses with loose belts, blouses
that did not tuck in, pants that had always
been too big and that I could still button
now. Still I reasoned, if I were pregnant, I
would be wearing shifts and smocks. I
would be blown up like a balloon. It would
be plain to see, and people would know;
my mother, who had me, certainly would
know. I left the house, my breakfast
wrapped in a paper towel to throw by the
side of the road. I wasn’t taking classes
now but drove to Fayville nearly every day
anyway, to use the library, I said, and that
is in fact what I did. I had nowhere else to

go. There it was easier to sit at a table in
my regular clothes, a book open before
me, and say, it simply is not possible that I
could be pregnant. Something-is wrong,
but it isn’t that.
In September classes started again,
and with some effort I maneuvered my
self through registration and began sit
ting in lectures, taking notes as always,
though I hardly registered what the pro
fessor said. By now I was feeling move
ment in my bowels, as if a large bubble
was rolling about or someone was draw
ing a finger back and forth inside. Then I
would write furiously on my page, almost
verbatim, whatever the lecturer was say
ing, though I entirely missed the sense of
it. One day I imagined that Sheldon was
sitting behind me, and I wondered what I
should say to him, and if he would notice
that I looked different, though of course'
he would see that I looked ill. I sat the
whole lecture looking rigidly forward,
dreading to turn my head and see him
there, though of course he was not.
“ Julie, you look like death warmed
over,” my mother said in late September,
after the equinox, and I knew the game
was up. “ We’d better get you to a doctor.”
Panic immediately brightened my mind. I
can’t go to a doctor, I said to myself in so
many words. He Will see that I am six
months pregnant at least.
No longer could I deny the truth. The
days that followed called for bitter plan
ning. I told my mother I was in an exam
period and would go with her to the doc
tor when that was over. With this small
respite, I prayed for deliverance as I
drove the route back and forth, but the
God that knew my father did not know
me. What was I going to do? At night I lay
awake, my hands rubbing the skin on my
stomach and thighs, searching my own

The

body for the answer.
The weekends passed in slow motion,
my mind divided between the density in
my body in which the finger drew slowly
back and forth, and Sheldon’s face. I
called to him silently for help, to come
and take care of me now because I could
go no further alone. Sheldon, I thought,
Sheldon, I am six months pregnant at
least. But he never came, and I never
believed he would come.
On a Monday in early October it came
to me what to do. I was sitting in the
library when I decided to end my life in
our neighbor’s camping trailer by turning
on the propane and going inside. Fred
Boardman kept his trailer in an old barn
halfway between our two places and only
used it in November to go up in the hills
and hunt. The trailer had two tanks on the
front containing propane for a gas stove
and lamp. On Friday, I would drive away
as if I were going to school, put the truck
behind the abandoned shack up a dead
end road called the Hooftrack, go into the
trailer and open the jets. The tanks would
be empty before anyone even thought of
looking for me, and it would probably be
the next day before they found the truck
or thought of looking in the barn.
As this plan unfolded in my mind, I
looked through the library window at the
sky, which was clear and blue except for
a scattering of white clouds. Breathing in
the stillness of the sky, I felt my fear turn
to peace. The leaves of the young trees in
the courtyard were red and gold, the
bright colors of their dying, and for the
first time I found this kind of beauty in
myself as well. The sounds of the stu
dents outside did not reach me. It was as
if there were only silence now. It was as if I
were already somewhere else, looking
back through this window at the world.
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For"three nights I slept deeply, reach
ing down in the darkness to touch the
edge of my death. Soon I would be there.
Soon. I felt a lightness that was like the
lifting away of time, as if life were nothing
more than the tedious effort to keep from
floating away. I belonged to the sky. My
sadness was little w hite clouds. But on
Thursday I awakened heavy again, a dull
cramp lodged in my abdom en, and when
I got up it moved slowly like thick fluid into
my groin. I said nothing to my mother and
left for school.
In sociology, taking notes on a lecture
on kinship, I suddenly felt that my bowels
were about to empty, and when I stood up
to leave there was liquid running down
the insides of my thighs. I hurried to a
restroom, afraid to look at the floor, and in
a toilet stall I found my underclothes
soaked with pink water. I took off my
clothing and blotted m yself with toilet pa
per, using nearly the whole roll. Then I
swaddled myself with my slip and put my
blouse and skirt back on. My body was
still damp with sweat.
I walked carefully out of the restroom
and headed toward the truck. I would go
to the trailer now. But as I was crossing
the lawn, my body gushed again, and I
looked down to see real blood running
down my ankle into my shoe. I tried w alk
ing faster, but a sharp pain cut through
my lower body and brought me to my
knees. I saw the blood soaking my skirt
while people came running toward me.
Then their hands were on me, laying me
flat on the grass, and the sky went dark.
I became conscious again as medics
were lifting me into an ambulance. A man
no older than m yse lf sat beside me,
stroking my arm and sometim es wiping
my face with a cool cloth while the am 
bulance speeded me captive to a desti

nation that w asn’t mine. I was quiet while
they carried me through the emergency
entrance and into an elevator, but when
they had rolled me on a high bed under a
strong light, I heard my voice screaming
and scream ing from another part of the
room. Bodies in white cloth surrounded
me, and a rubber cone came down over
my mouth. W hen I awakened again, I
was som ewhere else, and a w om an’s
v o ic e c lo s e to m y e a r s a id , “ Y our
daughter is alive.”
My daughter was alive. And so was I.
W hen I saw her she was no larger than a
hand and had such tiny parts I would not
have thought she was real had she not
been crying. And that is when I saw that
her mouth was mine, that already she
was this replica of myself. W hat had I
done? A sprig of bones, a tendril of lung
.. . how much blood could there be in a
body so sm all? As I stood by the in
cubator, feeling as flat now as an empty
coat, I watched her cry and cry, clenching
her body like a fist. This was a child of
mine. My heart, healed once for death,
broke open again.
I could not hold her. My hands were
unworthy, I suppose, and I only saw
through the plexiglass of the bright ter
rarium where she cried and squeezed
her eyes shut against the light. But in a
dream, I drew my finger along one cheek
and rested it on her mouth, which pursed
against it to suck in the semblance of a
kiss. That was all. Her dark eyes opqned
to th e lig h t, and th e fu rio u s c ry in g
ceased, never to begin again.

I

am not a librarian. I earn our living in a
welfare office, typing the records of the
poor, and that is a good job for me be

cause I understand the errors of misfor
tune and how they occur. The office is in a
city far from Fayville, hundreds of miles,
and where we are now we may not be in
another year, or the year after that. We
are working our way elsewhere, for I have
taken my father’s maps to heart after all,
moving as his hand did across the pale
countries and blue waters of his dreams.
My way is slow, but once begun there is
no end to jt, this moving away, not only in
miles but over the sheer distance of time,
I and an ever- silent child etched in my
brain like a shell, a frail fossil of myself.
I began my journey when my parents
died w ithin m onths of each other, my
m other first of a fierce strain of the flu,
then my father, insensible already from a
stroke which had left him staring from his
c h a ir as if a p p a lle d th a t d e a th had
stopped just short of its mark. He died
with his hand in mine, grasping with sur
prising strength as if endeavoring might
ily to pull free from him self at last. I
looked at him, knowing he had gone from
behind his open eyes, and wondered
where his life was now, whether it was still
there or had been im m ediately drawn
away.
I know I am travelling because every
day, whether I am moving or not, every
thing becomes more strange. What I am
saying is that nothing is new, I have al
ways seen it or the likes of it before, but
the meaning changes, and what I knew
yesterday d o e sn ’t m atter today. Every
day, I tell my story to find out what it
means, and it is never the same.
W hat I am saying is that every day I
weave my net over this space known to us
as our life, and what does that have to do
with the day before or the day after? The
wind always blows it away. If you listen to
the wind, really listen, you will find that it

blows constantly, it never stops, and it is
the sound of life, a great breathing that
you cannot change, nor can you change
what it takes away or brings back to you.
As well be angry with the wind as with life
for blowing past you or through you or
taking your web away. As well be angry
with life as with yourself, that you are
here, breathing with the wind and follow
ing a strange path.

I

am alone now in our w hite room
across from the slow-burning tree, for the
hour has grown late while I’ve been trac
ing my footsteps through another time.
But it is not only the wind and my wander
ing thoughts that keep me awake. It is
also the silence in the darkness where
Lynn M a rg a re t s le e p s. T h a t s ile n c e
seems stranger than anything else, and it
is the only thing now that I fear. To hold
our bond while she sleeps, I take her
bracelet from the table and slip it on my
own wrist, raising its cool fires by slanting
it toward the light.
W hat I have been saying is that there is
nothing to know, only that the meanings
are d ifferent each day you open your
eyes, and that is all I know. I and Lynn
Margaret, she knows it too, and indeed it
was she who taught me. I stand by her
room, trying to hear her breath through
the night wind, but I cannot, and it is as if
no one were there. It is always like this.
W hen she sleeps, I think she will slip out
the other side of her darkness and leave
me behind, and each tim e she awakens, I
am glad she has not.
I would not want to be truly alone.
Sharon Lynn Pugh is a writer living in
Bloomington, Indiana. Her last story in CSQ
was “Long Season Without Rain.” Anne
Storrs is an artist living in Portland.

The Image Gallery
1026 S.W. Morrison Street
Portland, Oregon 97205
(503) 224-9629
Gallery Hours: 11-4 Tues.-Sat.

Bottle the sunshine up my (tears,
and lay it safe away,
Hammer the cork in good and tight
keep for a rainy day.
For clouds will come, showers fall,
and earth and sky look sad,
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The Italian bike shop in Portland’s Old Town
35 NW. Third Avenue

227-3535

1.00
OFF
ANY
DOZEN
BAGELS

Hours;
M-F 7:00 am - 5:30 pm
I Sat. 9:00 am - 3:00 pm
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1.00
OFF
AN Y
SANDWICH
PELICATESSEN
Coupon good til Nov. 30th ’85
222 S\V,4th
Ph 24BAGEL
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SALE!

10-15% off most items or as marked down
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Hours:
11AM-10PM
Closed Sundays

I NTERESTING
C O LIECTABLES

REA!)

BA G D AD ANTIQUES

OASIS ANTIQUES

& F URNITURE ExchANqc

3302 S.E. Division
Portland, Oregon
233-7617
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C O N siq N M E N T S

5 759 S.E. H A W IIIORNE Blvd.
250-0581
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5646 S.E.
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A Hot Dog With Class
JARRA'S
PORT! AND 5 ONI Y" ETHIOPIAN RESTAURANT

<

serving deliciously hot spicy food
fresh ground ETHIOPIAN coffee

A RI N OUVEAU

H A W I IIORNE

Blvd.

P EOPLE’S

1

ALTERNATIVE
FAMILY HEALTH CARE
A Natural Food Store.

§ ANTIQUES

EXTENDED M E N U •
• BEER • WINE •

Back Pain, Headaches
;
nutritional Counseling
OB-Gyn, Homebirths & More

COMPLETE MEAL

0

The freshest produce
Herbs & Vitamins
0 Natural body care products
0 N.W . wines & imported beer
0 Imported and domestic cheeses.
0 Deli & Bulk foods

0

PoRtlANd, O REGON 97202
(5 0 5) 250 '0 4 18
I

Lunch Mon.-Fri. 11:30- 2:00
Dinner M on -Fri. 5:00-10:00
Sat. 4:00-10:00

A wide selection of natural,
healthy groceries at surprisingly
low prices.

7 7 5 8 SE 1 J TI-I A VENUE
IN O ld Sellwood

FOR ONLY ‘4“

Monday - Saturday, 10am to 8pm;
Sunday, noon to 7pm
3029 SE 21st (1 block north of Powell),
Bus # 9 , 232-9051.

BuyiNq & SEIIINQ D ECO, N OUVEAU, JEWEIRY . . .

Dr. Linda Uma Scott, Chiropractic Physician

2625 5.E. Hawthorne • Portland, OR •
607 S.E. MORRISON
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A C C E p T cd

I

230-8990
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HARRIETS
EAT NOW

$1.00 OFF
ANY EXTRA-LARGE PIZZA
(GOOD FOREVER)

CAFE
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BERTIE L O U ’S CAFE

7 9 12 S.E. I5 T H
231-4550
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Now SERVINC, DI NNERS
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SAI & SUN 9'2

PORRETTA
PIZZA

FOR: BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

BEER & WINE • SODA FOUNTAIN & PASTRIES

SELECTED HIGH QUALITY PRE-READ BOOKS

NOW YOU CAN TAKE IT OUT
OR EAT IT HERE!

PRINTS; OLD (LEAD) TOY SOLDIERS; MILITARIA

231-9270

WHOLE WHEAT OR WHITE CRUST

8133 S.E. 13TH OLD SELLWOOD
PORTLAND, OREGON 97202

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEER & WINE
SUB SANDWICHES & SALADS
HOURS
TUES-WED-THURS-SUN
4 PM - 10 PM
FR1 & SAT
5 P M - 12 M IDN IG HT
CLOSED M O N D A Y

CALL AHEAD
YOUR ORDER WILL
BE READY WHEN
YOU ARRIVE

232-2812
2239 S.E. HAWTHORNE BV.

2 FOR 1 FALL SPECIAL - Presentation of this ad will admit
two persons for the price of one any day before 6:00 p.m. *

Relax in our private Hot Tub rooms.
•
•
•
•

W hirlpool Jets
Choice of Music
Towels Furnished
Open Daily at Noon
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F b m ik

expires 11-30-85

3725 SE DIVISION
238-1470

The
Coffee Merchant

sim ple suppers tuesday-friday

The finest imported coffee
beans, teas, chocolates, and
beverage brewing accessories.

♦

salad basket, entree dessert

$9 50 & up

5:30-9.00

Saturdays byjreservation east indian feast
champagne hors t”oeujifes, salat, reg. or veg. entrees, dessert

518

5:30 8 30

♦
THE BROADWAY COFFEE MERCHANT
1637 N.E. Broadway • 284-9209
THE HAWTHORNE COFFEE MERCHANT
3562 S.E. Hawthorne • 230-1222

Michelangelo painted it, the phone company sang it, E.T. felt it . . .

The value of Touch - giving and receiving it.

‘Vitality and Touch’
A.Creative Massage Workshop

Reach out and learn with your hands and heart about touch and massage.
For individuals & couples.
Sunday Sept. 29 Noon-5PM $30 per person, $55 couple

2625 S.E.
Hawthorne
231-7050

Steven Woolpert, M.S.,LMT,
Counselor & Licensed Massage Therapist

Hawthorne Auto Clinic,Inc.
M e ch a n ica l s e rv ic e and re p a ir of im p o rt
and d o m e stic cars and lig h t t r u c k s
F IA T and P e u g e o t s p e c ia lis ts
appointm ents
4307 S.E. Hawthorne
Portland, Oregon 97215

234-2119

3731 S.E. Hawthorne • (503) 232-1010
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Ellie
Mannette
and

Steel Drum’s

Freedom Song
By Lynn Darroch

1

Drawing by Stephen Leflar

t is Carnival time in Trinidad.
Steel bands begin to assemble at dawn, and as the tropical sun rises, they hit the
streets with as many as 150 drummers each. Following them in the singing, dancing
parade are hundreds of their neighborhood supporters. At the Panorama in Port of
Spain, Trinidad’s capital and largest city, these tremendous steel orchestras ring out into
the night in a marvelously coordinated display of powerfully resonant classical music and
calypsos.
Less than 50 years ago, the steel drum was born in a spontaneous outburst of
percussive Carnival parading. Today it is the national symbol and prominently displayed
on the flag. The development of this ringing voice of the people, from trash bin to
precision virtuoso instrument, has been a battle waged by individuals, banging and
listening to what was growing from their hands and ears, in ghetto pan yards.
One of those men was Ellie Mannette.

he steel drum has become the big
gest thing in the Caribbean now. It’s
on the flag, on the money, on the
stam ps....B ut at one time
there was a stigma against
it, because it was from
the gutter. The boys who
really have created it
a nd w ho have done
s o m e th in g s ig n ific a n t
were the poor boys. And
in Trinidad especially, we
have a society where, if
you haven't gone to col
lege, you are nobody; if you
haven't got a friend who is
a doctor or a lawyer, you
are nobody. And I was an
outcast because I had a
chance fora college educa
tion and I did not take it. The
Trinidadian had that kind of
attitude against the art form.
Right up to the present time,
they will not put steel bands in
|F
the schools.
If I didn't have the endeavor and the
drive and the obsession, the steel drum
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would not be what it is today. Because I
was working against the odds. I did not
know what I was doing, number one; the
craft was something new to me, I was
searching for things that develop in my
mind. And then I had the police against,
me, because as soon as I bang too much
in the backyard and I keep too much
noise, the people will say it's a nuisance,
they call the cops, the cops will walk in
and take all my drums and throw them
away. I had to get drums from scratch and
start all over again, try my best to come
along. And then everybody puts you
down. "A boy like you who had a pretty
good education, you play these sets of
garbage cans?"
The steel drum is the first completely
new orchestral instrument since the sax
ophone was invented in 1843. Its bright,
piercing tones are the voice of modern
Trinidad, a polyglot mixture of races and
customs left in the wake of European
colonists, the slaves they brought from
Africa, and the indentured East Indian
workers who labored on the plantations
after Emancipation—the remnants of a
get-rich-quick im m igrant society that
floundered on this southernmost outcrop
of the Golden Antilles. United only by the

rhythmic common denominator of its Af
rican descendants, this ad hoc society
produced the steel drum.
A people’s music is a mirror of their
culture, and in the polished surfaces of
the steel drum we can find the struggle
and the ringing hammer of freedom that
gave voice to a people. The story of the
development of the steel drum is the
story of the emergence of an authentic
West Indian culture in Trinidad, a culture
that was devised lite ra lly from the
junkyard of European civilization.
Ellie Mannette lived that story.

Birth of the
Steel Drum
1

J . 'rinidad’s pre-Lenten Carnival, orig

inally introduced by French settlers, be
came over time a celebration by AfroTrinidadians in which thousands paraded
in the streets for two days and nights in
spontaneous singing, drumm ing and
dancing. With island-wide strikes and la
bor unrest in the ‘30s, however, the Brit
ish colonial authorities issued another of
th e ir periodic bans on A frican skin
drums, and the island’s young men took
up lengths of bamboo to make their
rhythm. With the large sticks bored out
and pounded on the ground for a bass
tone, and sm aller lengths producing
other pitches when struck together, the
“ bam boo-tam boo” bands dom inated
Carnival celebrations until 1934, when
the government outlawed them too.
Born in 1926 and raised in Woodbrook,
a lower m id dle -cla ss C reole n e ig h 
borhood in Port of Spain, Ellie Mannette
paraded with the bamboo-tamboo bands
when he was only seven years old, and
he was on the streets for Carnival in
1935.
The boys wanted a parade, he remem
bers in lilting West Indian cadences, but
they had nothing to parade with. So they
pick up garbage cans, whatever they can
find in the form of tin bins to make rhythm.
And they went everywhere singing what
we call “La Vie” and banging on these
cans and parading. From the time those
bins were collected, the steel drum was
born.
Each year at Carnival, from 1935 to
1941, the celebrants further refined
those tin drums, using paint cans and
other five-gallon containers and pushing
the bottoms up in a convex shape with
small holes that, when struck with a
sawed-off broom handle, could produce
a few notes.
There were a number of bands like this
across town, Mannette recalls, because
from the time the guys pick up the gar
bage cans and start playing, all the little
guys around town who had been playing
the bamboo, they jumped right in line. Not
in organized bands: there was no melody

to it, there was no pattern of rhythm to it, it
was just the sound and the singing and
the marching in the streets.
But there was no way you could control
a sound. So I looked at the drum—I was
then about 14 or 15—and I decided to put
the bottom down and bump my notes out.
And I could get distinct tones. I tried to get
a scale, but I couldn ’t get all of it. So a guy
come during that period by name of
Winston Simon. He got a big name for
playing the first melody ever on a steel
can.
That was 1941. Trinidad was the as
sembly port for convoys of oil tankers
bound for Europe and North Africa, and

When my turn came, I came on stage
with my big drum in a bag, and I sit on this
chair and I took the drum out and set it on
m y knee, and p la yed a tune called
“Brahms’ Lullaby” and Schubert’s “Ave
Maria. ”
On a small island, news travels rapidly,
and with newspapers announcing the
event and Mannette appearing on a radio
broadcast with his drum, hundred of peo
ple were soon crowding into his yard to
see the first musical instrument fash
ioned from one of the many 55-gallon oil
barrels that the U.S. military had dis
carded during the war. The British gover
nor of the island offered the 20-year-old

"I was an outcast because I had a chance for
a college education and I did not take it. The
Trinidadian had that kind of attitude against
the art form. Right up to the present time,
they will not put steel bands in the schools."
German U-boats lurked offshore. Black
outs were in force, but the spirit that
drove those Carnival drummers contin
ued to burn. In the competitive society of
Trinidad—where the question is ‘who’s
the best,’ and where, according to Trin
idad’s expatriate novelist V.S. Naipaul,
“ everything was left to the caprices of the
individual,” and everyone admired “the
sharp character, who, like the sixteenth
century pica ro o n...survives and tr i
umphs by his w its"—the street drum
mers worked to improve their instru
m ents, even th ou gh C a rn iva l was
banned until WWII ended in 1945.
In our backyards, during the daytime,
people tried to experim ent on these
drums, and it started growing, Mannette
continues. The government allowed us to
have little “Scouting for Talent” programs,
where you could contest with your steel
drum. In 1946, they were having a con
test, and I say, “I ’m going to build a big
drum to take part in that contest. ” I was
working then in a machine shop, and
every afternoon I was working on that
drum, but no one knew what I was going
to do. I never had musical training, but I
had a good ear for hearing notes. I had a
feel for wanting to hear things I knew was
not there, but I had it in my mind.
I just could not get the equivalent of
notes in the kind of song I wanted to hear
on the small drums, so I decided I want to
make a big drum, add more notes and
make it larger in size so it ’s going to have
more power. I did not tune it by any partic
ular pitch, I ’d just sing a note in my mind
and do it from ear, and I got 14 notes in,
and I come to find out that I can play these
particular songs with that instrument.

Mannette a scholarship to study music in
England, but the lure of the pans proved
stronger, and he remained in Port of
Spain, where he had quit his job to de
vote all his time to the steel drum.
It went on and on and all the other boys
around the island jum ped in line and
everybody started experimenting on the
big barrels and disregard completely all
the small drums. So when Carnival came
in ‘47, all the boys came out with the big
pans onto the street. We cut the sides off
short and hung them around our necks,
and we played little melodies, and we sing
along.

The Road To
Respectability
J ^ y 1948, after two years of universal
suffrage and rising expectations pro
duced strikes and civil disturbances
throughout the island, Mannette had de
veloped a second drum, lower in pitch
than his original pan, and the other
bands quickly picked it up too. The next
year he built another, still lower in pitch,
and with the addition of a new four-note
bass instrument and a biscuit tin that
Mannette had turned into a more reso
nant drum they called the “tune-boom,”
the steel bands at Carnival in 1949 were
using five distinct instruments.
The early steel bands generated a lot
of hostility from the middle class and the
colonial authorities, however, who saw
fights between the rival bands and their

noisy celebrations as a menace to soci
ety. But by the end of the decade, promi
nent people were beginning to sense the
social as well as artistic potential of the
nascent steel bands, not only as an outlet
for ghetto youth, which Carnival had al
ways provided, but as a popular focus for
the movement toward decolonization
and eventual self-rule that had been
building since the ‘30s. A new politics
was growing, and it would carry the black
middle class to power and result in Inde
pendence in 1962.
As th a t n a tio n a lis t m o v e m e n t
emerged, the steel band began to gain
respectability. The process was gradual
and grudging, however, due primarily to
the colonial legacy which devalued the
local, Afro-West Indian culture, even in
the minds of its progeny. The calypso, the
truly indigenous music of the island, had
always been a vehicle for social protest
as well as a bouncing underpinning for
Carnival parades, and although the steel
drum ’s first song was a calypso, the
greatest compliment a steel bandsman
could receive through the next two de
cades was, “ He play the classics, mon!”
So bands began forming across the na
tion, Mannette remembers. And the gov
ernment felt, “ Well, it is a new art form
growing like crazy, and we should do
something for the boys to give them some
incentive. ” So they decided to start form
ing an all-star band to take part in the
Festival of Britain, and we formed the Trin
idad All-Star Percussion Orchestra, that
we called TASPO.
We formed that band in 1950, but we
played chords at random, we don't know
what we’re playing, the drums for that
matter were all out of key from each other,
they were just tuned from ear. So this guy
came from Antigua [a nearby island], a
police bandsman, and he trained, us. He
said, “ We have to have chromatic. ” And I
say, “ What is chromatic?" And he say,
“Half-tones. ” And I say, “ That means we
have to build over all our drums. ” So I had
to build most all of the drums for the
Festival.
When Mannette returned from that
British tour in 1952, his head was full of
new musical ideas, and he decided to
scrap all the drums he had made and
begin anew. Spending countless hours
bent over.the concave tops of the barrels,
listening and banging with a small ham
mer, he developed another instrument,
but still he wanted more sounds. By
1956, working steadily while living at his
father’s or his sister’s house, he had built
three more drums, all played in sets by
that time in order to get more notes and
enable the player to produce chords.
By that time, with international oircompanies refining Venezuelan crude on the
island, the Shell Oil Company was spon
soring Mannette’s band, the Invaders,
and he could earn a living building
drums, keeping them in tune, and play
ing concerts. His band also began to
make records, but the sound was not
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amenable to studio recording, and in fact
was better out-of-doors, for at that time
the drums rang with dissonant overtones
whenever a single note was struck. In a
street parade, those dissonances were
cancelled out, and what came through
was the desired note, ringing pure and
powerful above the noisy mob. But even
with the most refined drums of the day,
there were none of the harmonics and
octaves that Mannette builds into his
gleaming steel pans today and that are
responsible for its enchantingly liquid
tonalities.
At that time, he explains, all we could
tune was just a basic note. We’d tune a
scale,- all the half-tones, but it was just a
plain, dull note. But as the years go by we
developed our technique and we put oc
taves on the note. Later we went further
and developed two octaves and a fifth on
the same segment. It vibrates like crazy
now. Indeed, steel bands in Trinidad to
day perform elaborate orchestral ar
rangements of original works and major
classical pieces as well as the truly
home-grown calypsos. Vibrating like
crazy, the contemporary steel drum rings
with powerful metallic resonance. As the
lead pans play lines while the others pro
vide harmonies, chords and bass pat
terns, the result is a unique combination
of sweet soaring melodicism and tough
percussive attacks that rise swimming
together in an aural haze. The hands of
steel drum makers like Ellie Mannette
have coaxed lyrically elegant precision
from a crude percussive tool, creating
the perfect New World instrument.
This is very sensitive hammercraft, you
know, Mannette relates with obvious
pride. / get absolutely sensitive in my
hands with the impact, with the feel, with
the sliding of the hammer, and my crafts
manship is a genius of work; I am very
articulate at what I do...I have given it my
whole skills.

“A National
Cultural Resource”
l ~ L ric Williams, Prime Minister of Trin
idad until his death in 1981, was the con

summate new West Indian. A doctor of
philosophy in history and a lecturer in the
U.S., he came home to Trinidad in the
‘50s to found the People’s National
Movement, to which the British handed
over power in 1962. Williams immedi
ately attempted to draw the masses into
redefining their culture in folk and popu
lar, ra th e r th an E u ro p e a n , te rm s.
“ Culture,” in fact, became a big word in
the newly independent Trinidad, since it
was the only basis on which nationalistic
sentiment could be mustered in a society
divided into exclusive racial, religious,

By 1962, Ellie Mannette had been
building and tuning steel drums for the
U.S. Navy Steel Band for five years, and
went to South Carolina to continue his
work for them. Later, back on the island, a
social worker from New York named
Narell was looking for a drum maker to
come to the States and start a steel band
program among the ghetto youth in the
housing projects of the city’s lower east
side. Mannette agreed to go in 1966.
But the steel drum’s new status as the
symbol of national culture had a steep
price for this individual craftsman, who

“But as the years go by we developed our
technique and we put octaves on the note.
Later we went further and developed two
octaves and a fifth on the same segment. It
vibrates like crazy now.”
and economic groups. Steel band rec
ords began to appear in the U.S., and
folk singer/activist Pete Seeger wrote the
first book about the instrument. Carnival
had become a “ national cultural re
source”— it was almost respectable.

had himself become something of a “ na
tional cultural resource” after developing
seven of the nine pans currently in use.
I told the government I wanted to come
to the U.S. to teach a steel drum opera
tion, he says, and they were very upset.

STEEL DRUM
T u n e d to the 12-note scale of the piano, the steel drum is made from a 55gallon oil barrel with one end cut off and the other sunk into a concave “ pan”
with a sledge hammer. A patterri of notes is then laid over that basin and
grooves are incised that separate each note from its neighbor. These
sections are then “ ponged up” from below after the sides of the barrel have
been cut off to the correct length. The pan is then heated over an open fire
and plunged into cold water to temper the steel. The most difficult and
exacting process, tuning each section, is accomplished by tapping with a
small hammer until the correct pitch is reached. Since the steel drum is one
solid mass, unlike its cousin the marimba with its separately tuned pieces,
all the notes on a steel drum must be tuned together in a process similar to
tightening the spokes on a bicycle wheel. The steel drum is played with two
light-weight sticks fitted with a small sponge-rubber ball or wrapped with
rubber bands.

^00111 s T h l l S

They told me I shouldn't do it—selling my
culture—because eventually the U.S.
would take the talent away from me and
then they will call it their own. So I said,
‘Well, it ’s my talent; I've developed this art
form from nothing into what it is. I ’m going
to go anyway. ’
The government then blaspheme me
over the newspaper, saying that I was a
Judas for selling my birthight for 30 pieces
of silver. And as a result, I sent them a very
ugly article back to the newspaper. And
the government was very upset with me
for what I said. So therefore I never did go
home, not in 20 years.
It was very unfair of them to say that to
me in view of the fact I'm trying to project
and to uplift the art form by spreading it. I
am an ambassador for the art form.... We
learn everything from the outside world;
because Trinidadians are very good musi
cians, we learn the piano, the flute, the
oboe, the ballad, whatever, it comes from
outside, we never developed these things.
And if for any reason the white man de
cide, ‘I'm not going to teach you my tal
ent, ’ we would never know what a piano is
today, So therefore- why is it that I can’t
give the white man my talent and craft?
Look, this is a very unique art. It will
take any person—white, black or what
ever—a tremendous amount of effort to
really produce one. The person must have
the interest, not just the desire to go play
out there, they must have that respect.
And those people don’t come just like
that; it’s only once in a while that you get
someone with that kind of interest.
In Trinidad, there are more of those
people than anywhere else, and the steel
drum flourishes. In a country of slightly
more than a million people, there are as
many as 70 bands with 100 players each,
and other groups that field well over 50
players—the greatest steel orchestras in
the world, although they are heard by few
people outside the island.

Pan Into
The ‘80s
A

2 A n d y Narell, one of the finest con
temporary steel drummers with an album
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(Slow Motion on Windham Hill) at the top
of jazz radio charts, began playing steel
drum at eight years of age, when his fa
ther started the steel band program in
New York. When Narell was 13, his father
brought Ellie Mannette to the States and,
as Narell puts it, “ he basically straight
ened us out. Mostly I studied tuning from
him; he’s taught me everything I know
about how to keep a pan in tune.... Very
few people have the knowledge to do
that,” he adds, “ which is one of the rea
sons Ellie is teaching people. He’s trying
to spawn a generation of tuners in Amer
ica, which is yet to happen.”
Building and tuning the pans must be
passed on from craftsman to appren
tice—it was only after experimenting with
thousands of pans that Mannette devel
oped his extraordinary hand-ear coordi
nation. Maybe somewhere down the
road, he says, the art form will come to a
point where the engineers come into it,
and they start mass-producing it into a
form of perfection. But at the present
time, it’s struggle, trials and errors, frus
tration. The steel drum is in its infancy. It’s
38 years old. This is a primitive art right
here.
Ellie Mannette is a hurried, anxious
talker—there is so much to explain—and
while he talks his hands move over the
drums, caressing, tapping, demonstrat
ing, in touch always with that sensitive
steel surface he has hammered into
perfection.
/ am 58 years old, he says, and I have
been banging since I was eleven. I don't
want to keep doing so much extensive
heavy work at this stage. I need a work
force. I ’ll teach them how, and also teach
them the tuning, bring them along. But if I
cannot get anybody to do that, I have to
just hang in until such time that I can't do
anymore.
Mannette, who builds and tunes drums
for about 200 groups in the U.S. and
abroad, may soon leave his East Coast
home to settle permanently on the West
Coast, where he has found more interest
in actually building the drums. While the
street bands of his native island can get
away with drums that are not tuned with
the precision of symphonic instruments,
the virtuoso performing pans like Andy
Narell uses are sensitive and must be

tuned periodically by a master crafts
man. To ensure the continued high-level
performance of this instrument in our
electronically regulated popular music,
Mannette must pass on to a new genera
tion the accumulated experience of his
hands and ears.
At Portland State University’s Hay
stack Summer Program in the Arts at
Cannon Beach, Oregon, Mannette has
just completed his second year of steel
drum workshops, where students—pub
lic school teachers who wish to introduce

forming instrument in the hands of vir
tuoso players such as Andy Narell and
Robert Greenage. Using the pans as a
vehicle for jazz improvisation, Narell has
taken the standard fusion arrangements
into a brighter, more exotic dimension,
whether he is adding its Caribbean sun
light to the Darol Anger-Barbara Higbie
Quintet, the soundtrack of the movie 48
Hours, or to Apple Computer’s TV com
mercials. G ^enage, who can be heard
with Grover Washington, Earth, Wind
and Fire, Taj Mahal and Jimmy Buffett,

“Maybe somewhere down the road, the art
form will come to a point where the
engineers come into it, and they start massproducing it into a form of perfection. But at
the present time, if s struggle, trials and
errors, frustration. The steel drum is in its
infancy.”

**

or maintain steel bands as well as inde
pendent performers—learn to build and
tune the instruments in addition to play
ing and arranging for them. Organizers
of the program hope to turn it into a per
manent West Coast center for the study
of the steel drum.
It is programs such as this that Man
nette believes will sustain the steel drum
outside Trinidad. Its future is growing out
of two movements. In the public schools,
steel drum has proven an effective and
visual way to teach music to children. Its
most visible and exciting contemporary
use in this country, however, is as a per

will also perform with Narell and the Los
Angeles Symphony this fall.
Despite its expanding role, however,
there have been problems with steel
drum’s wider acceptance in the U.S.
“ Anytime you’ re trying to pioneer
something,” Narell explains, “ it takes a
while. The very novelty of the steel pan
that captures people’s attention is at the
some time the obstacle I have to get
over—to get people to see that what I’m
doing is not a novelty.” At 31 years of age,
Narell can afford to be patient. A highly
trained musician and composer who also
performs on keyboards, he has chosen

to make his reputation on steel drum.
Andy has love for it, Ellie Mannette ob
serves. He is an accomplished musician
on many instruments, but he lives by the
steel drum.

New World
Ilie Mannette has devoted nearly 50
years to making music out of steel bar
rels, from the dented garbage cans he
first picked up 1935 to the gleaming
chromed pans he builds today. But he
has a consuming interest in younger
players like Andy Narell, for the men like
M annette who developed the steel
drum—backyard inventors and tinkers—
were primarily craftsmen who used it to
play music originally designed for other
instruments. Today the challenge is to
devise a music specifically for an in
spired by steel drum.
Ellie Mannette cannot hear the steel
drum’s future music, but he has a stake
in it, for his life has been devoted not to
personal reputation, but to the art form
itself.
/ can’t really visualize anything further
right now, he says. Every man has his
capacity to think, and I have developed
this art form, and now I think the young
sters will take my ideas and will probably
see things that I never did. So I just lay the
groundwork, just try to get it into their
hands and heads, and they’re going to
take it on from there.
Born in response to repression, the
steel drum today is ready for an unfet
tered journey among the world’s music. It
will take with it the shape imparted by
Ellie Mannette’s hands, the imprint of a
life lived for steel drum and the turbulent
New World society that produced it.

Lynn Darroch writes frequently for CSQ
on music, culture and politics. Stephen
Leflar is an artist living in Portland.
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LITTIT : ONE COUPON PEP PERSON,P ER VISIT
EVERYTHING ANTIQUE
FROM ANTIMACASSARS
TO XYLOPHONES

Plus th e fin e s t s e le c tio n o f
VINTAGE CLO THING fo r m en and
w o m e n , V ic to ria n th ro u g h th e
1 95 0's.

J
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EMPIRES ’ 10-31-85

W ITU Tuis COUPON W m
T6u RENT A TTOVIE AT
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/E V E R Y B O D Y ’S ^

Turn o f th e c e n tu ry w h ite dresses,
p e ttic o a ts . Flapper
ca m is o le s,
dre sses, bea de d bags, fe a th e r
boas, fans. Lace, crep e, c h iffo n
s ilk v e lv e t g o w n s .
Silk lin g e rie fro m th e '3 0 s .
K im o n o s a nd M a n d a rin C hin ese
g a rm e n ts . F ine ly ta ilo re d 1 9 4 0 ’s
s u its a nd co ats.

Exclusive
Regional & National
Jan Acts
Great Pizza
Italian Specialties
Great New
Food & Drink Menu
Dine In Our Lounge
Late Night Pizza'til 1AM
"Hot Food & Cool Jazz"

OF 7/T L F S ?

L u x u rio u s fu rs &. fa b u lo u s h ats.
E v e ry th in g fo r m en — fro m
tu x e d o s to H a w a iia n s h irts .

The JAZZ QUARRY

VCR B FNTAES

1111 S.W. Jefferson St

AVALON
318 sw. 9th

R eour OUR.

222-7422

"(BONUS B ENTRL. CM #.

ABIS'TBnzs
OPEN 7

DAYS

AYV^ EK ??

N. Lombard at Portsmouth

Restaurant Hours 11am - 11pm
Sat & Sun Open at 4pm
Lounge Hours 11am-2am

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
JAM SESSION

286-9841
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G ordon’s
Gapdy Stjop
The way chocolate 15 supposed to taste

OOR
PIZZA IS
PORTLAND’S
FINEST

W
'

Grand Opeqii)^
Hillsdale Store

* OUR CHEESE is whole milk Mozzarella.
That's it. — No substitutions!
• * OUR SAUCE is a unique recipe prepared
each day from whole tomatoes, fresh
garlic, select herbs and spices!
* OUR DOUGH is handmade every morning
at 5 am. (8 am N.Y. time)

$1.00 off any pound of Chocolates & 5ugar-free Chocolates

* OUR TOPPINGS are fresh and
bountiful!
* OUR PROMISE is to make everything
fresh. We won't skimp on ingredients!

home-made Marzipan

l Very Tender Turtles

World Famous Creamed Mint & Fruit Sticks

TRY A SLICE O F NEW YORK

(Special orders to match any color scheme)
i

Delicious Danish Butter Cookies—2 lb. tin $3.95
Van houten Gift Boxed Chocolates—Reg. $9.95, now $4.99
Chocolate covered Macademia Nuts sale priced
Sarotti & Tobbler Chocolate Bars sale priced

SECOND LOCATION

NW 23rd between HOYT & IRVING

22-SLICE

BE THERE

Fabulous Selection of Cookies & Snacks
from Around the World All on Sale
Plush Stuffed Animals 10% o ff’

Imported Teas 50% off*

Entire Stock of Wonderful Gift Items up to 80% off*
'Hillsdale Store only

9 1 3 S.W. Aider \
Portland, Oregon

226-4129
4515 5E Hawthorne
Portland 97215
256-8151
Mon.-Ph. 9 to 1

GORDON'S CAMPY SHOP
Hillsdale Shopping Center
6502 5W Capitol Hwy.
Portland 97201
245-8090
Mon.-Sat. 10:50 to 6

Phone orders accepted. VISA, MC. We ship anywhere.

THE
H AGGLE S HOP
FINE FURNITURE
&
ANTIQUE COLLECTABLES

REASONABLE PRICES
"We
SPECIALIST IN ORIGINAL ART PRINTS
(PARRISH, ARMSTRONG, ADVERTISING & CALENDAR ART, ETC.)
OPEN TUES-FRI 10AM-5:30PM SAT 11AM-5PM

3734 SE HAWTHORNE
232-0167
22
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THE TOFU YOU
NEVER KNEW

B R E lT E N B U S H ^ W Iy COMMUNITY >
HOT SPRINGS

RETREAT

CONFERENCE

CENTER

HEALING: Hot springs, roaring river, vegetarian meals — give
yourself a gift of relaxation and rest.
RETREATS: $30/person/day ($25 weekdays) includes three
meals, cabin accommodations, hot tubs, steam sauna, natural
pools. Special rates: weekly, seniors, children.
CONFERENCES: Write for our schedule of conferences and
workshops which include:
September 20-22 Herbal Retreat
1
October 25-27
Democratic Management

Tofu Burger

Tofu Om elette

Tofu Custard

Sauteed Tofu
& Vegetables

Tofu Lasagne

Tofu Dip

Oct. 3 1 -Nov. 3
November 22-24
December 6-11

Conference
Wild Mushroom Conference
Patricia Sun
Vipassana Retreat

OLD-GROW TH FOREST: Hike and ski through majestic
old-growth forest to Breitenbush Gorge and Devil’s Ridge.
Ko O ta

A free brochure with delicious recipes from Ota Tofu.
Write to: 812 SE Stark, Portland, OR 97214.

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
Breitenbush Community, Box 578, Detroit, OR 97342
(503) 854-3314, 854-3501
Breitenbush is 60 miles east of Salem off Hiway 22. Or follow the Clackamas River through Estacada.

Discover the Fine Art of American Craft

179 Beers on D ra ft!
o f 179 Beers o n d ra ft a t 6 o f th e city's m ost co m fo rtab

BARLEY MILL PUB

MCMENAMIN'S PUB

25 Taps

27 Taps

1629 SE Hawthorne
231-1492
Portland, Oregon

2020 NE Cornell Rd.
640-8561
Hillsboro. Oregon

HILLSDALE PUB

GREENWAY PUB

27 Taps

35 Taps

1505 SW Sunset Blvd.

12272 SW Scholls Ferry Rd.

(across from W ilson H igh School next to A M PM Arco)

(in the G reenw ay Town Center near W ashington Square)

246-3938
Portland. Oregon

620-4699
Tigard. Oregon

MCMENAMIN'S TAVERN
&POOL

BLUE M O O N
TAVERN

31 Taps

34 Taps

1 7 l6 N W 2 3 rd
227-0929
Portland, Oregon

432 NW 21st
223-3184
Portland. Oregon

Creations in clothing, Jewelry and Accessories
by a large select group of American Artisans.
A Shop & Gallery

T he Real M other G o o s e
S.W. Ninth & Yamhill
Washington Square
Clinton St. Quarterly
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A T R IA N G L E S E L F H ELP ALBUM A

♦409 Your Fortune in Stamps
Here's our most popular sheet.
C.T. Chew shows you how to make
millions of stanps right in the
comfort of your own home. A
proven stamp maker!

D

S IS /

AS A S E R V IC E TO HUMANITY TRIANGLE POST ANNOUNCES I T S SE L F
H ELP S E R I E S , THE " S E L F H ELP ALBUM ".
THESE ARE NOT JU S T MERELY
OUT OF DATE INSTRUCTIONAL PAM PHLETS, BUT ACTUAL SHEETS OF STAMPS
WHICH SERVE AS S P IR IT U A L AND PRACTICAL G U ID ES AS WELL AS
CONTEMPORARY A RT.

♦443 The Truth about Wet Dreams
Why is a wet dream like a sack
of potatoes? Do wet dreams mark
us for martyrdem? Do they have
wet dreans in Russia? Answers
to these and 32 more
intreresting questions about wet
dreams.

NEVER BEFORE HAVE SO MANY HELPFUL ID EA S BEEN T IE D TO AN ART
S E R IE S OF SUCH SC O PE !
EDUCATORS, DOCTORS, PH IL O SO PH E R S, AND
HANDYPERSONS A L IK E HAVE PROCLAIMED T H IS ALBUM A NEW TR A D IT IO N IN
EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE.

Problems

4443

W ITH THESE WONDERFUL WORKS AT YOUR F IN G E R T IP S THE WORLD W ILL
BEND TO YOUR W IM S, NOT THE OTHER WAY AROUND!

\Jriangie
\ Sell
k \H e lP

W O N 'T YOU TAKE A FEW MINUTES AND SCAN OVER THE FOLLOWING
CATALOG OF T IT L E S ? W E 'L L WAGER THERE ARE SEVERAL THAT COULD
CHANGE YOUR L I F E !
JU S T CHECK O FF THE BOXES TO THE L EFT OF EACH
D E SIR E D SHEET AND ENCLOSE IN THE HANDY B U S IN E SS REPLY PRO V ID ED .
* REMEMBER THOUGH. STAMPS NOT ORDERED C A N 'T BE D ELIV ERED .

Dice
Who invented dice anyway? And
why didn't they use normal
nimbers instead of those dumb
little dots? These smaijt stamps
glue right over those hard to
read dots and make your life a
lot simpler! Enough for two
dice + instructions.

The Kids Are Hungry!
thirty cannon items around the
house that your family can eat
in a pinch. Now you don't have
to leave the bedroom or shower
to get that snack 1
♦342 The Kids Are Hungry! Vol.2
Thirty more hard to find
edibles. This time we
concentrate on the garage and
garden shed.
Includes items
you'd never think to try!

SIN CERELY

342

If

♦ 37 ZORIES, THONGS, OR FLIP
FLOPS?
Which is it anyway? Learn where
and when each term is
appropriate!

REMARKABLY

FRE ^

M F R RORS.
f 1'0

♦345 Scat Detective
Those innocent droppings can
hold a wealth of information,
but only if you possess the
skills to crack their mysteriesl

C . T . CHEW P H .D
PRESID EN T
TRIANGLE SE L F H ELP ALBUM

TRI

$774 Money Talks
This big 40 stamp sheet shows
you step by step how to get what
you want with money.
It's
easier than you might think!

Key Chucks

ke’

Wholesome and N u t r i t i o u s !
I♦784 Your Last Bad Dream
IPut these stamps under your

ESS

♦ 345 The Kids Are Hungry! DON'TS
There's always saneone taking
adventuresome and stupid chances
eating something that looks good
but may very well be downright
poisonous. Here's the don'ts to
look out for.

We know a lot of cooks have this
spice in their cupboards, but
what the heck is it really good
for? These 25 stamps put the
paprika back into your life!

♦444 Let's Cheat

□

You want to play Scrabble with
your sisterin-law, but she always beats you
so badly that you just don't
feel like licking your wounds
again. These stamps give you
the tips you need to hand her
the thrashing she deserves. How
to cheat at Scrabble and 9 other
popular board games.

□

♦877 Leg Cramps and Pasta!
It's the middle of the night and
you've got one of those leg
cranps that could cripple a
horse! Did you ever stop to
think it might be caused by that
linguini you had for lunch?

□
□

♦88 Speak in Tongues!

Fwial
Stages

A college level course on one
sheet of stamps! You'll be
doin' it after the first lesson,
and an expert by the fifth! A
must in todays cutthroat
business world!

» Hungry Ants will eat
many times their o^/n
body weight in lie s !
♦376 So You've Got Lice?
You're not alone on this one.
Chances are they were passed to
you by a "friend". Here's how
to make those little fellas move
along. Guaranteed!
♦186 Paranoial 11
Just place these stamps around
your room. They,watch your
friends, they tell them what to
do. they're so small, only you
know they are there.
♦190 Dementia Ehilantelus

□

Ever had that feeling that
you're covered with creeping
stamps? Could be hidden stamps
are controlling your very
existance! But you can find
them and get rid of their
influence. This sheet a must!

♦282 Bad Stamps

□
□

We think you'll agree, these are
some of the most atrocious
stamps ever made! Or your money
back!

(say Zf Goat)

If God hadn't intended these
little guys to be on stamps she
wouldn't have made them so cute!

♦177 Over Eating, Why a Lobotomy

Isn't the Answer.
Twenty lobotanics show you the
answer is just not that simple.

24
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♦554 The Renoir Syndrom

□
□
□

(1845-1876)
Sure, you've seen them,
sketching portraits at the
market and mall with pastels?
They are very sick individuals!
Learn why.
♦599 Rapid Hair Loss

♦296 Are You Colorblind?
Now you can own this simple
diagnostic sheet used in many of
todays leading ophthamalogical hospitals. It takes only
minutes a month to be sure.

Help

♦977 MONKEY BUSINESS
Guest philatelist Jane Goodall
takes you on a journey into a
nightmare world of the Secret
Simian Ehpire. Discover why you
should never trust an
organgrinder again, and why
bananas are more precious than
gold.
$979 The Facts of Life
then we first introduced this
informative set we thought we'd
covered it all! But over the
years our readers have let us in
on a few more facts than we
imagined! 3 sheets for the
price of one!

Help

♦644 You're the Expert!

How neny times has someone said
this to you, when you didn't
really knew anything on the
subject at all? Sure, it's
happened to all of us! These 30
stamps show you in detail how to
be an expert! Never be
embarrassed again.

♦239 Tubal ligation.

□

What is a weed ?
SURE, YOU BET, SIGN ME UP FOR THE STAMPS I CHECKED!
WILL BE DELIVERED IN THREE TO SIX WEEKS! SEND TO:

I KNOW THEY

NAME

Yes, you have all the necessary
equipment to do the job right in
your utensil drawer. Could be
your key to happiness and sexual
freedom!

♦243 Home Vasecotomy.
Easier than peeling a Cucumber!
Dr. chew takes you step by step
through this delicate operation,
all you need is a breadboard!

$554

Your grandpa was bald and your
father was bald. Now you just
can't wait. 20 ways to speed
your too slowly receding
hairline guaranteed better than
ripping!

♦97 See a Penny, Pick it Op...

♦151 ZYGOTE!

Learn

♦533 Adam, and the Invention of

♦42 Right Hand, Left Hand

□
□
□

♦821 Is that Algae?
Algae is a fact of life!
to recognize this most
interesting plant.

3rd. Class Mail.
That bent ard broken package had
it's origins back in the Garden
of Eden! Don't be tempted by
cheap postal rates again!

Remember just how frustrating
that part of the I.Q. Test was?
Here's help! Your elementary
school-aged kids will become
overnight wizzes on the subject.
Helps you brush up too!

This and 35 other lucky sayings
and tips.
Includes, "Have a
nice day!", and many other worn
out hard to remember favorites.

pillow. Their soothing action
makes dreamland happylandl
Not
a drug!

♦645 STAMP OF APPROVAL!

□
□

How many times have you done a
really great job and not been
recognized? Here's the answer.
25 stamps.
♦768 Are You Smart?

296

282

These neat stamps glue right to
your bathroan mirror. Go ahead,
try to figure then out!
If you
can't, your donb!

STATE

CITY

I'M 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER

ZIP

(Required by state law)

your signature and date

Clinton St. Quarterly
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new market village • 5 4 s w 2nd • 2 2 8 -1 6 9 3 • open daily

Flying Colours

7: iiig ii^
:& & O W
■ L -J •*• • • •

Specialty Yarns

Needlework Accessories

1016 SW Morrison

•*•*•*•*•*•*•'•*•*•*•"•••*•••*•’ • ’ •*•*•••••’ •*•

Portland, Oregon 97205
(503) 222-2673

The Flying Colours Story
............. t .................... • • • • • • • • • • • • • ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Portland's Best Yarn Store is located downtown in the center of
things. Why come? Because we have a broad selection of materials
and patterns — salespeople that are knowledgeable — good quality
at reasonable prices — and we are accessible by bus, foot or auto
(Morrison West Parking is % block away and we validate parking).

If you have a Knitting or Needlework project in mind
come to us. You owe it to yourself!

PORI

/ / / /

S IG H ...

Palms. Parrots & Pretty
People . . . Fine Island Dining . .
. . Caribbean Consciousness . . .
. . . and Euery Night, The Finest
Local & National

RECORDS

ROCK- J A Z Z S O U L B L U E S

L ive M usic A ttractions!

Key MR
31 NORTHWEST FIRST AVENUE I 223-9919
BETWEEN COUCH & BURNSIDE IN HISTORIC OLD TOWN

P O R T L A N D ’S LIVE M USIC P A R A D IS E
26
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all this at:

12 N W Second

The Annual

Project Linkage
Auction
A

MEDITERRANEAN
S S MEDLEY S S
Sat. Oct. 26, 1985
7:00 PM

1020 NE 3rd

CELEBRATE
w ith
CHAMPAGNE

(Teamsters H all)

European, African, & M iddle
Eastern Fare
The Marketplace
Kindred “Spirits”
Oral & Silent Auctions
Entertainment

AT ALBERTS
W - Th
F - Sot
Sun

212

Project Linkage is a volunteer
organization reaching out to our
senior residents.

5 to 12
5 to 1
5 to IO

Southwest

Stork

I 223-7299 j

R a m yd a y Flowers
FLOWERS TO G O . .
WITH A DIFFERENCE
• distinctive flower orrongements
• fresh garden flowers • Hawaiian tropicals
• wide variety of unusual flowering G foliage
plants
• delivery available • order by phone
• flowers sent around the world

Some say
fine lingerie is
a self-indulgent luxury.
We know ours is.

N O W TW O LOCATIONS TO SERVE YO U SEVEN D A YS A WEEK
Y a m h i ll M a r k e t p l a c e
L o e h m a n n 's P la z a

VISA

641-7229

MC

248-9524

AMEX

927 S.W. YAMHILL • 227-0927 • OPEN 10 A M . - 6 P M • M O ND AY THROUGH SATURDAY

Clinton St. Quarterly
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RESTAURANT

0LDpwN

|

0 ------- ---------------------------Unique and Exotic Chinese cuisine
specializing in spicy dishes
from H unan and Szechuan Provinces

Bakery & Restaurant

VINTAGE AND NEW MATERIALS FOR
THE RESTORATION AND REPAIR OF
YOUR OLD HOUSE OR BUILDING.

Moderately Priced.

« L IG H TIN G

515 S.W. Broadway

2 2 4 -8 0 6 3

« HARDWARE

M o rg a n ’s A lle y B uilding

i

PLUMBING

« MILLWORK

Free parking after 6:00 p .m .

City Center Parking

it)th & Washington

M O N -S A T 9 - 5 : 3 0

Buy one lunch or breakfast at reg
ular price & get 2nd one of equal
or greater value for 1/2 price.

9 0 1 N. SKIDM ORE
PORTLAND, OR 97217
5 0 3 -2 4 9 -0 7 7 4

Open 8 am - 4 pm Mon-Fri
19 SW Second
222-9273

SPECIALIZING IN:

TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY LIGHTING
VISIT O U R NEW RESTAURANT
H U N A N GARDEN • 1 1 0 1 4 N.E. OTH ST • BELLEVUE, WA.

r

•
•
•
•

DELICATESSEN
SPECIALTY F O O D S
FINE WINES
WINETASTINGS
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON

Mon-Fri

8:30-6:00

7901 S.E. Stark

Sat 8:30-3:00
253-9436

7AM-3PM DAILY
132 S.W. THIRD STREET • 222-3 187

The Urban League of Portland
URBAN PLAZA

10 North Russell Street

Portland. Oregon 97227

(503) 280-2600

WORLD MUSIC ALL YEAR ’ROUND
PORTLAND'S FOLK CLUB

To the Citizens of Portland,
Stop by for Lunch
Homemade Soup,
Hearty Sandwiches and Salad

dS
gy
ni

Served from Midday 'til Midnight

LARGE SELECTION OF IMPORTS
727 E. BURNSIDE — 236-6900

“When the nation thinks of Portland, Oregon, it envisions one of the nation’s most
progressive communities.
Yet our bright image is shadowed by a disturbing charade. Despite poll after poll
that distinguishes Portland as one of the nation’s most liveable cities, thousands of
black people live here with no employment, no property, and no hope for the rewarding
kinds of lives for which Portland is so lauded.
The Urban League of Portland says this is unacceptable. We think you should say
so too. We’re asking citizens to join us in our efforts to fight unemployment, illiteracy
and unrest in the black community. We’re asking you to share our vision for a city that
promotes prosperity among all its citizens. Join the Urban League today. Join the
Challenge.”
Herb Cawthorne, President and Chief
Executive Officer
The Urban League of Portland

Let’s Dress Up

fu R B A N LEAGUE OF PORTLAND
। MEMBERSHIP FORM

| Name
Telephone
I Address_____ ___________________________________
| City
State
Zip
। Enclosed is my check for $_________________________
I or please bill my
IVISA/MASTERCARD Acct. # -----------------------------------------j Exp. D a t e
Signature^------------------------ ______
Student/Senior Citizen

$10.00

10 North Russell St. Ptld., OR 97227
L

223-1481

(Corner of 10th & Salmon)

11-5:30 Mon.-Sat.; Sun 12-5
28
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General $25.00
$50.00
$100.00
$250.00

■■ BB ■■ ■■■■■■■■ BB ■■ ■■■■■■ M

M M M B B B I

• JOIN US! • JOIN US! • JOIN US! • JOIN US! • JOIN US! •

p e o ple are su pp ose d to “ develop
separately.”
One of the farms on the “white” south
side of the river is markedly different from
its prosperous, irrigated neighbors. You
have to exercise your imagination stren
uously to see it as a farm at all. The stony
hillsides are covered only with cactuses
and spiky thornbushes. Much of the topsoil has long washed away into the
Tugela, so there is little ground cover. The
farm is ca lle d M dukatshani, w hich
means, in Zulu, “The Place of the Lost
Grasses.”
A number of paths hacked through the
brush lead off the dusty main road to
round huts, identical to the dwellings that
are visible across the river. There is no
electricity. Thin dogs slink about abjectly.
The several dozens of black people who
live here are almost all old, women, or
children. They are dressed extremely
shabbily, in an assortm ent of aging
woolen caps, shredded shirts, patched
trousers or skirts, battered cheap tennis
shoes, and sandals. A number of the
women and children are barefoot. Some
of the children have open sores on their
legs.
The hairstyles of some of the women
are unforgettable. Reddish discs rising
gracefully nearly a foot above the head,
or flaring winglike structures, also red
dish, look at first like exotic, inorganic
headdresses. They are actually carefully
sculpted combinations of hair and dried
mud, and they provide a striking, elegant
contrast to the tattered clothing.
Down toward the river, in a small clear
ing, is an unpretentious crafted stone
walled house with a low thatched roof.
This is where the “the Numzaan," a white
man called Neil Alcock, lives with his wife
and two youngsters.
I t was in the days before the discov
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CROSSING THE TUGELA
ar up in the Drakensberg Mountains, the Tugela River

F

begins its three-hundred-mile course eastward to the
Indian Ocean. Halfway to the sea, before plunging down
escarpm ent to the coastal sugarcane region, the Tugela
passes through the Msinga District, an isolated area roughly
thirty miles long that you can reach by only a single dirt road.
On the south side of the Tugela, the thick thorny bush is
interrupted regularly by spacious farms, which are glistening,
emerald-green jewels of irrigated splendor. Tractors chum to
and fro across vast fields of cotton, maize, oranges, and alfalfa,
here known as lucerne.
On the north side of the Tugela, the pan
orama is completely different. Clusters of
round, mud-walled huts cover a desolate,
barren landscape. The thorn bushes

have almost all been cut for firewood, and
only an occasional bedraggled plot of
stunted maize is under cultivation. To the
south of the river, the handful of whites

live in tidy farmhouses, with the accom
panying barracks for the black farm 
workers situated off to one side. To the
the
north, thirty thousand black people live
along the river itself, while another eighty
thousand live up in the rugged hills. To
cross the Tugela here is to go from the
spacious equivalent of Iowa to the teem
ing equivalent of Haiti, or Java.
The south side of the Tugela is, by law,
part of “white” South Africa, the 87 per
cent of the country in which black people
are not permitted to own land and are
allowed to enter only to work, as “tempo
rary sojourners.” The north side is part of
the Kwa-Zulu Bantustan, one of the ten
such areas, which cover the remaining
13 percent of the country, in which black

ery of penicillin. One of my father’s farm
workers was in a fight, right around
Christmas, and he got the entire side of
his head crushed in by a knobkerrie. The
witchdoctor was called in. He studied the
wound, and then covered it with a plug of
cow dung.”
Neil Alcock paused and tilted his head
slightly. “ In a few weeks, he removed the
dung. The wound was healing properly.”
Alcock stopped again, and shrugged.
“ Penicillin is a mold that is found in things
like cow dung. Those witchdoctors—
their knowledge is so great in a certain
sphere that we just don’t come near it.”
The Numzaan related this story in a low
key but nonetheless proselytizing tone.
He is in his early sixties, tall, lean, and
gray-bearded, with a spiritual and pro
phetic manner. His similarity to the Rus
sian novelist Leo Tolstoy is in some re
spects striking. Like Tolstoy, Neil Alcock
started life as a large landowner, the heir
to a family estate. Also like Tolstoy, Al
cock gradually moved to renounce his
privilege, and he has sought to create an
ethical community with the very people
he used to rule over. To complete the
parallel, Alcock even refers to the black
farmworkers as “ serfs,” bitterly biting off
the word every time he utters it in another
reproach to himself and his kind.
His first language is Zulu. He thinks in
Zulu, and at times searches his mind for
the English translation. “ I was reared by
Africans,” he explained. “ My loyalty to
them is not paternalism, but a feeling of
family. I became theirs. My own parents
were typically lazy white South Africans,
who had time for their social activities
rather than for their children.”
His grandfather came from Yorkshire,
England, and bought a farm in Natal.
“ My father inherited the farm, and be
cause of the work of his serfs, he became
even wealthier. I took over the descen
dants of some serfs who had worked for
my grandfather. They were no better off
than their ancestors. In some cases, they
were worse off. We whites are like the
Romans; after a few generations of
slaves—there is really no other word for
it—we can’t exist without them.”
As a youth, Alcock preferred to mix
with the farmworkers rather than to go to
school. “ My most worthwhile education
came from those black people. I would
disappear at dawn with those naturalists,
the shepherds, who would take and show
me where things like honey could be
found. I got a tanning from my parents
when I got home at night. But whatever
capabilities I have I got from those black
people, those philosophers; I got damnall at school from the white teachers in
their high-heeled shoes.”
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After World War II, Neil Alcock started
with some reluctance to farm on his own.
He already hated the system, and he
searched from the start for ways to allevi
ate its worst excesses. He started to grow
and distribute vegetables, and he gave
lectures in his flawless Zulu about the
value of a balanced diet in preventing
malnutrition and tuberculosis. He began
to “turn my serfs into partners” by trans
ferring livestock and lands to them. He
spread his budding ideas on agricultural
reform by helping to establish a national
agency called Kupugani.
Neil Alcock, like many people who
work close to the land, has religious feel
ings. But he was finding him self in
creasingly in opposition to some repre
sentatives of organized religion. “ Some
of the priests and parsons were more
concerned with saving souls than lives,”
he said, with savage bewilderment. “ One
of those chaps said to me, ‘The way to
heaven is through suffering—and you
are trying to deprive the Africans of
suffering!’ ”
The Numzaan carried his renunciation
further. He sold his family estate and
started the Church Agricultural Project in
the Dundee district in northern Natal.
The project became a successful cattle
cooperative. Alcock explained he was
trying “to make serfs into individuals.”
He went on, “ I had learned you can’t lead
from the house on the hill. You have to try
to live as nearly identical to the others as
possible.” He naturally found that the old
ways of interacting did not disappear.
“ They have dependence snatched out
from under them, and they find it hard to
react sometimes, ” he said. He insists the
other people at Mdukatshani call him
Numzaan, which means “ householder,”
rather than baas. They of course observe
his request, but many of them infuse the
new word with the same old mixture of
awe, respect, and deference.
In the end, the Dundee agricultural
project was doomed by its location. It was
surrounded by “ black spots” —scattered
fragments of land owned by blacks out
side the borders of the ten Bantustans.
Enterprising black small farmers had
purchased these areas, in some cases
generations ago, but they were not con
sistent with the regime’s grand apartheid
design. So the government gave itself the
power to abrogate the property rights of
the “ black spot” residents and to move
them, by force if necessary, into the Ban
tustans. This policy, under which three
and one-half million people have been
forced to move since 1960, is officially
called resettlement—a word with a mis
leadingly pleasant ring to it.
Neil Alcock’s oldest son is nicknamed
” GG',” after the Government Garage ve
hicles that arrived around the time of his
birth to obliterate the spots. Most of the
people who had participated in the Dun
dee project faced deportation into the
Kwa-Zulu Bantustan. The Numzaan en
couraged his friend Cosmas Desmond, a
brave Catholic priest, to travel through
rural South Africa gathering material for
The Discarded People, the first system
atic expose of resettlement. Then Alcock
a nd h is fifty - m e m b e r e n to u ra g e
searched for a new place to continue
their agricultural program.
By now, his chief lieutenant was a towe rin g S w a z i-s p e a k in g man ca lle d
Robert, whom he had found in a village
bound to a tree w ith barbed w ire.
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“ Robert’s neighbors feared his destruc
tive outbreaks,” the Numzaan explained.
“ I discovered he was suffering from pel
lagra'dementia. On a proper diet, he
started to recover immediately.”
The band chose the Msinga District
partly because it was the worst agri
cultural region any of them had ever
seen. They wanted to experiment, to see
if they could develop a pilot project that
could indicate how to start resuscitating
the whole area. Also, the Numzaan prob
ably wanted to carry his renunciation of
privilege yet another step. Mdukatshani
suited their purposes; it was sufficiently
rundown, and it was just across the
Tugela from the Bantustan.
The cooperative tried to continue rais
ing cattle, but the people in the area rust
led nearly all the animals right away. Al
cock explained: “ They saw us arrive—a
group of what were to them rich blacks
and whites. They saw no harm in robbing
us.” The experimenters then turned to
large-scale gardening. They fashioned
an ingenious mechanical water wheel
from an old tractor tire, used it to lift water
from the Tugela, and irrigated exten
sively. They devised a simple grinder to
chop up the acacia thornbush into a nu
tritious feed fortheir remaining livestock.
The Num zaan said approvingly, “ A
curse, the acacia, becomes a valuable
resource.” They started using wastes to

had established that I was not an iBhunu,
or Boer. “ They take all the money, so we
are poor,” he explained. He guided me
down toward the river, where he intro
duced me to two old men who were chop
ping wood. He specified immediately I
was not an iBhunu. Some words were
exchanged in Zulu. “They say it is good
you are not iBhunu," Mboma translated.
“ They say the maBhunu are horrible.
They say the maBhunu carry guns every
where, call them kaffirs, and make them
work for a low pay.”
Mboma showed me some of the large
garden plots, which were scattered
about on the steep cliffs overlooking the
river. Carrots, cabbages, onions, lemon
trees, and more were growing in neat
terraces. Almost all the work was done by
hand, including irrigating, fertilizing the
fragile, weakened topsoil, and extending
the terraces further into the forbidding
bush. There was an almost Asian sense
of bustling activity as women, children,
and old men moved about. Mboma com
mented: “ The maBhunu around here
don’t like these gardens because we no
more have to work for them.”
He h im s e lf, in th e tim e b e fo re
Mdukatshani, had spent a year working
at a nearby white orange grove. He had
been ten years old. He lived the entire
week in a barracks with other children,
returning to his own home only on Sun

“Penicillin is a mold that is found in
things like cow dung. Those
witchdoctors.. . their knowledge is so
great in a certain sphere that we just
don’t come near it.”
create methane gas, which they used as
fuel in place of the rapidly dwindling sup
plies of wood. They disseminated their
ideas by encouraging their neighbors to
form similar cooperatives.
Neil Alcock’s ultimate goal was near
total self-sufficiency for Mdukatshani. It
was an objective in keeping with his
highly apocalyptic vision, his conviction
that worldwide ecological catastrophe
was very near. He believed the city was
doomed, that mankind had to re-create
the village, and he could be blunt, even
cantankerous, with people who did not
share his view. Whatever the accuracy of
his prophecy on a planetary scale, it was
clearly compelling in the Msinga District.
There, the ravaged hillsides were evi
dence enough that ecological collapse *
was well underway.
^ ^ b o m a Dladla is fourteen years old
and the closest friend of the Numzaan's
two tow-headed youths. They roam
through the scrubby brush together, trap
ping rabbits in snares, flicking berries at
each o th e r w ith s w itc h e s , a rg u in g
whether a baboon or a monkey is supe
rior in battle, playing makeshift guitars
made from empty oil cans.
Mboma, wearing his insouciant purple
athle tic jacket, agreed to guide me
around the farm one morning after he

day. A bell woke the children at six; they
continued until six in the evening, stop
ping only for meals. He had earned
twelve rand each month. The work was
“ horrible,” he said. The maBhunu had
driven m otorbikes up and down the
orange grove, stiking out at the children if
they slackened in their work. Mboma imi
tated hitting and kicking gestures.
Back at home, Mboma herded cattle
together with his disabled uncle. Both his
parents were up in Joburg [Johan
nesburg] on migrant labor contracts; he
has never been able to live with them.
Even under normal circumstances, herd
ing is not a particularly easy task for a
small boy, who must know how to place
thrown stones with the precision of an
artillery commander to get the herd of
beasts to move in the desired direction.
In Msinga, though, stock thieves, armed
with guns and driven by desperation, rob
bed Mboma and his helpless uncle
repeatedly.
The worsening conditions in Msinga
District made their lives difficult in other
ways. The w hite farm ers no longer
needed as many farmworkers, so they
simply ordered the surplus people into
the Kwa-Zulu Bantustan. The police
came and burned down his family’s huts
to force them to move across the river. At
his new home he had to walk two hours
each way to school. But after a year he

had to drop out.
The increasing overcrowding in the
B a n tu s ta n has c o n trib u te d to the
scourge of Msinga: bloody fighting be
tween different clans over what are often
initially trivial incidents. In one case,
Mboma said a battle started when one
clan member spat into the pot of beer of
another clan member. Over the years,
hundreds of people have died, including
Mboma’s great-grandfather.
Hunger in the district grew worse.
Mboma and the other children took to
swimming back across the Tugela, to
steal food on the w hite side. They
skulked about, on the lookout for the
white farmers who were often armed, tied
ears of maize to their arms and legs, and
swam back. One farmer even shifted to
cotton to end his theft problem.
But the extra food was not enough.
Mboma fell ill. His hair started to turn red,
and he had sores on his ears. He spent a
week in a Joburg hospital, under treat
ment for malnutrition. He said he didn’t
like the city; he was awed by the tall build
ings and afraid he would encounter
dreaded tsotsis [ “thugs,” derived from
“ zoot-suiters” ].
The arrival of the Numzaan and the
rest of his entourage was close to a mira
cle for Mboma Dladla. He earned a small
but secure income looking after the proj
ect’s two horses; he was learning En
glish; he was even collaborating in an
effort to turn his “ life story” into a short
book for children (which indeed ap
peared later). On the last page, he said:
“ I was asked what I want to be when I am
big. It is difficult to talk about the future.
All I can say is that I want to be a MAN.”
In official terms, Mboma Dladla’s man
hood will begin on his sixteenth birthday.
He will then be required to register for his
pass. (In one indication of the quality of
life in Msinga, one youth was initially re
fused his pass because the fringes on his
fingertips were too worn to yield ade
quate prints.) Mboma’s pass will brand
him, forever, as a resident of one of the
Bantustans. He will never have the right
to settle permanently in Johannesburg,
Durban, or anywhere else in “ white
South Africa.” If he is lucky, he may be
able during times of economic boom to
join the stream of migrant laborers. He
will live, like his father before him, in a
hostel. He w ill return home only at
Christmas.

HEROES
UNDERGROUND
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hree billion years ago, a vast inland sea surrounded by rugged
mountains covered parts of the Transvaal
and the Free State. Over the eons,
storms lashed at the landscape, break
ing flakes of gold loose. Streams and
rivers carried the particles down to the
edge of the sea, where they sank to the
bottom. The world’s most valuable gold
fields follow a three-hundred-mile arc
along the rim of the ancient, long-dead
sea, from Evander on the East Rand, up
through Johannesburg, then curving
down toward Welkom and Virginia.
The yellow metal built South Africa,
and remains the backbone of its econ-

omy. Gold sales still account for roughly
one-third of export earnings, even more
when the world price is high. There are
fifty or so working mines, controlled by
seven gigantic mining houses. The gold
industry is South A frica ’s major em
ployer, with 575,000 workers, all but
40,000 of whom are black. Each year,
South Africa mines about half of the
world’s gold.
Klerksdorp is a small town in the west
ern Transvaal that is situated on the edge
of the prehistoric sea. Outside the town is
the Hartebeestfontein gold mine, known
s im p ly as H arties. A boveground, it
seems insignificant: a small group of
shedlike structures surrounded by heaps
of whitish debris, and two towers, each
less than one hundred feet high. There is
nothing to suggest that the green wheels
atop the towers lower elevator cages
more than one and one-half miles down
into the earth, into a vast underground
city that employs twenty thousand peo
ple and uses 1,600 large scraper units,
225 small locomotives, 109 mechanical
loaders, 1,800 hoppers, and 1,487 deaf
ening rock drills.
The Chamber of Mines, the coordinat
ing body for the industry, sponsors
guided tours of certain mines—partly to
respond to public curiosity and partly to
present its controversial labor policies in
the best possible light. At Harties, we
began the tour with a trip underground.
The visitors—all of us were white—don
ned protective clothing, hard hats, and
lamps. Elevator cages, clanking in the
rush of air, relayed us down through the
darkness to one of the working levels.
The descent only took a few minutes. A
series of guides, all of them white mining
officials, directed us through the dimly lit
tunnels to one of the “ work-places,”
where the “ reef,” or gold ore, was barely
visible as a thin, jagged line, faintly
brownish.
The Chamber’s publicists have pro
duced a vivid and often quoted descrip
tion: “ Imagine a solid mass of rock tilted
. . . like a fat, 1,200-page dictionary, lying
at an angle. The gold-bearing reef would
be thinner than a single page, and the
amount of gold contained therein would
hardly cover a couple of commas in the
entire book. . . . The ‘page’ has been
twisted and torn by nature’s forces, and
pieces of it may have been thrust be
tween other leaves of the book.”
The m iners, working miles under
ground, have to trace the elusive reef and
remove it with close to surgical precision.
Our guide indicated a workplace where
several black miners were drilling deep
holes next to the reef, following markings
in red paint. The workplace was low,
which forced the miners to lie flat on their
backs, aiming the drill slightly upward.
They were impassive despite the fero
cious noise. The guide reassured us that
the drill was not particularly taxing to
operate.
The guide explained that later a white
miner, who had a “ blasting ticket,” a cer
tificate that only whites are allowed to
earn, would fill the holes with explosive
charges. The mine would be cleared, and
blasting would start at the deepest work
ing level and continue upward. Then,
more black miners would shovel the broken-up reef into a linked network of me
chanical scrapers and narrow-gauge rail
roa d h o p p e rs . It w o u ld th e n be
transported to one of the elevator shafts
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to be hoisted to the extraction plant on
the surface. The gold content is surpris
ingly low; one metric ton of ore yields only
eleven to twelve grams, or just over four
tenths of an ounce.
As the supervisor guided us through
the network of tunnels, groups of black
miners, wearing hard hats with head
lamps, white overalls, and heavy boots,
glanced sideways impassively. Their
faces glistened in the faint light from the
naked bulbs. The supervisor arrived at
two pressure doors, which were part of
the ventilation system that keeps air cir
culating through the mine. “ Vula," he
grunted at the black doorkeeper, speak
ing in Fanakalo, the pidgin language of
mining. “ Open.” The door hissed slowly,
emitting a strong gust of wind. Our tour
ing party passed through. "Vala.” It
started to close. The doorkeeper turned,
revealing that he had stencilled across
the back of his white overalls: “ VulaVala.”
Back on the surface, we visited the
training school, which was under the
aegis of de Villiers, a middle-aged man
who talked almost as rapidly as an auc
tioneer. “ First, I teach all the new men
Fanakalo,” he said. “ They come from all
over southern Africa. They are Mozambiques, Rhodesians, there are all the eth
nic groups of our own Republic people.
They speak more than 10 different lan

The gold industry is South Africa’s major
employer, with 575,000 workers, all but
40,000 of whom are black. Each year,
South Africa mines about half of the
world’s gold.
guages, We have to communicate with
them, and they have to be able to talk to
each other. With my methods, I can teach
them in three or four days.”
De Villiers verbally rushed ahead, not
pausing to mention that only an extrava
gant definition would include Fanakalo
as a “ language.” It is a pidgin, suited only
for rudimentary commands. You cannot
imagine someone using it to discuss, for
instance, the subtleties of trade unionism
or politics.
He described how he gives tests to
divide black recruits into “the leaders,
the mechanicals, and the lower class.”
He vigorously shepherded us over to a
“ leader” identification test that he had
invented himself. A half-dozen black
men, each wearing a different colored
hard hat, stood around a jumble of large
wooden slabs, which de Villiers ex
plained were the pieces of a gigantic
puzzle. “ There is a way to do this,” de
Villiers said conspiratorially to us. “ But
I’m not interested in whether they finish
it. I’m going to watch their leadership
qualities. I want to see who takes charge.
We need good leaders to bring obe
dience into the others.”
He signalled the men to begin. They
rushed around attempting with partial
success to fit the unw ieldly wooden
pieces together. After five minutes, he
merrily called time and invited us to com
ment. There followed a brief discussion
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about the relative degrees of initiative
displayed by “ red hat,” “ green hat,” and
the others. De Villiers said he was proud
of this particular group. “ They carried
on,” he explained happily. "Others some
times give up and say, ‘Let’s go ask the
baas.”’ As the tourists talked and ges
tured, the black men waited, well within
earshot. A couple of them gave brief,
flickering glares of resentment. Their
s id e lo n g g la n c e s w ere ju s t b arely
detectable.
We continued on to one of the hostels,
the single-sex compounds where vir
tually all black miners live for ten or
eleven months a year. This, the newest of
four at the mine, was an octagonal com
plex housing four thousand men, with
twenty to a room. The place had the mas
culine, regimented feel of an army base.
Hundreds of men moved along the paths
between the various buildings; the day
shift had apparently just completed work.
There was not a single woman in sight.
The hostel superintendent was a flinty
white man caller Verster. One of his favor
ite words was “ traditional.” He sounded
like an amateur anthropologist as he
used it frequently in reference to the hab
its of his charges.
Verster first led us to one of the hostel
rooms. It was clean and bright, with ten
double bunk-beds lined up along the
brick walls. A few curtains had been

placed strategically, evidently to provide
a little privacy. “ All the men in each room
are from the same tri—er, ethnic group,”
Verster caught himself. “ They like stayin g to g e th e r th a t w a y — i t ’s th e ir
tradition.”
We arrived at the immense dining hall
just as a section of the day shift poured
in. The men moved through the serving
line at a dogtrot, stretching out their
enamel plates for the food. They were
almost all between eighteen and thirtyfive years old. Verster, with a tone of con
cern like the manager of a livestock
feedlot, encouraged the visitors to in
spect the provisions. “There’s the mielie
meal,” he said, gesturing toward a metal
vat that was big enough to pour molten
steel. “ That’s their traditional food. Fur
ther along are vegetables and fruits.
They get meat twice a week. We make
sure they have two thousand, eight-hun
dred and fifty calories a day. The kitchen
is open twenty-four hours, so they come
when they want.”
The long line of miners continued jog
ging along. Servers ladled the food into
plates like fast-paced robots. Most of the
men ignored the visitors; a couple of
older ones genuflected slightly toward
Verster. One woman tourist approved ea
gerly of the cleanliness. “ I’ve seen dirtier
boarding schools,” she said. Verster
nodded in happy agreement.
He led the way to the beer hall. “They

get one and o n e -q u a rte r lite rs of
sorghum beer a day for free. That’s their
traditional drink. They can of course buy
more, at a subsidized price.” Then, the
medical clinic. “ We insist they go, even
with just a little scratch,” he explained.
His solicitude for the men’s health is no
doubt strengthened by the desire of his
superiors to avoid lost man-days and in
jury compensation payments. He next in
dicated an open-air cinema. “ They have
films four times a week. They have sev
eral TV sets. They have soccer, athletics.
On weekends, they do their tribal danc
ing—that's traditional to the blacks.”
A huge, uniformed black man was sta
tioned at the hostel gate, checking the
documents and the parcels of the miners
as they entered. “They come and go as
they like,” Verster emphasized. “ The po
liceboy is just there to protect them, to
keep out weapons and unauthorized
people.”
At the gate, Verster gestured back to
ward the m am moth com plex w ith a
proud, proprietary air. “They like it here,”
he assured us. “ When they come back,
or go to work on another mine, the setup
isn’t strange. It’s traditional for them.”
Verster had unwittingly used the word
properly for the first time. A system of
work that requires most of the workers to
be away from their families for most of
the year may sound unnatural. But after
nearly a century in southern Africa, it is,
in fact, traditional.
T he m ine s u p e rv is o rs h oste d a
luncheon at the nearby Klerksdorp Club.
No workers, black or white, were present.
One of the tourists, a stockbroker from
Britain, apologetically ventured a ques
tion about a report he had seen in the
m orning Jo ha nn esb urg newspaper.
Some ten thousand black workers at the
President Steyn mine further south in the
Free State had stopped work and rioted
against the introduction of a new pension
plan. Police had killed at least one miner
when they stormed into the compounds
to quell the uprising.
The Harties officials had been stu
pefied by the news. One of them said, in a
wounded tone: “The new pension plan is
an improvement. I don’t see how they can
possible object to this benefit we’re giv
ing them.”
S o m e months later, I described my tour
to my friend Eric McCabe, a white former
miner in his late thirties. He grinned hap
pily at my descriptions: “ You were prob
ably on the doctored level for visitors.
Nicely painted. Well lit. Plenty of fresh air.
Not too hot or cold. On the next level,
okes [guys] might be working at a hun
dred d eg re es, w ith d ry ice packs
strapped to their bodies to keep them
cool.”
Eric laughed. “We used to trick the
tourists, when they were going under
ground in the lift cage. The guy running it
in the control room throws it into fast for
ward. The emergency brakes lock. But
there’s give in the cable, so it doesn’t
snap. It stretches. The miners in the cage
expect it to kick up and down, but the
tourists don’t know what’s happening.
The cage bounces there in the shaft like
a yo-yo for a while. The tourists are as
confused as chameleons in a Smartie
box [a type of candy that comes in many
colors]. They’re all sick. They’re really
fucked. They’re not really interested in
going anywhere else in the mine.”
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pens. You stay in the canteen on the sur
face until about nine, just talking shit with
the other white miners. When you get to
the face underground, the black guys are
drilling holes already. They’ve put in the
props and marked everything. Your pica
nnin takes your jacket and boots, hangs
them up, and brings you a cup of tea. You
sit and read the newspaper. You might
take a look now and then, just to make
sure nobody’s fucking up. [You’re paid
partly on the amount of rock you move.]
But really, your baas-boy can take care of
everything. About all you do is hand the
oke the matches before you blast.”
Eric waited for his story to register.
Then he added: “ I trained twelve months
for my blasting ticket. No baas-boy has
had any course. But every single baasboy in the mine, if they tested him right
now for a fucking ticket, he’d get it.”
He concluded maliciously: “ I think
they just don’t give blasting tickets to
blacks because they might start to blow
up whites all over the country.”

Eric no longer lives in South Africa.
The police harassed him steadily about
his black girl friend, so he and she moved
to neighboring Swaziland, where there is
no Immorality Act. He is a large, power
fully built man, who is covered in tattoos.
One evening, he gave me the official
version of life underground. “ H ere’s
what’s supposed to happen. They start
dropping the day shift at five or six, to the
bottom level first. The blacks wait down
there. They can’t even enter the stope
(low-roofed cham ber) until the white
miner arrives, at seven. When you get
there, you take your baas-boy, and your
picannin, and check everything. You look
for loose hanging rocks, or gas. Then,
picannins with hose-pipes put down
water to keep the dust down. There are
signs around that say things like ‘Keep
Dust L o w .. .with H2O .’
“ Next, you direct your timber-boys to
put in the props. . . a solid pack here, a
five-pointer there. You supervise your
malaisha-boys, who are shoveling the
blast from the previous day. You mark the
rock-face, and you tell the machine-boys
to start drilling. Then, you charge up. You
chase everybody out before you start
blasting.”
Eric paused, a raconteur with timing.
“ That’s what’s supposed to happen.”
He winked. “ Here’s what really hap

Quest Suites
Overnight Accommodations
• 13 SUITES
FURNISHED IN OLD VICTORIAN STYLING
• PHONE & COLOR TV IN ALL SUITES
• CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
• EACH SUITE
COMPLETE WITH
KITCHEN & BATH.
• CHILDREN ACCEPTED.
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED

(206) 385-6122
714 WASHINGTON AT QUINCY
PORT TOWNSEND, WA

James North has reported from the Third
World for the last six years for such publica
tions as The Nation and The New Republic.
Freedom Rising copyright ® 1985 by James
North. Published by Macmillan, 866 Third
Avenue, NYC, NY 10022, $19.95.

S h e ll <1^^aurant

^h t

In the historic Lewis Building • 630 Water Street
Appetizers till Midnight
Open 7 Days a Week Dinner Wed-Mon 5pm -llp m

Unique, Relaxing Atmosphere
Continental Cuisine
LIVE DINNER MUSIC EVERY NIGHT
Private Parties

Your distributor of high quality

BED & BREAKFAST AVAILABLE

organically grown and natural foods.

“A Pleasure you will repeat.”

---------------------------------------PORT TOWNSEND, WA

(206) 385-5954
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1 -800-4 R ^
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BASQUE
•
TOW N/NORTH BEACH
CUISINE • ROOMS FROM $30 • 1208
STOCKTON ST. • SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA 94133 • (415)989-3960 •

Ten our advertisers
you saw i t in CSQ!

OBRERO
HOTEL & RESTAURANT

IN THE BASQUE TRADITION

885 McKinley « EugeneXXeQon_974O2

ALAN SIPORIN serves you a
varied menu of NEWS, \
W
FEATURES and
k LIVE INTERVIEWS V
k weekdays at noon on the '

on KLCC 89 FM

200 200’S
n a tu r a l Soods
r e sta u r a n t
c o lle c tiv e

454w illa m e t t e st.
eugene

AND JOIN THE
LISTENER CALL-IN,
THURSDAYS AT 12:30 p.m.

344*4764

DOMESTIC MARIJUANA JOURNAL
SINSEMILLA TIPS magazine is recognized as THE
trade journal of the domestic marijuana indus
Since 1980, each. 80 page quarterly issue
try.
has been filled with articles by experts such as
Ed Rosenthal and Robert Clarke along with anony
mous articles from out in the field. Reports on
developments in marijuana politics are also
for 1 year
To subscribe, send $16
included.
(4 issues) and you will also receive one free
Sent in sealed brown envelope. We
back issue!
don’t sell, rent or give away our mailing list.
We respect and protect your privacy!

Send $4 for a Sample Copy
POB 2046,
NEW MOON PUBLISHING,
97339 OR PHONE: 503-757-2532.

Peralandra
485-4848 Mondoy-Soturdoy, 10-6
790 East 11th (at Alder) Eugene, O R 97401
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Harry’s Mother is a
community-based, nonprofit
agency providing counseling
and emergency shelter to
youth experiencing crisis in
their lives and/or families.
Harry's Mother needs people
like you who are willing to
open their homes on a temporary
basis to these youth. As a
Volunteer Shelter Parent,
satisfaction comes from knowing
that you have helped keep these
kids off the streets. An even
greater satisfaction is realized
when a youth you've helped is
successfully reunited with his/
her family.
If you are interested in
helping Harry's Mother help
kids, contact the Volunteer
Program Coordinator, Judi
McGavin, at 281-9900.
Harry's Mother Wants You!

In the
Uptown Pharm acy

U n iq u e & U n u s u a l S e le c tio n o f B O X E D C H R IS T M A S C A R D S
A s k u s a b o u t F re e N a m e Im p rin ts

2 9 *1 6 N .E . B R O A D W A Y

8 AM to 4 PM

P O R TLA N D
2 8 4 -4 7 4 1

MONDAYSATURDAY

Believe it
or Not!
TWO FOR ONE PRICE
ON EVERY DINNER
Filet Mignon
Halibut Steak
Beer Batter Shrimp
Top Sirloin & Teriyaki Chicken
Teriyaki Chicken
New York steak
Top Sirloin Steak
Top Sirloin & Shrimp

PHARMACY FOUNTAIN
2 3 3 4 W BURNSIDE

For hamburgers m
& homemade desserts

2 Dinners

ONLY
$ 8 9 5 to $ 1 ^ 9 5

DEPENDING UPON THE SELECTION

W

2020
W. BURNSIDE
ACROSS FROM CIVIC STADIUM

2 24 -2 1 15

7 AM til 1 AM
SERVING
BREAKFAST
LUNCH AND
DINNER

at
Popcorn Gift Ideas
CONSULT THE PROFESSIONALS
POPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY

340 S.E. 7th Portland, Oregon 97214
(503) 234-0576

MURPHY’S
SEAFOOD
The finest
seafood
available.
Special
orders
gladly
taken.

10:30-6:30
Tuesday-Saturday

Paul Bergen
opens this autumn
with an exciting new
cafe and charcuterie
in the heart of the
Northwest!

2310 NW Everett at 23rd

2 2 7 . 5 4 4 0

GLICK A S S O C IA T E S , IN C .
1923 N W KEARNEY PORTLAND, OR 97209

(503) 224-6423

GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTING • MAIL MANAG EM ENT SERVICES

1438 NW 23rd at Quimby

NW

2108 N.W. Glisan
Portland, Oregon 97210
227-7800

2 2 3 *1 7 2 4
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FILMSCHEDULE

Open to All-^

EARLY
Childhood
Bookhouse

THURMAN STREET
BOOKSELLER
N ew • Used • Rare

S u nd ay Film s

2389 NW Thurman
241-1344
12-6 seven days

8:30 PM

QOQ

9/22

Lavender Hill Mob
A. Guiness

9/29

Blithe Spirit

c

Noel Coward

10/6

We have
Choices!

QUAliiy books
FOR ckildREN
& TIIE IR I RI ENJ S

FINE BOOKS
BOUGHT• SOLD
EXCHANGED

o

o
OQO

(>
OQO

724 NW 2Jnd

224-6J72

T.B.A.

Gourmet Foods
& jteal
Groceries

10/13 Kennel Murder Case
W. Powell

10/20 Macbeth
O. Wells

A. Guiness

11/3

Fine Wines
& Cheeses

GIFTS

10/27 Bridge On the River Kwai

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

Knock on Any Door
H. Bogart

11/10 Stagecoach

Asian
Specialties

J. Wayne

727 NW 21st Ave.

Hamburgers featured
on Sundays
Light Meals
Evenings

Monday

Saturday

IO TO 6
Sunday

NOON TO 5

2601 Northwest Vaughn Street
Portland, Oregon 97210
.

223-3302

Fresh Pasta &
Pesto
■ ?dr

Fresh Coffee
Beans

,

whats upstairs

OVEMMS

Consignment
Women's

Clothing

736 N W. 23rd Avenue

228-9143

Whole Wheat
Croissants

"ood
Front

COOPERATIVE
GROC RY

Fresh Herbs &
Exotic Vinegars

. . . . . . . . . . . . COCKTAILS . . . . . . . . . . . .
............... LUNCH ............ —
......................DINNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
■■■■■ Cafe Continental Breakfast Daily ■■■■■
•■■■ Full American Breakfast Weekends ■■■■

Varied Breads
& Special
Preserves

Many Nut
Butters

DELI FOODS TO GO

KeqwlyW
V IN T A G E C L O T H IE R
510 N.W. 21st • 221-0601
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227-0227
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I
LO VEJO Y T A V E R N
C om er o f N W 21st & Lovejoy .227-4270
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Fresh Produce

Whole foods. Real Groceries,
natural Treats, fresh Produce

Open 7 days. 9 am . to 8 p.m.

2675 NW Thurman 222-5658
TRI-MET BUS 53

years—had ever heard of it. Indeed, no
one even knew of The Site.

fin g e r in g
^ ^ ^ la lf- L iv e s

I

. . ..

intoScie
Universities, Research at
They were tied into cow
irrigation canals, into
etv, the Mormon Chu
of Commerce.
Continued from Page 7
body pinned to the ceiling. Mom said it
was probably hanging over a rafter or
something, but I remember the news sto
ries saying pinned. The mystery was
solved and interest gradually drifted.
SL-1 was sealed up and left to cool down
for a long time.
The SL-1 Explosion must have been in

•

d Technology, into
1 the Government,
and potatoes and
‘ John Birch Sociand the Chamber

1961 or 1962. It has remained a pivotal
point in my life, of the same historical
magnitude as the Cuban Missile Crisis,
the Kennedy Assassination and the Gulf
of Tonkin Incident. But when I left Idaho, I
kept finding otherwise well-inform ed
people who looked blank when I men
tioned the SL-1 Explosion. No one—with
only two exceptions in these eighteen

came out of Idaho Falls three days
after high school graduation, not to es
cape the governmental-corporate-scien
tific, high-security, high-risk, high-stress
atomic research environment, but to es
cape the artistic and literary desolation I
perceived there. I thought that in The Big
World, the achievements of the educated
elite—my people—were not so narrowly
constrained by the critical importance of
their work (atomic research), nor im
peded by the dead weight of dumb Mor
mon farmers.
I went to Berkeley, despite its radical
reputation, because friends there offered
me the quickest escape from Idaho. Like
most country kids going to the big city, I
found the world much wider than I imag
ined . I was no longer part of the educated
elite: they had gone to expensive private
schools and learned a lot more than I
had. In fact, I didn’t like them very much,
and I was a hick to them. “ My” Site peo
ple were considered as backward and
provincial as the farmers I had so heartily
despised. My dual-class view of society
was no longer valid, nor my juvenile loyal
ties and prejudices.
I plunged, as though instinctively, into
the mechanics of illegal drugs and clan
destine politics. I was adept at using
codes, steering conversation around
sensitive topics, remembering the phone
was tapped, remembering who knew
what and who shouldn’t, remembering
what name to call everyone by in each
situation. It was easy; I’d done it all my
life.
But all through the anti-war period I
continued to be a staunch supporter of
nuclear power. (I had discovered that only
hicks still called it “ atomic.” ) When my
radical friends would not be convinced, I

reverted to my childhood arrogance: they
weren’t Site people; they didn’t know
what they were talking about
When I did turn against nuclear power
years later, it was on political, not tech
nological grounds. I still believed that nu
clear power was feasible, efficient, and
could be made as safe as any other form
of energy generation if research were not
hampered by fears of the ignorant. But
the economic and administrative cen
tralization it required made it undesirable
for the world in which I wanted to live.
It was still later that I came to see how
nuclear power, for all the white lab coats
and sterile rooms, was dirtier than the
coal mine my grandfather died in. But
while acknowledging the danger of the
radioactivity at a reactor’s core, I still see
more danger in the security system
around its perimeter. The one may have
killed my father, but the other could do
worse yet to my daughter.
The nuclear zone in which I grew up
was small and contained, though I didn’t
know it at the time. It was easy to get out
of; half by accident I stumbled into the
nuclear-free world. Now there is talk of
nuclear-free zones, which sound like
places you don't find your way out to, but
find your way in to. And all around them
would be a nuclear world where kids
grow up thinking that nuclear power and
protection from nuclear power are as
necessary and normal a part of the bal
ance of nature as day and night, summer
and winter, life and death. And to learn
otherwise, they would have to happen
into one of a few shrinking, em battled.
enclaves, like Indian reservations.
I grew up in an atomic zone, left the
moment I could, and under no circum
stances will I go back to one. I lived there
in a nuclear society, and I won’t go back
to that either. It took me a long time to
appreciate this big, free world, and I’m
not prepared to surrender or abandon it.
Gwion is a writer living in Portland. This is
his first story in CSQ. The photos were
taken by Gwion’s father or have been pro
vided by the Department of Energy.

URBAN GARDENS
Molly Dolan has the answer
to the age old question:
“W hat am I going to make for dinner tonight?”
$A Tortelloni ^A Fettucini 3A Ravioli *A Conchiglie
$A Fusilli ^A Riso £A Sauces iA Pizza £A Sausage ?A
Torta Rustica £A Cheeses JA Olive Oils ^A Pasta
Salads ^A Catering Too £A

All fresh, all take-out, all delicious
Open Mon.-Sat. 10am-7pm

Organic Plant Starts.
Territorial Seeds.

2714 NW THURMAN • 226-0577
Two blocks south of old Montgomery Wards. Open 10am 7 days a week.

2309 NORTHWEST KEARNEY, PORTLAND, OREGON 97210
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Lights and fenders

ECBCELES

Have come into sight.

gfiLEe s egGUOBB

Rut are priced right.

9 1 6

N W

a 1 Bt

PORTLAND, OREGON 9 7 2 1 0
P H O N E

They're not on sale,

Opening Soon!
*
The Northwest's Only
* Open Air Market *

R O N H IN C K L E Y
M A T T L A B A D IE

C 5O 31 8 4 8 - 9 1 4 a

th e ppimapy domain
• Beaune ULLY DCSICNCD WITH xin UPTOWN feminine inreRioR.
• BLOCKS fRon THC neaRT o f Town, LOTS o f off-sTneeT
paRKiNC: ea$v access TO aLL fReewavs.
• FULL B4R; M IL ? DRINK exTRayacaNzas.
* Fine DINING: feaTURinc THIS MONTH :
uNioue LIGHT satao SUPPCRS.

• Paul-Bergen Catering & Charcuterie

• O PEN caiLv aT 4 :3 0 TOR VOUR afT€R WORK ReTReaT.

• Circus Produce
• A French Bakery
• Fresh Fish b Seafood M arket

1 0 3 3 NW 16m

X1IR CONDITIONCD

224-4135

EVERETT
2 3 1 0 N W Everett

915 NW Twenty First • 224-1084

S T O H ££ANDT7 V^ ^

NEW KITCHEN
STEAK SANDWICH • FISH & CHIPS
and more . . .
DINE OUTSIDE ON OUR NEW DECK!

2609 N W
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ZONE

with other animals, this stuck-out hair should tell us that something
frightful is going on.
One of my interests as a writer and reader is the literature of what might be called
the moment before. You probably know the genre— The Last Days of Pompei and The
Guns of August are related to it— portraits of societies about to vanish forever. A recent
example is the Israeli novelist Aharon Appelfeld’s Badenheim 1939, in which, as the
publisher so well puts it, “the characters on stage are so deeply held by their defensive
daily trivia that they manage to misconstrue every signal of their fate,” and in which the
central subject is the struggle between the characters and their own self-deceptions. Let
me read you a paragraph from another such novel, Prater Violet, by Christopher Isher
wood, published in 1945 but set in 1939:
Like all my friends, I said I believed a European war was coming soon. I believed it as one
believes that one will die, and yet I didn't believe. For the coming war was as unreal to me
as death itself. It was unreal because I couldn’t imagine anything beyond it; I refused to
imagine anything; just as a spectator refuses to imagine what is behind the scenery in a
theater. The outbreak of war, like- the moment of death, crossed my perspective of the future
like a wall; it marked the instant total end of my imagined world. I thought about this wall from
time to time, with acute depression and a flutter of fear at the solar plexus, then again, I forgot
or ignored it. Also, just as when one thinks of one’s own death, I secretly whispered to myself,
“Who knows? Maybe we shall get around it somehow. Maybe it will never happen."

BE3bflAEPHAfl
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Should Portland
Become a
N u clear Free Z o n e ?
Public Testimony Before
Portland City Council
B y E lin o r L a n g e r
Illustration by C. Vuplae

ast fall I sat at home by myself and watched the initial hear
ings on television and was very much affected by what I saw.
I particularly remember the high school girl, dressed in black, with
a punk hairdo, who said, “We’re not bad kids; we’re just freaked
out,” and I thought to myself, there really is a correspondence
between how these kids look and how they feel, and I was re
minded of a joke current in the early years of the Nazi era: Hitler
goes to a barber and complains, “Look at my hair, how flat it is.
What can I do to make it stick up a little?” “Stick your head out the
window and look what is going on in Germany,” the barber replies,
“and your hair will stand on end for the rest of your life.” As it does

L

I believe that the moment we are living in is such a moment— that we are all going
around whispering to ourselves, “Who knows? Maybe it will never happen," while know
ing that it will— and that it is exactly the state of illusion which makes it so difficult to
take the simple steps that would acknowledge, and by acknowledging possibly lead to
alleviating, our lot. I believe that the inability of the City Council so far to confront the
issue by bringing forward a simple and sensible ordinance declaring Portland a nuclearfree zone is an instance of the common illusion. I do not mean to suggest that others,
myself included, are exempt. As someone whose work involves the habit of introspec
tion, I can report that between my longstanding “right opinions" on the subject of nuclear
war and my appearance here today— my first such public appearance— my mind pre
sented me with many arguments against testifying, including (a) my preoccupation with
other matters; (b) my lack of expertise; (c) the largely symbolic nature of the issue, at
least in relation to national defense if not in relation to the city; and (d) the futility of
action. I hope I may be forgiven a writer’s presumption if I say that I wonder whether
the reasoning of members of the City Council, which has led to the absence of an actual
ordinance today, is not much the same: namely, there are other issues before us; it is
not really our jurisdiction; it is too limited in its national impact to take any risks for locally;
and, ultimately, we are lost anyway.
The problem with this reasoning is, of course, its circularity. If we act, we may die;
but if we don’t act, we will surely die— a death that, as Jonathan Schell has so articulately
argued, is not mere individual death but extinction. The difference between this “moment
before” and all others is that this time there will be no posterity to cluck over our illusions.
It will all be gone.

T he tyranny of nuclear weapons is a new
form of tyranny. We are hostage to it when
social services are cut so that defense can
expand. We are hostages to it because it
threatens our ultimate freedom: the freedom
to be.
The tyranny of nuclear weapons is a new form of tyranny. We are hostage to it when
social services are cut so that defense can expand. We are hostage to it again when
the justification for government policy in Central America is that it will prevent a later
confrontation with the Soviet Union that would lead to nuclear war. We are hostages to
it because it threatens our ultimate freedom: the freedom to be. It is our place to act, it
is all our places to act, because there is no force other than public opinion that is capable
of bringing about change. The Federal government not only cannot lead, it can barely
follow. It is too vast. It is too internally divided. And as the recent MX votes show, it
brokers too many issues simultaneously to be effective on any one. Every instance of
progress in arms control that has been made since 1945 has been made in response
to just such public pressure as declaring Portland a nuclear-free zone would represent.
We must act on the local level because that is where the hope of the American Republic
always has been and always will be. The early colonists did not have to quarter soldiers
in their houses— remember the Bill of Rights?— and we do not have to quarter nuclear
weapons, or the parts for nuclear weapons, in our cities.
It is very difficult to feel passionate about something and powerless at the same time.
To act we must overcome our deepest pessimism about the outcome. But there is no
alternative. Otherwise, not only this government but every other government, and not
only this form of enterprise but every other form of enterprise, and everything else, will
surely perish from earth.
Elinor Langer is a writer living in Portland. Her book Josephine Herbst: The Story She Could
Never Tell (Warner Books paperbackjwas reviewed in CSQ this past winter. C. Vuplae is an
artist living in Portland.

MONTAVILLA
DENTAL CLINIC
Full Service Dentistry
for adults and children
•Treatment explained and discussed
• I.V. sedation • Nitrous oxide
• Flexible payment plans
• New patients welcome
Clarice Johnston, DMD
Same day emergency care
Noon, evening and
Saturday appointments

Burnside

254-7385
316 S.E. 80th

FOR HOLISTIC MEDICINE
OPTIMIZING HEALTH
REVERSING DISEASE thru
•
•
•
•

Natural Therapeutics for the Entire Family
Com prehensive Report of Findings w ith H ealth Care Planning
Preventive M edicine • O xygen Therapy
Lending Library & Free C la sses
Aging
Arthritis
Allergies
Hack Pain

Specializing In Treating rds> Offering I ree Classes In:
Headaches
Stop Smoking
PM S
Stress Management
/ ligh Blood Pressure
Weight Loss
MOST INSI’RANCES ACCEPTED
ON U li ; JOB INJI RIES • AL IO ACCIDENTS

Martin Milner, N.D .-D irector
SE Stark

2 1 0 4 NE 4 5 th

Off S an d y Blvd.

2 8 7 -7 7 2 7
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PORTLAND PREMIERE!
OPENS SEPTEMBER 2 0

A BLANK WALL
IS NOTHING TO
LOOK ATJ a -

AN ABSOLUTELY
WONDERFUL
BLACK COMEDY.
It is quite simply a small masterpiece."

—Richard Grenier, New York Times

"A GEM!

^ ^ RHK ^ I . I.I=I.ARI=

Not since Luis Bunuel has a talent been seen like that of
Pedro Almodovar. This is a film to be treasured by those
who admire the utmost in cinema originality. Village and
SoHo moviegoers should run, not walk, to enjoy this
extraordinary masterwork."
— Archer Winston, New York Post

"A SUPERB, ABSOLUTELY
MAD FILM!
This is like Bunuel doing John Waters, but seasoned with
Woody Allen. Pedro Almodovar takes his place as
one of the greatest comic filmmakers alive!"
—Michael Ventura, L.A. Weekly

WHAT HA\f II1UNE
JDESERMETHIS/
A film by Pedro Almodovar
A TESAURO FILM/A C inevista R elease

%23^-’8 8 3 9 ^ ^ S E 2 6 t h / t U ^

pi©

Hh?

TUES-THURS 11AM-10PM

FRI-SAT 11 AM-11PM

2 5 4 -2 0 1 6

SUN 4PM-10PM

4 ’

Take Someone Special to

SU N D A Y B R U N CH !
Discover Southeast Portland's Finest Sunday Brunch,
Served Buffet Style with Fresh Fruit Bar & Eggs Cooked to Order
11 AM to 2 PM E V E R Y SUNDAY

S E 3 9 fh & H O LG ATE BL V D . 7 7 1 -0 7 4 2
. $5 Discount on 2 Brunches w/this Ad

___ Expires Nov. 30. 1083 - - J

( aiseadc
Naturopathic
<Jinie

Cascade

N orthw est

N atu ro p ath ic

N atu ro p ath ic

C linic

C linic

819 N . K illingsw orth Street

2606 N .W . V au g h n Street

P ersonalized N a tu ro p a th ic C are
for the E n tire Fam ily
Steven Bailey, N.D.

Steven Bailey, N.D.

Adam Ladd, N.D.
Elaine Bayes, N.D.

Cheryl Smalley, N.D.

For information or appointments, call:
289-9914
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Marylhurst C ollege art stu dent D eborah
D om brow ski w ill be w orking o n h er th esis in
photography this year. If you w ou ld lik e to explore
your potential in Art call 636-8141, ext. 379.

“ You make Art the way
yo u m ake a frien d sh ip ...”
Marylhurst Art student Deborah Dombrowski talks about studying art

“Dale Jones’ Photography Seminar class was really important to me
because we took pictures every week and had them evaluated by both
Dale and the other students. That process helped me to work steadily
and Dale’s attitude towards photography helped me to feel that it was
something I did every day, and, though it was an art form, not to be
scared of it, not to be intimidated by it. Basically you make art the way
you make a friendship. You don’t go into a friendship saying, “Is this
going to be the best friendship or the best relationship of my life?” You
just go into it because you like the way the person laughs or you share
common interests. That’s what I liked about a lot of the classes that I’ve
taken at Marylhurst — you just start at the beginning and see what
happens.”
Marylhurst College offers a Bachelor o f Fine Arts (B.F. A.) degree in Art. Bachelor of
Arts degree programs are also available. If you’d like to find out how to begin, or
how to continue, studying Art, call 636-8141, ext. 379, or write Marylhurst Art,
Marylhurst College, Marylhurst, OR 97036.
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INTERVENTION IN

VIETNAM
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CENTRAL AMERICA:
PARALLELS AND
DIFFERENCES
By Noam Chomsky
Illustrations by Garel Moiseiwitsch

f n the real world, U.S. global planning has always been sophisticated and careful, as
JLyou'd expect from a major superpower with a highly centralized and class con
scious dominant social group. Their power, in turn is rooted in their own ownership
and m anagem ent of the society and economy, as is the norm in most societies.
During World War II, American planners were very well aware that the United States
was going to em erge as a world-dominant power in a position of hegemony that had
few historical parallels and they organized and m et in order to deal with this situation.
From 1939 to 1945, extensive studies
were conducted by the Council on For
eign Relations and the State Depart
ment. One group was called the WarPeace Studies Group, which met for six
years and produced extensive geo
political analyses and plans. The Council
on Foreign Relations is essentially the
business input to foreign policy planning.
These groups also involved every top
planner in the State Department with the
exception of the Secretary of State.
The conception that they developed is
what they called “ Grand Area” planning.
The Grand Area was to be a region that
was subordinated to the needs of the
American economy. As one planner put
it, it was to be the region that is “ strate
gically necessary for world control.” The
geopolitical analysis held that the Grand
Area had to include at least the Western
Hemisphere, the Far East, and the for
mer British Empire, which we were then
in the process of dismantling and taking
over ourselves. This is what is called
“ anti-im perialism ” in American schol
arship. The Area was also to include
Western and Southern Europe and the
oil-producing regions of the Middle East,
and in fact, it was to include everything, if
that were possible. Detailed plans were
laid for particular regions of the Grand
Area and also for international institu
tions that were to organize and police it,
essentially in the interests of this subor
dination to American domestic needs.
With respect to the Far East, the plans
were roughly as follows: Japan, it was
understood, would sooner or later be the
industrial heartland of Asia once again.
Since Japan is a resource-poor area, it
would need Southeast Asia and South
Asia for resources and markets. All of
this, of course, would be incorporated
within the global system dominated by
the United States.
With regard to Latin America, the mat
ter was put most plainly by Secretary of
War Henry Stimson in May 1945 when he
was explaining how we must eliminate
and dismantle all regional systems domi
nated by any other power, particularly the
British, while maintaining and extending
our own system. He explained with re
gard to Latin America as follows: “ I think
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that it’s not asking too much to have our
little region over here which never ‘has
bothered anybody.”
The basic thinking behind all of this
has been explained quite lucidly on a
number of occasions. (This is a very open
society and if one wants to learn what’s
going on, you can do it; it takes a little
work, but the documents are there and
the history is there also.) One of the clear
est and most lucid accounts of the plan
ning behind this was by George Kennan,
who was one of the most thoughtful, hu
mane, and liberal of the planners, and, in
fact, was eliminated from the State De
partment largely for that reason. Kennan
was the head of the State Department
Policy Planning Staff in the late 1940s. In
the following document, PPS23, Febru
ary 1948, he outlined the basic planning:
We have about 50 percent of the
world's wealth, but only 6.3 percent of
its population. In this situation, we can
not fail to be the object of envy and
resentment. Our real task in the coming
period is to devise a pattern of rela
tionships which will permit us to main
tain this position of disparity. We need
not deceive ourselves that we can af
ford today the luxury of altruism and
w o rld -b e n e fa c tio n . . . . We should
cease to talk about vague and. . . un
real objectives such as human rights,
the raising of the living standards, and
democratization. The day is not far off
when we are going to have to deal in
straight power concepts. The less we
are hampered by idealistic slogans, the
better.
There are some questions that one can
raise about Kennan’s form ulation, a
number of them, but I’ll keep to one. One
is whether he is right in suggesting that
“ human rights, the raising of the living
standards, and democratization” should
be dismissed as irrelevant to American
foreign policy. Actually, a review of the
historical record suggests a different pic
ture, namely that the United States often
has opposed with tremendous ferocity,
and violence, these elements— human
rights, democratization, and the raising
of the living standards.
This is particularly the case in Latin

America and there are very good reasons
for it. The commitment to these doctrines
is inconsistent with the use of harsh mea
sures to maintain the disparity, to insure
our control over 50 percent of the re
sources, and our exploitation of the
world. In short, what we might call “the
First Freedom” (there were Four Free
doms, you remember, but there was one
that was left out), the Freedom to Rob,
and that’s really the only one that counts;
the others were mostly for show. And in
order to maintain the freedom to rob and
exploit, we do have to consistently op
pose democratization, the raising of liv
ing standards, and human rights. And we
do consistently oppose them; that, of
course is in the real world.
This Top Secret document referred to
the Far East, but Kennan applied the
same ideas to Latin America in a briefing
fo r Latin Am erican ambassadors in
which he explained that: “ One of the
main concerns of U.S. policy is the pro
tection of our raw materials.” Who must
we protect our raw materials from? Well,
primarily, the domestic populations, the
indigenous populations, which may have
ideas about raising living standards. And
that’s inconsistent with maintaining the
disparity. How will we protect our raw ma
terials from the indigenous population?
Well, the answer is the following:
The final answer might be an un
pleasant one, but. . . we should not
hesitate before police repression by the
local government. This is not shameful,
since the Communists are essentially
traitors. .. . It is better to have a strong
regime in power than a liberal govern
ment if it is indulgent and relaxed and
penetrated by Communists.
Well, who are the Communists? “ Com
munists” is a term regularly used in
American political theology to refer to
people who are committed to the belief
that “the government has direct respon
sibility for the welfare of the people.” I’m
quoting the words of a 1949 State De
p artm en t in te llig e n c e rep ort which
warned about the spread of this grim and
evil doctrine, which does, of course,
threaten “ our raw materials” if we can’t

abort it somehow.
In the mid-1950s, these ideas were de
veloped further. For example, one inter
esting case was an important study by a
prestigious study group headed by
W illiam Yandell Eliot, who was the
W illiam s Professor of Government at
Harvard. They were also concerned with
what Communism is and how it spreads.
They concluded accurately that the pri
mary threat of Communism is the eco
nomic transformation of the Communist
powers “ in ways which reduce their will
ingness and ability to complement the
industrial economies of the West.” That
is essentially correct and is a good opera
tional definition of “ C om m unism ” in
American political discourse. Our gov
ernment is committed to that view.
If a government is so evil or unwise as
to undertake a course of action of this
sort, it immediately becomes an enemy.
It becomes a part of the “ monolithic and
ruthless conspiracy” to take over the
world, as John F. Kennedy put it. It is
postulated that they have been taken
over by the Russians if that’s the policy
that they appear to be committed to.
American policy toward Nicaragua
after the 1979 revolution could have been
predicted by simply observing that the

In May, 19 45, Secretary o f War Henry
Stimson explained with regard to Latin
America as follows: “ I think that it 7s not
asking too much to have our little region
over here which never has bothered
anybody.77

health and education budget of Nic
aragua rose rapidly, that an effective land
reform program was instituted, and that
the infant mortality rate dropped very
dramatically, to the point where Nic
aragua won an award from the World
Health Organization for health achieve
ments (all of this despite horrifying condi
tions left by the Somoza dictatorship
which we had installed and supported,
and continued to support to the very end,
despite a lot of nonsense to the contrary
that one hears). If a country is devoted to
policies like I’ve just described it is ob

viously an enemy. It is part of “the mono
lithic and ruthless conspiracy” —the Rus
sians are taking it over. And, in fact, it /s
part of a conspiracy. It is part of a conspir
acy to take from us what is ours, namely,
“ our raw materials,” and a conspiracy to
prevent us from “ maintaining the dispar
ity,” which of course, must be the funda
mental element of our foreign policy.
Well, it is obvious that a country of this
sort is an enemy—that is, part of “the
monolithic and ruthless conspiracy” —
and that we have to take drastic mea
sures to ensure that “ the rot does not

spread,” which is the terminology con
stantly used by the planners. In fact,
when one reads reports of this kind or
looks at the health and education statis
tics—the nutritional level, land reform,
and so on—one can understand very well
why American hostility to Nicaragua has
reached such fanatic, and almost hys
terical levels. It follows from the geop
olitical conception previously outlined.
The people who are com m itted to
these dangerous heresies, such as using
their resources for their own purposes or
believing that the government is commit
ted to the welfare of its own people and so
on, may not be Soviet clients to begin
with and, in fact, quite regularly they’re
not. In Latin America, they are often
members, to begin with, of Bible study
groups that become self-help groups,
church organizations, peasant organiza
tions, and so on and so forth. But by the
time we get through with them, they will
be Soviet clients. They will have nowhere
else to turn for any minimal form of pro
tection against the terror and violence
that we regularly unleash against them if
they undertake programs of the kind
described.
And this is a net gain for American
policy. One thing you’ll notice, if you look
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over the years, is that the United States
quite consistently tries to create enemies
if a country does escape from the Ameri
can grip. What we want to do is drive the
country into being a base for the Rus
sians because that justifies us in carrying
out the violent attacks which we must
carry out, given the geopolitical concep
tion under which we organize and control
much of the world. So that’s what we do,
and then we “ defend” ourselves. We en
gage in self-defense against the Great
Satan or the Evil Empire or the “ mono
lithic and ruthless conspiracy.”
More generally, the Soviet Union plays
the same kind of game within its own
narrower domains, and that explains a
good bit of the structure of the Cold War,
in fact.
Well, what has all of this meant for
Indochina and Central America? Let’s
begin with Indochina.
Now remember I’m talking about the
real world, not the one in the PBS televi
sion series and so on. In the real world,
by 1948, the American State Department
recognized, explicitly, that Ho Chi Minh
was the sole significant leader of Viet
namese nationalism, but that if Viet
namese nationalism was successful, it
could be a threat to the Grand Area, and
therefore something had to be done
about it. The threat was not so much in
Vietnam itself, which is not terribly impor
tant for American purposes (the Freedom
to Rob in Vietnam is not all that signifi
cant); the fear was that “ the rot would
spread,” namely the rot of successful so
cial and economic development. In a very
poor country which had suffered enor
mously under European colonialism ,
successful social and economic develop
ment could have a demonstration effect.
Such development could be a model for
people elsewhere and could lead them to
try to duplicate it and gradually the Grand
Area would unravel.
So, for. example, when the Bishop re
gime in Grenada began to take any con
structive moves, it was immediately the
target of enormous American hostility,
not because that little speck in the Carib
bean is any potential military threat or
any of that sort of business. It is a threat
in some other respects; if a tiny, nothing
country with no natural resources like
this can begin to extricate itself from the
system of misery and oppression that
we’ve helped to impose, then others who
have even more resources might be
tempted to do likewise.
Well, we recognized that we had to pre
vent the rot from spreading so we had to
support France in its effort to reconquer
its former colony, and we did so. By the
time the French had given up, we were
providing about 80 percent of the costs of
the war and in fact we came close to
using nuclear weapons towards the end,
by 1954, in Indochina.
There was a political settlement, the
Geneva Accords, in 1954, which the
United States bitterly opposed. We im
m ed ia te ly proceeded to underm ine
them, installing in South Vietnam a vio
lent, terrorist regime, which, of course,
rejected (with our support) the elections
which were projected. Then, the regime
turned to a terrorist attack against the
population, particularly against the anti
French Resistance, which we called the
Viet Cong, in South Vietnam. The regime
had killed about 80,000 people (that
means we had killed, through our plans
and mercenaries) by the time John F.
Kennedy took over in 1961. This assault
against the population, after several
years, did arouse resistance—such acts
have a way of doing that—and, by 1959,
the anti-French Resistance received au
thorization from the Communist lead
ership, to use violence in self-defense.
Then, the government, which we had es
tablished, immediately began to collapse
because it had no popular support, as
the United States conceded.
Then Kennedy had a problem. It’s
important to realize how he handled this.
This is one of the d/s-similarities between
Vietnam and Central America to which
I’ll return. In 1961 and 1962 Kennedy
simply launched a war against South
Vietnam. That is, in 1961 and 1962, the
American Air Force began extensive
bombing and defoliation in South Viet
nam, aimed primarily against the rural
areas where 85 percent of the population
lived. This was part of a program de
signed to drive several million people into
concentration camps, which we called
“ strategic hamlets,” where they would be
surrounded by armed guards and barbed
wire, “ protected,” as we put it, from the
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One thing you 'll notice is that the United
States quite consistently tries to create
enemies if a country does escape from the
American grip. What we want to do is
drive the country into being a base for the
Russians.
guerrillas who, we conceded, they were
willingly supporting. That’s what we call
“ aggression” or “ armed attack” when
some other country does it. We call it
“ defense” when we do it.
This was when the “ defense” of South
Vietnam escalated, with this attack in
1961 and 1962. But that again failed. The
resistance increased, and by 1965, the
United States was compelled to move to
an outright land invasion of South Viet
nam, escalating the attack again. We
also at that time initiated the bombing of
North Vietnam, which, as anticipated,
brought North Vietnamese troops to the
South several months later.
Throughout, however, the major Ameri
can attack was against South Vietnam.
When we began bombing North Vietnam
in February 1965, we extended the
bombing of South Vietnam which had
already been going on for several years.
We extended the bombing of South Viet
nam to triple the scale of the bombing of
North Vietnam, and throughout, it was
South Vietnam that bore the main brunt
of the American war in Indochina. We
later extended the war to Cambodia and
Laos.
As far as the major aims were con
cerned, the American war was a smash
ing success. For one thing, there was a
huge massacre. The first phase of the
war, the French war, probably left about
half a million dead. From 1954 to 1965 we
succeeded in killing maybe another
160,000 to 170,000 South Vietnamese,
mostly peasants. The war, from 1965 to
1975, left a death toll of maybe in the
neighborhood of 3 million. There were
also perhaps a million dead in Cambodia
and Laos. So all together about 5 million
people were killed, which is a respect
able achievement when you’re trying to
prevent any successful social and eco
nomic development. Furthermore, there
were millions and millions of refugees
created by the American bombardment,
which was quite extraordinarily savage,
not to mention the murderous ground
operations.
The land was devastated. People can’t
farm because of the destruction and un
exploded ordnance. And this is all a suc
cess. Vietnam is not going to be a model
of social and economic development for
anyone else. In fact, it will be lucky to
survive. The rot will not spread. We also

made sure of that by our actions in the
surrounding areas, where we buttressed
the American position.
The post-war Am erican policy has
been designed to insure that it stays that
way. We follow a policy of what some
conservative business circles out of the
United States call “ bleeding Vietnam.”
That is, a policy of imposing maximum
suffering and harshness in Vietnam in
the hope of perpetuating the suffering
and insuring that only the most harsh and
brutal elements will survive. Then you
can use their brutality as a justification
for having carried out the initial attack.
This is done constantly and quite magnif
icently in our ideological system. We are
now supporting the Pol Pot forces; we
concede this incidentally. The State De
partment has stated that our reason for
supporting the Democratic Kampuchea
C oalition, which is largely based on
Khmer Rouge forces, is because of its
“ continuity” with the Pol Pot regime;
therefore we support it indirectly through
China or through other means. This is
part of the policy of “ bleeding Vietnam.”
Also, of course, we offer no aid, no rep
arations, though we certainly owe them.
We block aid from international institu
tions and we’ve succeeded in blocking
aid from other countries.
India tried to send, in 1977, 100 buf
falo, a very small amount, to Vietnam to
try to replenish the buffalo herd that was
destroyed in the war. We tried to block it
by threatening to cancel Food for Peace
aid to India if they sent the 100 buffalo.
Mennonites in the United States tried to
send pencils to Cambodia; again the
State Department tried to block it. They
also tried to send shovels to Laos to dig
up the unexploded ordnance. Of course,
we could do it easily with heavy equip
ment, but that we are plainly not going to
do.

I j e t ’s turn to Central America, that is,
“ our little region over here that never has
bothered anybody," as Henry Stimson
put it. Major U.S. military intervention in
Central America began 131 years ago in
1854 when the United States Navy bom
barded and destroyed a port town in Nic
aragua, San Juan del Norte. This town
was in fact captured for a few days by

contras from Costa Rica about a year
ago. The press made a big fuss about it,
but they failed to note the historical ante
cedents. Our bombing and destruction of
the town was not a capricious act. It was
an act of revenge. A yacht owned by the
American millionaire Cornelius Vander
bilt had sailed into the port and an official
had attempted to levy port charges on it.
So, in revenge, the Navy burned the town
down to the ground.
Well, that was our first military inter
vention in Nicaragua and there have
been many since. In the first third of this
century, the U.S. sent military forces to
Cuba, Panama, Mexico, and Honduras
and occupied Haiti for twenty years.
There, under Wilson, we reinstituted
slavery, burned villages, destroyed, tor
tured, and left a legacy which still re
mains, in one of the most miserable cor
ners of one of the most miserable regions
in the world. Woodrow Wilson, the great
apostle of self-determination, celebrated
this doctrine by invading Mexico, Haiti
and by launching a counter-insurgency
war in the Dominican Republic, again,
with am ple d estruction and torture.
There, again, we established a long-last
ing military dictatorship, under Trujillo,
one of the worst dictators we managed to
establish in this region. The United
States invaded Nicaragua repeatedly, fi
nally leaving behind a brutal, corrupt,
and long-lasting military dictatorship, the
r e g u la r c o n s e q u e n c e o f U .S .
intervention.
In the post World War II period, there
have been m ilitary interventions in
Guatemala (probably the country which
comes closest in the contemporary world
to Nazi Germany), Cuba, the Dominican
Republic, El Salvador and Grenada. A
twenty-year war of terrorism was waged
against Cuba. Cuba has been the target
of more international terrorism, probably,
than the rest of the world combined and,
therefore, in the American ideological
system, it is regarded as the source of
international terrorism, exactly as Orwell
would have predicted. And now there’s a
war against Nicaragua.
The impact of all of this has been abso
lutely horrendous. There’s vast starva
tion throughout the region while crop
lands are devoted to exports to the
United States. There’s slave labor, crush
ing poverty, torture, mass murder, every
horror you can think of. In El Salvador
alone, from October 1979 (a date to
which I’ll return) until December 1981 —
approximately two years—about 30,000
people w ere m urdered and about
600,000 refugees created. Those figures
have about doubled since. Most of the
murders were carried out by U.S.-backed
m ilita ry fo rce s, in clu d in g so-called
“ death squads.” The efficiency of the
massacre in El Salvador has recently in
creased with direct participation of Amer
ican military forces. American planes
based in Honduran and Panamanian
sanctuaries, military aircraft, now coordi
nate bombing raids over El Salvador,
which means that the Salvadoran Air
Force can more effectively kill fleeing
peasants and destroy villages, and, in
fact, the kill rate has gone up correspond
ing to that.
At the same time, the war against Nic
aragua has left unknown thousands
killed, these added to the 50,000 or so
killed in the last stages of the Somoza
dictatorship. Since we overthrew the
democratic government of Guatemala in
1954, according to a Guatemalan human
rights group in Mexico (none can func
tion in Guatemala), about 150,000 peo
ple have been murdered, again, primarily
by U.S.-backed forces and sometimes
with direct U.S. military participation.
These figures kind of lose their mean
ing when you just throw out numbers.
You see what they mean when you look
more closely at the refugees’ reports: for
example, a report by a few people who
succeeded in escaping from a village in
Quiche province, where the government
troops came in, rounded up the popula
tion, and put them in the town building.
They then took all the men out and de
capitated them. Then they raped and
killed the women. Then they took the chil
dren and killed them by bashing their
heads with rocks. This has been what our
taxes have been paying for—sometimes
by means of our proxies—since the 1954
successful overthrow of Guatemalan de
mocracy, where we have effectively pre
served order since. I might mention that
the 1954 American-instigated coup was
referred to by John Foster Dulles, the
Secretary of State, as “ a new and

glorious chapter in the already glorious
traditions of the American States.”
Virtually every attempt to bring about
any constructive change in this U .S.-constructed Chamber of Horrors has met
with a new dose of U.S. violence. The
historical record is one of the most
shameful stories in modern history and
naturally is very little known here, though
in a free society it would be well-understood and taught in elementary school in
all of its sordid and gruesome detail.
Throughout this period the public pose
has always been that we are defending
ourselves. So, in Vietnam, we are de
fending ourselves against the V ie t
namese when we attack South Vietnam.
It’s what Adlai Stevenson at the United
Nations called “ internal aggression,” an
other phrase that Orwell would have ad
mired and one that we use quite com
monly. “ Internal aggression,” meaning,
aggression by the Vietnamese against
us, in Vietnam— and we’ve often had to
defend ourselves against that kind of in
ternal aggression. Nicaragua today is an
other case. So, for example, when our
mercenary army attacks Nicaragua, we
argue that this is defense—that we are
defending Mexico, Central America, and
ultimately ourselves from Russian imper
ialism or “ internal aggression.”
Well, it’s interesting to look at that in
the light of history. Virtually everything
that is now happening has happened be
fore, in corresponding or very similar
forms. Our historical amnesia prevents
us from seeing that. Everything looks
new and therefore we don’t understand
it. It must just be a stupid error.
So, for example, in the late 1920s,
President Coolidge sent the Marines
once again to Nicaragua. At that time we
were defending Nicaragua against Mex
ico, now we are d efe nd ing M exico
against Nicaragua. At that time we were
defending Nicaragua against Russian
imperialism when we sent the Marines
that time, eventually ending up with the
e s ta b lis h m e n t of the Som oza d ic 
tatorship. President Coolidge, in fact,
said, “ Mexico was on trial before the
world,” when he sent the Marines into
Nicaragua at that time. Notice that the
bottom line remains the same as the cast
of characters changes: Kill Nicaraguans.
What did we do before we had the Bol
sheviks to defend ourselves against? For
example, when Wilson sent the Marines
to Haiti and the Dominican Republic, that
was before the Bolshevik revolution, so
we co uldn ’t be defending ourselves
against Russian imperialism. Well, then
we were defending ourselves against the
Huns. The hand of the Huns was particu
larly obvious in Haiti. If you look back, the
Marine Commander there, Marine Com
mander Thorpe, explained that “ the
handwork of the German” was evident
here because of the kind of resistance
that the “ niggers” were putting up. Ob
viously, they couldn’t be doing it on their
own so there must be German direction.
The same sentiments were expressed
throughout. So for example, in the Do
minican Republic the resistance was
being carried out by the people who The
odore Roosevelt had, during an earlier
intervention, called “ damned Dagoes,”
or by “ spigs,” “ coons,” “ higs,” in the
terms that are regularly used to describe
the people against whom we’re defend
ing ourselves, the perpetrators of such
“ internal aggression.”
Well let’s go back a little further, be
cause self-defense is deeply rooted in
American history. In the 19th century,
when we were wiping out the Native
American population, we were defending
ourselves against savage attacks from
British and Spanish sanctuaries in Can
ada and Florida and therefore we had to
take over Florida, and we had to take the
West to defend ourselves from these at
tacks. In 1846 we were compelled to de
fend ourselves against Mexico. That ag
gression began deep inside Mexican
territory, but again, that was self-defense
against Mexican aggression. We had to
take about a third of Mexico in the pro
cess, including California where the ex
planation was that it was a preemptive
strike. The British were about to take it
over, and, in self-defense, we had to beat
them to it. And so it goes, all the way
back. The Evil Empire changes, but the
truth of the matter remains about the
same. And if American history were actu
ally taught, people would know these
things. This is the core of American
history.
Let me return to Kennan’s formula,
“ human rights, the raising of the living

If a tiny, nothing-country with no natural
resources like Grenada can begin to
extricate itself from the system o f misery
and oppression that we 7ve helped to
impose, then others who have even more
resources might be tempted to do likewise.
standards, and democratization,” con
sidering now Latin America. I want to
consider the question that I raised be
fore: are they really irrelevant to our pol
icy the way he suggested they ought to
be? Let’s take a closer look.
Take human rights. Now actually, that’s
an empirical question. You can study
how American foreign policy is related to
human rights, and it has been studied for
Latin America and elsewhere. The lead
ing American specialist on human rights
in Latin America, Lars Schoultz, has a
study published in Comparative Politics,
January 1981, in which he investigated
exactly that question. He asked how the
human rights climate in a country corre
lated with American aid. He chose a very
narrow conception of human rights, what
he called, “ anti-torture rights,” that is,
the right to be free from torture by the
government and so on. And, in fact, he
found there is a relationship between
human rights and American foreign pol
icy: namely, the more the human rights
climate deteriorates, the more American
aid increases. The correlation was fur
thermore strong. There was no correla
tion between American aid to need. This
aid included military aid and it went on
right through the Carter administration.
To use his words, he said that “ aid has
tended to flow disproportionately to Latin
American governments which torture
their citizens,” to “ the hemisphere’s rela
tively egregious violators of fundamental
human rights.” This might suggests that
Kennan understated the case: human
rights are not irrelevant, rather, we have a
positive hatred of them. We send aid to
precisely those governments which tor
ture their citizens, and the more effec
tively they do so, the more we’ll aid them.
At least that’s what the evidence shows in
this and other studies.
A correlation isn't a theory. It’s not an
explanation. We still need an explana
tion, and number of them come to mind.
One possible explanation would be that
the American leadership just likes tor
ture. So the more a government tortures
its citizens the more we will aid them.
That’s a possible explanation, but it’s an
unlikely one. The real explanation is
probably Kennan’s: that is, it is irrelevant.
Human rights are irrelevant. What we like
is something else. There have been other
studies that suggest a theory to explain
the correlation.

There’s one by a co-author of mine,
Edward Herman, an economist at the
University of Pennsylvania, who investi
g ated th e sam e s o rt of th in g th a t
Schoultz studied, but on a worldwide
basis. Herman again found the same cor
relation: the worse the human rights cli
mate, the more American aid goes up.
But he also carried out another study
which gives you some insight into what’s
really happening. He compared Ameri
can aid to changes in the investment cli
mate, the climate for business opera
tions, as measured, for example, by
whether foreign firms can repatriate prof
its and that sort of thing. It turned out
there was a very close correlation. The
better the climate for business opera
tions, the more American aid—the more
we support the foreign government. That
gives you a plausible theory. American
foreign policy is in fact based on the prin
ciple that human rights is irrelevant, but
that improving the climate for foreign
business operations is highly relevant. In
fact, that flows from the central geo
political conception.
Now, how do you improve the business
climate in a Third World country? Well,
it’s easy. You murder priests, you torture
peasant organizers, you destroy popular
organizations, you institute mass murder
and repression to prevent any popular
organization. And that improves the in
vestment climate. So there’s a secondary
correlation between American aid and
the deterioration of human rights. It’s en
tirely natural that we should tend to aid
countries that are egregious violators of
fundamental human rights and that tor
ture their citizens, and that’s indeed what
we find.
Well, so much for human rights. What
about raising the living standards? In
Latin America there has been economic
growth. If you look, the GNP keeps going
up but at the same time, typically, there is
increased suffering and starvation for a
very large part of the population. So, in
one case, Brazil, the most important
Latin American country, there has been
what was called an “ economic miracle”
in the last couple of decades, ever since
we destroyed Brazilian democracy by
supporting a military coup in 1964. The
support for the coup was initiated by Ken
nedy but finally carried to a conclusion by
Johnson. The coup was called by Ken
nedy’s ambassador, Lincoln Gordon,

“ the single most decisive victory for free
dom in the mid-twentieth century.” We
installed the first really major National
Security State, Nazi-like State, in Latin
America, with high-technology torture
and so on. Gordon called it “totally demo
cratic,” “the best government Brazil ever
had.” And that, in turn, had a significant
domino effect in Latin America; Brazil is
an important country. Well, there was an
economic miracle and there was an in
crease in the Gross National Product.
There was also an increase in suffering
for much of the population.
So, for example, here are some statis
tics from a Brazilian scientific journal
concerning Rio de Janeiro, which is far
from the poorest area in Brazil. The fig
ures on malnutrition for children showed
that from 0 to 2.5 months, two-thirds of
them suffered severe malnutrition, from
5 to 12 months, 40 percent, from 12
months to 2.5 years, 10 percent. Now,
why do the figures go down? Well, you
can figure that out: they die. The children
die, therefore the figures go down. That’s
in Rio de Janeiro as one consequence of
“ the most decisive victory for freedom in
the m id-twentieth century.” And that
story is duplicated throughout much of
Latin America, where the United States
has successfully intervened, from Haiti
to the Dominican Republic, to Nicaragua
and Guatemala and so on.
So much for the second element, rais
ing of the living standards. What about
democratization? Well, we’ve repeatedly
intervened to overthrow democratic gov
ernments. This is understandable. The
more a country is democratic, the more it
is likely to be responsive to the public,
and, hence, committed to the dangerous
doctrine that “the government has a di
rect responsibility for the welfare of the
people,” and, therefore, not devoted to
the transcendent needs of Big Brother.
Therefore, we have to do something
about it. Democracy of O.K. but only as
long as we can control it and be sure that
it comes out the way we want, just as the
Russians permit democratic elections in
Poland. That is the typical history. So, in
Guatemala, the government was demo
cratic but out of control, so we had to
overthrow it. Similarly in Chile under Al
lende. Or take the Dominican Republic,
which has long been the beneficiary of
our solicitous care. Woodrow Wilson be
gan a major counterinsurgency cam
paign which ended in the early 1920's
and which led to the Trujillo dictatorship,
one of the most brutal and vicious and
corrupt dictatorships that we managed to
install in Latin America. In the early
1960’s it looked as though there was
going to be a move towards democracy.
There was, in fact, a democratic election
in 1962. Juan Bosch was elected, a lib
eral democrat. The Kennedy Administra
tion was very cool. The way it reacted is
interesting. (You have to understand that
the U.S. so totally dominates these coun
tries that the U.S. embassy essentially
runs them.) The Am erican embassy
blocked every effort that Bosch made to
organize public support. So, for exam
ple, land reform, labor organizing, any
thing that could have developed public
support against a m ilitary which was
pretty certain to try another coup—any
such effort was blocked by the Kennedy
Administration. As a result, the predicted
m ilitary coup took place and Wash
ington, which was essentially responsi
ble for the success of the coup, shortly
after it, recognized the new government.
A typical military dictatorship of the type
we like was established. In 1965, there
was a coup by liberal, reformist officers,
a constitutionalist coup, which threat
ened to restore democracy in the Domin
ican Republic, so we intervened again.
That tim e we sim ply sent troops. A
bloody and destructive war took place,
many thousands of people were killed
and we again succeeded in establishing
a terror-and-torture regime. The country
was also, incidentally, brought totally
within the grip of American corporations.
The Dominican Republic was virtually
bought up by Gulf and Western and other
corporations after the coup. The country
was totally demoralized. It was, in fact,
subjected to terror and suffering, crush
ing poverty and so on. So then we could
have elections, because it was guaran
teed that nothing would happen. They
can even elect social democrats for all we
care, the basic results having been
achieved. The government would never
be able to accomplish anything for its
population, that is, for that part of the
population which had not been killed or
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1970s with the development of what were
called “ popular o rg a n iz a tio n s,” and
therefore, something had to be done
about them because there might be real
democracy. We plainly don’t tolerate
that.
These two developments did lead to
some action on the part of the United
States. In October 1979, the U.S. sup
ported a reformist coup which overthrew
the Romero dictatorship. There was, in
fact, considerable fear that he was going
to go the way of Somoza. Well, what hap
pened then? The U.S. insisted that some
of the harshest and most brutal military
elements be prominently placed in the
junta. The killing rapidly increased right
after the coup. By early 1980, the left
Christian Democrats, socialists, and re
formist military elements had been elimi
nated from or had simply fled from the
junta, and the country was in the hands
of the usual thugs that we install in our
domains. Duarte came in at that time as a
useful cover, to preside over one of the
great Central American massacres. The
a rc h b is h o p , A rc h b is h o p R om ero,
pleaded with President Carter not to
send military aid. The reasons were the
following:t he said that military aid would
“ sharpen the repression that has been
unleashed against the people’s organi
zations fighting to defend their most fun
damental human rights.” Therefore he
asked Carter not to send military aid.
Well, of course, that was the very es
sence of American policy: namely, to in
crease massacre and repression, to de
stroy the popular organizations, and to
prevent the achievem ent of human
rights, so naturally the aid flowed and the
w ar picked up steam . A rch bisho p
Romero was assassinated shortly after
wards. In May 1980, under Carter re
member, the war against the peasantry
really took off in full force, largely under
the guise of land reform.
The first major action was a joint oper
ation of the Honduran and Salvadoran
armies at the Rio Sumpul where about
600 people were killed as they tried to
flee into Honduras. That massacre was

fled. In this region about 20 percent of the
population has come to the United
States, and in places where they have
easier access, such as Puerto Rico, the
figure is about 40 percent.
Well, let’s turn to El Salvador in con
nection with our attitude toward demo
cratization. There were democratic elec
tions in El Salvador in 1972 and 1977. In
both cases the m ilitary intervened to
abort them and installed military dic
tatorships. The people in Washington
could not have cared less. There was no
concern whatsoever. There were also the
regular atrocities throughout this period,
eliciting little concern in Washington,
However, there were developments, two
in fact, that did elicit concern in the late
1970’s. One was that the Somoza dic
tatorship fell in 1979. There is much my
thology about this, but the fact of the
matter is that Carter supported Somoza
till the very end, even after the natural
allies of the United States, the local busi
ness community, turned against him.
That was a danger sign and it worried the
United States with regard to El Salvador.
There was another development that was
even more dangerous. There were the
beginnings of popular democratic organ
izations within El Salvador of the sort I
mentioned earlier: Bible study groups
turning into self-help groups; peasant co
operatives, unions, all sorts of organiza
tions which seemed to be establishing
the basis for a functioning democracy.
Now, anybody who thinks, realizes that
democracy doesn’t mean much if people
have to confront concentrated systems
of econom ic power as isolated indi
viduals. Democracy means something if
people can organize to gain information,
to have thoughts for that matter, to make
plans, to enter into the political system in
some active way, to put forth programs
and so on. If organizations of that kind
exist, then democracy can exist too.
Otherwise it’s a matter of pushing a lever
every couple of years; it’s like having the
choice between Coca-Cola and Pepsi
Cola. In El Salvador there were dan
gerous moves in this direction in the

There will be no Domino Effect of
successful development emanating from
Vietnam, and, in that sense, it is a very
major victory for the United States.
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suppressed by the American press for
about 15 months, though it was pub
lished in the world press and the Church
press, right here in Cambridge, for exam
ple. In fact, American press coverage
during 1970 was unbelievably bad. In
June 1980, the university in San Sal
vador was attacked and destroyed by the
army. Many faculty and students were
killed and much of the university facilities
were simply destroyed and demolished.
In November the political opposition was
massacred. Meanwhile the independent
media were destroyed.
This war had a number of significant
successes. The popular organizations
were destroyed; therefore we can now
permit democratic elections— now that
there is no concern anymore that they
might mean something. These elections
are carried out in “ an atmosphere of ter
ror and despair, of macabre rumor and
grisly reality.” That was the assessment
by the head of the British Parliamentary
Human Rights Group, Lord Chitnis, with
regard to the 1984 elections in El Sal
vador— rather different from the media
coverage here, as you may recall. The
point is that once the basis for democ
racy has been destroyed, once state ter
rorism has been firmly established, then
elections are entirely permissible, even
worthwhile, for the sake of American
public opinion. The contrast between our
alleged concern for elections today and
our actual concern for elections in the
1970s is, again, informative. Well, that
was a success, namely destroying the
popular organizations and so on. There
was also, however, a failure.
The failure was that people began to
join the guerrillas. There were only a few
hundred guerrillas when all of this be
gan. They grew to many thousands dur
ing this period. Of course, that’s proof
that the Russians are coming—anyone
who understands the U.S. knows that.
And, in fact, that is very similar to Viet
nam in the 1950s. If you think through
what I’ve just described, what happened
in El Salvador under Carter and what
happened in Vietnam under Eisenhower

O f all o f the countries with food reserves
that have diplomatic relations with Laos,
we are the only nation that didn 7t send
them food at the time o f the worst period
o f starvation there. We have the largest
rice surplus in the world.

are very similar.
Well, meanwhile, we stepped up our
war against Nicaragua, not because Nic
aragua is brutal and oppressive. Even if
you accept the harshest criticisms that
have even a minimal basis in reality, by
the standards of the governments that we
support, Nicaragua is virtually a para
dise. But we attack Nicaragua precisely
because it is committed to a model of
development that we cannot tolerate. Of
course this is presented as defense
against the Russians, and as proof that
it’s defense against the Russians, we
note that they receive weapons with
w hich they can defend them selves
against our attack. Foreign M inister
d’Escoto pointed out that it’s like “ a tor
turer who pulls out the fingernails of his
victim and then gets angry because the
victim screams in p a in .” Actually, a
closer analogy would be a thug who hires
a goon squad to beat up some kid in
kindergarten who the thug doesn’t like,
and then begins whining piteously if the
child raises his arms to protect himself.
That would be a pretty accurate analogy
to what’s hapening there.
Reagan’s problem in El Salvador is
very similar to Kennedy’s in South Viet
nam twenty years ago. There was severe
internal repression in both cases, which
was very successful in destroying popu
lar organizations, killing a lot of people,
and so on. However, the internal repres
sion did elicit resistance which the state
that we had installed was unable to con
trol. Kennedy simply attacked South
Vietnam with bombardment and defolia
tion. And Reagan has been trying to do
the same in El Salvador for the last cou
ple of years, but he has not been quite
able to. He has been blocked by domes
tic opposition. He has therefore been
forced to more indirect measures. These
have certainly succeeded in killing many
people and causing vast misery, but not
yet in crushing the resistance. We are
still short of U.S. Air Force bombings.
I’ve m entioned som e of the sim 
ilarities. What are the differences? Well,
the main difference is that the United
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States has changed. When Kennedy at
tacked South Vietnam, there was no pro
test, virtually none. That was in the early
1960s when Kennedy began the direct
m ilitary acts against South Vietnam.
When Johnson escalated the attack
against South Vietnam to a full scale land
invasion, there was also very little pro
test. In fact, protests reached a signifi
cant scale only when several hundred
thousand American troops were directly
engaged in the war against South Viet
nam, a war which by then extended well
beyond.
In contrast, Reagan’s attempt to esca
late the war in El Salvador has met with
considerable popular opposition here.
And that’s significant. In fact, that’s one
of the most significant facts of contempo
rary history.
As recently as 1982, polls indicate that
about 70 percent of the American popu
lation regard the Vietnam war not as a
“ mistake,” but as “ fundamentally wrong
and immoral.” Many fewer opinion lead
ers expressed that view, and virtually
none of the really educated class or artic
ulate intelligentsia ever took that posi
tion. That incidentally is quite typical. It’s
typical for educated classes to be more
effectively controlled by the indoctrina
tion system to which they are directly
exposed, and in which they play a sort of
-social role as its purveyors, hence com
ing to internalize it. So this degree of
servility to the party line is not unique to
this example. But the point is there’s a
split, a very substantial split, between
much of the population and those who
regard themselves as its national lead
ers. That is even given a technical
name— it’s called the “ Vietnam Syn
drome.” Notice the term “ syndrome,” as
applied to disease. The disease is that
there’s just a lot of people are opposed to
massacre, aggression and torture, and
feel solidarity with the victims. Therefore,
something has to be done about that. It
was assumed in the early 1980s that the
disease had been cured, and by reading
the productions of the educated classes,
you would certainly have believed that.
But, in fact, the disease was never very
widespread and it’s a problem— it im
pedes, it inhibits direct intervention and
aggression.
Whether this opposition, which is quite
real, can become sufficiently organized
and effective to block further escala
tion— I don’t know. It could be that the
current level of attack on the population
of Central America will suffice to achieve
the major American military ends. What
is clear, however, is that we’ re living
through another chapter in a sordid and
shameful history of violence and terror
and oppression.
Unless we can muster the moral cour
age and the honesty to understand all of
this, and to act to change it, as we indeed
can, then it’s going to continue and there
will be many millions of additional victims
who will face starvation and torture, or
outright massacre, in what we will call “ a
crusade for freedom.”

In the first third o f this century, the U.S. sent military forces to
Cuba, Panama, Mexico, and Honduras and occupied Haiti for
twenty years. There, under Wilson, we reinstituted slavery,
burned villages, destroyed, tortured, and left a legacy which still
remains.

Noam Chomsky is a professor of philoso
phy at Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology. He was early a critic of U.S. policy
in Vietnam. This is Mr. Chomsky’s excerpt
of a speech he delivered at Harvard Univer
sity in March. Carel Moiseiwitsch is an art
ist living in Vancouver, B.C.
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Haggle Shop 22
NW Futon 11
Oasis Antiques 16
Rejuvenation House Parts 28
Urban Gardens 35
Woodstove Showroom 14

Barley Mill Pub
Cassidy's
City Nightclub
East ave. Tavern
Jazz Quarry
Key Largo
Kingston
Parchman Farm
Primary Domain
Satyricon
Storefront Theatre

LEGAL ASSISTANCE
Sanders, Dixon & Nichols 48

RADIO
KLCC (E) 32
K O A P 11

PERSONAL TREATS
Apropos 44

Cannon Beach (CB)
Corvallis (C)
Eugene (E)
North Cascades (NC)
Oregon Cascades (OC)
Port Townsend (PT)
San Francisco (SF)

Clinton St. Quarterly
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PERSONAL INJURIES
DON'T FIGHT THE SYSTEM ALONE"
Have a skilled trial attorney help you
obtain the fair settlement you de
serve.

FREE FIRST CONSULTATION
SANDERS, DIXON, NICHOLLS, SIEGEL & FRIEDMAN
1020 SW TAYLOR ST.

SUITE 430

PORTLAND, OREGON

- - -

97205'

* «m

O’CONNOR’S
• Eggs O’Connor •
Home-made Cinnamon Rolls
• Breakfast Specials •

Available for
breakfast meetings
7-10:30am

Breakfast Mon-Fri 7-11am
Sat
9-11am
Lunch from 11am

DINNER SPECIALS • FULL BAR
411 SW Alder

NUCLEAR FREE

SERVING DOWNTOWN PORTLAND SINCE 1934

ZONE

228-0854

II. Grin and bear it.
Monsieur Vuplae (the West Coast’s most anonymous artist) w ill make a T-Shirt
emblazoned with his Nuclear Free Zone image, on white, in your size (be spe
cific) fo r only $7.00, postage paid. Make that check out fo r $12.00 and you’ll
receive a year’s CSQ subscription, the posters and the masters to boot. You
w on’t be bom b-proof but you’ll sleep better at night.

III. Stamp out boredom.
C.T. Chew’s stamps are collected worldwide and are sold in art emporium s for
prices ranging to six figures (see centerfold). He has graciously agreed to
provide CSQ with a lim ited number of his 4 color stamps (one sheet per cus
tomer), available to those wise souls w illing to part with $8.00, a price which
includes a year subscription to CSQ. Don’t delay. Chew makes the mail a new
experience fo r everyone, postal authorities included.

IV. A lifetime of thrills
Adm it it. You’ve been intending to send us your check fo r $100 to join the
CLINTON 500 ever since you firs t saw our offer. We’ll take your check at any
time, but while this offer runs your $100 check w ill bring you n o t o nly a lifetime
subscription to the West Coast’s most commented upon publication, with its
award-winning features, graphics, hum or and commentary, b ut also— Don’t
delay . . . act im m ediately!— the posters, the masters and the stamps. This is
an offer we can’t make again. And, what the hey, make that check out for $105
and we’ll throw in the T. We’re easy.
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SEND THE ORDER FORM (OR A FACSIMILE) TO CSQ, BOX 3588,
PORTLAND, OR 97208. YOU’LL NEVER REGRET IT. MUST BE
POSTMARKED BY NOVEMBER 15, 1985. HURRY.
Name
City

B E3bA A EPH A A

3O HA

he CLINTON ST. QUARTERLY and Messrs. C. Vuplae
and C.T. Chew invite you to a fabulous festival of
values offered nowhere else on the planet. Act now, for
these offers are available solely until November 15, 1985.

T

I. Our bargain basement.
If you send us 37 cents in stamps or coin, we w ill immediately
dispatch 2 copies of “ Chuck” Vuplae’s piece de resistance, his
Nuclear Free Zone poster (8V2" by 11"), p lu s a set of masters from
which you can make countless billions more, at your own ex
pense. (See how these nearly free offers can cost you a fortune!)
Or sim ply send us $6 with this coupon (or a facsim ile) and we’ll
send you a year’s subscription to CSQ, the posters and the mas
ters!!

□
□
□
□
□
□

Address

State
Zip
I. Send me the posters and the masters. I enclose 37 cents (stamp or coin).
I + . I need a subscription (posters & masters inc.) Enclosed you’ll find $6.
II. T me up. My size is
. I enclose $7.
II + . T and a sub (posters, masters inc.) Please take my $12.
III. Art is my m iddle name. I need Chew’s stamps (sub. inc.). I enclose $8.
IV. I want to help make publishing history (posters, masters & stamps inc.).
Sign me up for the Clinton 500. My $100 is enclosed.
IV + . Give me the works, Mack (posters, masters, stamps & T).
My size is
. I enclose $105.
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